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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

burrill national bank,
23 MAIN ST.

SECURITY
the investment of savings. In our
4 per cent. On deposits subject to

important factor in
Savin£!> Depart men' we pay
is the most

check

we

per cent,

pay

on

balances of WOO or over.
officers:

directors:

Orlando W. Fosd,
F. Carroll Burrill,
Samuel J. Morrison,
Lewis

deposit

C. Burrill.

boxes

Probate notice—Notice of holding November terra of court.
Adnir notice—Eat- Alvah D Rich.
Rufus Hodgkins—Notice of foreclosure.
Exec notice— Est Jane P Dennison.
Admr notice—Chas W Cook.
Exec notice—Est Catherine A Coney.
Probate notice—Est John J Emery etals.
Burrill Nat’l Hank.
Union Trust Co.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Ellsworth Palls:
M M Moore—Cash prices.
Mt Desert:
Ansel L Manchester—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor. Me:
Dr J W Merrow—Specialist.
Augusta, Me:
Hutchins Co—Farm bargains.

to

rent

in

our

new

vaults.

pleaded

The rummage sale conducted by the
Oak, Lincoln and Park streets branch of
the Village improvement society in the

building on Franklin street formerly occupied by the Staples Piano & Music Co.
opened yesterday afternoon and will continue through the week. Contributions
for the sale are desired, and may be left

effect Oct. 8, 1908.
MAIL8 RECEIVED.

From West—7.13
From East—11.07

a m;
a m:

4.39 and 6.08 p m.
12.06, 5.55 and 10.52 p

MAIL CLOSES AT

•t

POSTOFFICK.

Oreely, vice-presiaent;
retary; E. C. Osgood,
voted to give

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

new

stock.

These Pianos

are all High Grade Instruments and have been
used only from one to three months.

Call and

see them

and get

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC CO.

Whitcomb, Haynes&Co.,
ELLSWORTH’S EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
FOR

TOWN TALK
AND

Fr.

RADIANT FLOUR.

Hancock, Monday,

aged

twenty-eight
to-day,

years. Funeral services was held
Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating.
The first

meeting tor the

poned

season

of the

to the

following day—Wednesday,

Nov. 4.
Mel B. Qerriah, formerly employed in J.
W. Nealley’s barber shop, spent a few days
the past week in Ellsworth, before returning to Worcester, Mass., where he is
He has been employed durnow located.
ing the summer in Bar Harbor.
Miss E. M. Osgood, who has a photographic studio in Lebanon, N. H., suffered
heavy damage from water, from a fire
which occurred on the floor above her last
Thursday morning. About fifty per cent,
of her loss is covered by insunnee.
“The Passion Play’’ will be the feature
at the Bijou theatre Friday and Saturday
of this week, afternoon and evening.
There is a change of bill three times
weekly at the Bijou, and It has become a
popular and pleasant place to spend an

C.

to

Foster.

HAINES,

MAIN ST.,

ELL3W0BTH.

^ or HOT WATER HEATING.
Parties desiring Steam or; Hot
Water Heating Plants Installed will do well to consult me.
Estimates <H«a.
"

HOGGINS,

Kllswortb.

Call at the atuido of

B.

F.

JOY,

PHOTOS of the popular
styles and the latest novel-

for

ties

m

where he has employment in the
the fall.

mission 10 cents.

through

Beginning Tuesday afternoon, Oct- 13*
on Franklin street formerly occ
pied by Staples Piano & Music^Co. Rummage sale conducted by Oak, Lincoln and
Park streets branch of Village improvement society.
Wednesday evening, Oct. 14, at Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth
“ValKjr
Farm,” under auspices of Nicolin grang e
Admission, 25 cents; children under
twelve, 10cents. Dance after play. Tickets*

Smith, of Amherst, was here
Monday and Tuesday, the guest of his
Charles
W. Smith.
brother,
Arthur Foster went to Bangor Monday
to enter the East Maine general. hospital
for an operation for appendicitis. He was
accompanied by his parents. The operawas

ported

as

performed Tuesday, and
rallying satisfactorily.

NORTH

he is

at store

—

re-

ELLSWORTH.

35 cents.

Wednesday, Oct. 21, 6 p. m., at Unitarian
vestry—Harvest supper; 25 cents.

Josiah Phillips is ill.
Mrs. Emma Carter is visiting friends in
Hancock.
Mrs. Nettie Clement, of Northeast Har-

has neen assistant at St. Jo-

Driving Club Pulls off
Successful Meet,
The Ellsworth Driving (Tub presented a
card of three races at Wyman park last
Thursday. The day was raw and uncomfortable for spectators, but about 500
people were at the track.
Charles H. Leland acted as starter and
F. C. Morrill, P. H. Bresnahan and A. S.
Bunker were judges, F. H. Osgood and
Harvard C. Jordan, timers.
The first two races on the card went in
straight heats, but the last race required
five heats, and went over until Friday
morning, when the final heat was trotted.

is a summary of the races:
2.30 Ctaaa. Special.
Island Maid, b in, C'has H Maddocks,
| Ellsworth. 1 1 1
EllsI Colons Girl, b m, Eatou Bros,
worth. 2 2 2
I Billy W, b g, Monohon, Northeast
3 4 3
I Harbor.
Blue Bell, b in, Allen Hall, Sorrento, 4 3 dr
2.4*, 2.46, 2.51.
2.33 Claas. Special.
Hiram H, b g, C A Higgins, Bar Har1 1 2
I bor.
Andrew N, ch g, a Asa Grant, Bangor, 3 2 1
Roxmont. b g, O A Tolman, Southwest
Harbor. 2 dr
2.861, 2.401, 2.40.
1
3 28 Claaa. Sp dal.
Blue Will, jr, b m. Scott Bros,
Sullivan. 2 2 1 1 1
Jim Carr, ch g, James Sullivan,
Bar Harbor. 113 3 2
Kittie R, ch m, L E Treadwell. 3 3 2 2 3
2.38*, 2.30i, 2 38}, 2.31, 2.32.

Following

LAKE WOOD.

The ladies’ social circle of the Baptist
church will have its opening fall meeting
in the vestry this evening in the shape of
Tne circle will be entertained by
a social.
Miss M. A. Hodgkins and Mrs. Edgar
Strout. All members are cordially invited. Exercises will begin at 7.30.

Sylvanus Jordan, formerly

ROV

Hayes

Ellsworth

evening.

R.

ELLSWORTH.

Bijou theatre—Moving pictures af ernooii and evening.
Feature for Friday
and Saturday, “The Passion Play.” Ad-

Lorenzo D.

COUNTY.

WEST

is the kaythat unlocks
door to low prices.

ELLSWORTH.

If you

are

All

looking

come to

gains,

and wife.
committed to lax Collector J. H. BresnaMrs. Emery Bonsey was called to White
han for collection. Several other bills
were referred to a special committee, com- Mountain, N. H., last week, by the serious
posed of Aldermen Estey, Hagan and Jor- illness of her mother.
Mrs. Clarissa Billington, of Surry, and
dan, for investigation, senator Hale baa
gint to the city a check for 1246, the full Mrs. Ellen Franklin, of Lakewood, are
amount of expense incurred in fighting visiting G. M. Barron and wife.
fire which threatened his land. It is probable that the city may attempt to recover
from the Maine Central railroad for exDrowned at Brooklln.
pense of fighting fires alleged to be caused
Pbooklin, Oct. 10 (special)—Georgene,
by sparks from locomotives.
of C. C. Cousins and wife, of this
The Ellsworth high school football team daughter
played its first game Saturday at Ells- place, was drowned while in bathing Friworth with Bluehill academy, winning by day forenoon, in the bay off Eben Allen’s
a score of 32 to 6.
The Ellsworth boys are shore. How the accident occurred is a
putting up a strong game considering the mystery; whether she was seized with a
team.
of
the
They hope soon to cramp and fell face downward, or whether
weight
obtain the services of a coach from the she became entangled in the eel grass.
The young lady who was with her tried
U. of M. The team will play with Washington academy, of East Machias, at Ells- to push a pole to her assistance, but Miss
lineCousins
took no notice of it.
Her comworth next Saturday. The probable
up is as follows: Le., Shea; It., Harri- panion’s cries for help were heard by R.
gan; lg., Jordan or Clement; centre, L. A. Flye, who was working on the highSinclair; rg., Hooper; rt., Gould or Hig- way. He waded in and got the body,
factory at Surry, some 600 cases. A shipre., Sinclair: qb., Cushman; lhb., which was floating face downward on the
ment of 275 cases was made to Augusta
lodgkins., fh., F Mason; rhb., W. Mason. water. Medical aid was quickly called,
The game will be called at 2 o’clock to en- but Miss Cousins could not be resusciMonday.
The regular meeting of Lejok lodge this able the visiting team to get home on the tated.
Miss Cousins was about twenty years
week will be held in tbe renovated and afternoon train.
old, and one of the most popular young
newly-furnished lodge-room. A full atladies in town. Her loss will be greatly
tendance is desired, as important matters
TROTTING AT WYMAN PARK.
felt in the community and in her home.
will be considered.

Rebekah sewing club will be held at Odd
Fellows hall, Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 20.
Suppr will be served at 6.30 by the circle
committee. A good attendance is desired.
As the regular day for holding the
November term of probate court is on the
3d, which is election day, the holding of
the court for next month has been post-

Me.
31 Main Street, Ellsworth,

Successor

ves-

COMING EVENTS.

seph’s for nearly ten years, and baa made
Miss Louise Seeds has gone to Bangor
many friends who sincerely regret the
He for the winter
possibility of his leaving Ellsworth.
b a native of Quincy, Maas. He was orAn enjoyable box party was held at the
dained in 1897. His first charge was in Doll*rdtown schoolhouse one evening last
Maw Orleans, whence he came to Ells- week.
worth.
Rev. W. F. Emery will preach at the
The city government held two meetings Dollardtown schoolhouse Sunday afterlast week Wednesday and Thursday noon.
evenings to take action on the bills for
Mrs. Charles Bonsey, of Bncksport, is
fighting forest fires. Bills amounting to
a few weeks with Walter Bonsey
9MB2.22 were approved and the rolls were spending

Ellsworth was well represented at tbe
Hancock county teachers’ convention in
Bar Harbor last week. Superintendent-ofScbools Scott and twelve of the Ellsworth
teachers being in attendance.
Mrs. Ivp N. Robbins died at the home
of her father, Benjamin Shute, in West i

prices.

O.

was

She was tta
the eighteenth year of her age.
She
leaves besides her father, three sisters
Mrs. Nora Sargent, Mrs. Myra Flet cher
and Kuth Smith, and two brothers Fred
and Everett Smith, who have tho sympathy of all.

for tar-

my store.

goods sold at the lemest possible price.

M. M. MOORE,
ELLSWORTH FALLS,

ME.

WE ARE ALL GOING £
WHERE?

DANCING SCHOOL
Society Hall.
Opens Friday, Oct. Id.

*

Taught by C. E. Monaghan.

?ins;

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
to make room for

It
harvest supper in the
treasurer.

health the past two years.

Edw'ard P. Lord, who recently purchased
the Morrison place, Is reshingling the
house.
George and Albert Hamilton returned
Monday from a week’s camping trip up
the river.
Mrs. Charles M. Whitcomb is in Cleveland, O., for a visit of several weeks with
her father.
Arthur B. Mitchell has gone to Cherry-

tion

KIVEIt

Bangor.
Etta, daughter of A. B. Smith, died
Saturday, Oct. 10. She had been in poor

deer.

mills

THK

in

Miss Grace Gordon, of Sullivan, is the
guest of Frank Haslam and wife.
Artemas Smith returned Monday from a
week’s outing at Morrison pond, with one

field,

OF

Mark L. Milliken, nr., and wife are visiting their daughter, Mrs. Jerry Crowley,

Mrs. Bernard S. Jel'.ison is visiting relatives at Bangor and Bucksport.

CASH

R*«l_E»tiht»_*rid__ln»ur«rie2,

UPRIGHT
during

a

Call,

MOUTH

No. 42

hifiday, Oct. 30-Farmer’s institute at
try, Wednesday evening, Oct. 21.
Grange hall, Orland.
Some of the Baptist Sunday school girls
is visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
bor,
met last Monday evening at the home of
Bluehill, Oct. 31, forenoon and afterMaddocks.
Vera Anderson on Spruce street and or- Mary
noon—Farmers' institute, under auspice*
Wallace fcMcGown and wife, who have of State board of
agriculture.
ganized the “Three C” class. The officers been
Bar Harbor the past
are: President, Alice
McGown; vice- three employedareathome.
months,
Ida
Vera
secretary,
Anderson;
president,
Saunnsnncnta.
Mrs. Hattie Hastings and Mrs. J. D.
Morrison: treasurer, Marguerite Kincaid.
The organization will be completed at the Prigmore, of Ellsworth Falls, spent sevnext meeting to be held next Tuesday eral a«ys last week at the camp parsonage.
evening.
The baked bean supper given uuder the
Rev. P. A. Hayes, assistant rector of St. auspices of the ladies1 church aid Saturday
Joseph’s Catholic church, has been offered evening was a success, a large number
by Bishop Walsh the charge of the mis- being present. Sapper was served from 6
sions of Dover, Foxcroft, Henderson, Milo to 8 o’clock an a neat sum was realised
gnd Ba< gerville. Fr. Hayes has expressed for church work. The evening was pleasto the bishop his preference to remain in antly spent in singing and social chat.
Ellsworth, and whether or not he will
make the change is not yet determined.
tfir

Monaghan's dancing school will open at
Society hall Friday evening.
Sheriff-elect Forrest O. Silsby, ot AmWe will buy for you.
herst, is in Ellsworth to-day.
We will certify the title.
Miss Hannah Holmes has returned from
a
visit of several weeks in Belfast.
We write all kinds of insurance.
There will be work in the second degree
Write us and we will call on you immediately
of Lygonia lodge to-morrow evening.
Harry W. Haynes shot a bobcat near
the Boggy brook road one day last week.
Miss Elizabeth T. Cushman has returned
from a visit of a few weeks in Boston and
vicinity.
First National Bank Bldg..
The schooner Melissa Trask sailed to-day
with staves and heads from Charles J.
Main Street,
Ellsworth, Me.
Treworgy for Newark, N. J.
Dr. Lewis Hodgkins has been elected a
director of the Burrill national bank id
FOR SALE
place of Curtis R. Footer, deceased.
Edwin Dane Hyer, who came to attend
Xjio feet of land situate on south side and at foot of Bea street. Northeast Harbor,
the Whiting-Irwin wedding, left Monday
■sine. This lot of laiuUa on the shore and title giten to loss-water mark.
for hla home in Greenfield, O.
night
line
sbore^noperty. East|Bluehlll/Me.
Farm with buildings In good repair. Acres
The Thursday dab of the CongregaApply to C. W. * F. L. Kasok.
tional church will meet with Mrs. uebei
Hall Robbins to-morrow afternoon.
George Gould and wife have returned
from a visit of several weeks to their
Dr. Arthur L*Go uld, at Freeport.
son,
0. W. TAPLEV,
There will be a meeting of the Knights
of CV>lumbus to-morrow evening for deHAS FOR SALE
gree work. A large attendance is desired.
in
town
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Holmes anA farm with good buildings—Two dwellings
nounce the engagement of their daughter
—A mercantile property.
Margaret to Charles H. Lake, of Ellsworth
....
ELLSWORTH, MAINE. Falls.
MAIN ST.,
Miss Susie Jordan was called to Bar
Harbor last week by the death of her
grandfather,
Sylvan us Jordan. Her
mother accompanied her*
The four-act comedy-drama, “Valley
Farm," will be presented under the auspices of Niooiin grange at Agricultural
nail, North Ellsworth, this evening.
Mrs. G. F. Newman, sr., left last night
for Boston to enter the Emerson hospital
at I* orest Hills for an operation for
appendicitis. Mr. Newmau accompanied her.
PIANOS that
used
Several
Capt. N. H. Means has presented to the
Methodist church as a memorial to his
the summer season
have been rented
wife, a church bulletin of handsome design
which has been placed outside the door.
to be sold at
R. B. Holmes has sold practically tbe
entire output of his blueberry canning

PIANO- BARG AINS-PUNO

meeting of the Unitarian

as follows:
proved. Officers were re-elected
Irving Osgood, president; Mrs. A. F.
Frank S.
sec-

We will sell for you.
We will rent foi you.

slightly

annual

society was held last Wednesday evening.
Reports of officers were received and ap-

Going West—10.45,11.30 a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
No Sunday mail.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

the store.

The

m.

IHTIBID AS SBOOlfD CLASS MATTKB t
AT tmn BLL8WOBTH POSTiPPICE.
\

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

but

recovered. Lawrence was argoods
raigned before Judge Peters in the Ellsworth municipal court Monday,
guilty, and wras held for the grand jury.

AT BLLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

In

agreeable,

were

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

James E. Parsons, Cashier,
Edward F. Small, Asst. Cashier.

Hodgkins,

Charles

safe

C. C. Burrill, President,
8. J. Morrison, Vice-President,

to make himself

succeeded in making his escape after
reaching Bluehill. The two Rebekahs
are still looking for him; they would like,
at least, to know his name.
William H. Morong clerk at E. G.
Moore’s drug store, has returned home
after a vacation of two weeks, bringing
with him a bride, who was Miss Maria E.
Lamson, of Lubec. They have the hearty
congratulations of Ellsworth friends of
the groom. They will occupy Mrs. Edwin Moore’s house on Sterling street.
Frank C. Lawrence, arrested at Bangor
for burglaries at Green Lake and Phillips
lake cottages, has been brought toEllswrorth for trial. Nearly all the stolen

\
I

mounts.

Headquarters for amateurs
MAIN ST., ELLSWORTH

of

Ellswortb,

died at his home in Bar Harbor last
Thursday, in the eighty-seventh year of
his age. Funeral services were held Saturday at Bar Harbor, Rev. A. M. MacDonald officiating. The remains were
bought to Ellsworth for interment.
Twenty-one members of the Ellswortb
festival chorus attended the concerts at
Bangor last week—a larger number than
has attended for several years. One hundred and one tickets were sold at the
station here on Saturday, due mainly to
the running of the special train back that

Ralph Garland is at home
part of the State.

from the west-

ern

|
1

Surveyors for the U. S. geological survey are working in this section.
Howard Moore visited his home Saturday and Sunday, returning Monday to his
work as teacher at West Ellsworth.
R. G. Moore, of the Green Lake hatchery,
has been at the outlet of the lake for a
few days attending to the interests of the
hatchery here.
May Garland, who has been employed
in Bar Harbor the past season, is now at
the home of her grandparents, where she
expects to remain to attend school here.

Farmers' Institute at Bluehlll.
Commissioner Gilman, of the State
board of agriculture, has appointed Oct.
31 a day for holding a farmers' institute at
night.
Bluehill. There will be a program for
In a paragraph in last week’s issue forenoon and afternoon.
enumerating the judges of the Ellswortb
The details for this meeting are in the
municipal court, the names of two of the hands of Thomas Grieve, who has just been
earlier judges were omitted—Oeorge S.
master of the county grange.
Peters, and the late Andrew P. Wiswell, reappointed
Mr. Grieve is one of the most active
who afterwards became chief-justice of the
grangers in Hancock county, and it is
supreme judicial court of Maine, Both safe to predict that he will do all in his
served previous to 1881.
power to make this institute a success.
The general topic for the meetings will
A big buckboard load of Rebekahs went
to Bluehill last Friday night, where they be a discussion of what is for the best inwere
delightfully entertained by the Blue- terest of the farmer in and around thie
hill lodge. On tne way over, two lone Re- community. All who are interested in the
of agriculture, whethei
bekahs on the back seat, who had been advancement
bemoaning their hard fate at being left grangers or not, are cordially invited, and
without an escort, were fortunate enough earnestly urged to attend these meetings
Some good speakers, whose names will
He
to pick up one by the wayside.
promptly climbed into the back seat and be announced later, will be in attendance

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The chief consulting physician of the Merrow Medical A Surgical Institute* of Bangor,
Me., will make his next visit.to the Hancock
house, Ellsworth, on Thursday, Oct. 22, from
12 o’clock noon until 5 p. m.—Advt.

IMO

u

HIM.

ENCOURAGE THE
CULTURE OF BULBS.

TO

During October every customer at the Ellsworth*
Greenhouse will be presented with a.
Hyacinth bulb.

Telephone 43.

B5taS3B8l=a^3JCS^»scais2Ji3V'»»i^i

|
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Something Extraordinary j
The greatest

The

Moving

Passion

3

At

Friday

OF

!
i

CHRIST

“Bijou”

the

Saturday,

and
AND

AFTERNOON

Play

THE

OR

LIFE

|

1’icture in existence.

!

EVENING.

This nicture is 4872 feet long, costing over $100,000 for

production.
It shows the life of Christ from his birth to the crucifixion and
ascension to Heaveu. All hand-colored.

!'
P

jI

MISS

DON’T
Admission

only 10

Main Street,

“BIJOU,”

R. M. Cahi'B ll.

IT.

cents.

Ellsworth,

Maine.

Manager.

Seventy Dividends
have

been

years of its

paid during the thirty-five
existence by the

Hancock County Savings Bank.
Surplus and earnings
of

over

10 per cent,

deposits.

BANKING

HOURS:

9 TO 12 A. M.;

1 TO 3 V. M

---*-

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Oct. 18, 1908.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.
Commending our society.—IV.
By systematic, generous giving.
i Cor.
*vi» 1. 2; Mat lii, 7-12.
Life is a continual receiving and giving. We receive from God directly and
indirectly great blessings and gifts. We
are expected
in return to give and
even
to give to God—not that God
needs our gifts, but that we need to
make the gift. There is a feeling in
every thoughtful soul that we must
Tender something unto God for aii His
benefits. David’s exclamation, “What
shall 1 render uuto the Lord for all Ilis
benefits?” finds an echo in every heart.
Even the idol worshiping heatheu in
all ages have felt the operation of this
same inward feeding and have responded to it. Freely we have received from
God: freely we should give to God.
But how shall we give? What is the
divine law upou this subject? It is undoubtedly systematic and generous giving. This method is Scriptural, practicable, effective, and has the promise of
God’s blessing.
1. Systematic and generous giving is
Scriptural. In the Old Testament dispensation a tenth was the demaud of
God. Abraham probably gave a tenth
of his substance to God. Jacob vowed
to do so. and It may have been before
this that he bad failed to do what was
required and customary. In Lev. xxviL
80, it is directly and plainly asserted
that a tenth shall be given to God.
41
All the tithe of the land, whether of
the seed of the land or of the fruit of
the tree, is the Lord’s.” In the topical
reference the prophet Malachl fear
fully arraigns God’s people for not having given the tithe and declared that
in withholding they have robbed God
There can be no question about the

atJBrrtiarmmu.

fflutnol Btncbt <Eotnmn.

CHRISTIAN* ENDEAVOR.

SDITKU Bl -AUNT

MADttB”.

—

—

•a

n

aa

ic^ktuo

U15

uj

v/m

xcai.i-

In the New Testament
dent
Paul asks a stated weekly ottering for
a special purpose and in another place
declares that as God blessed the people
times.

they

were to

give.

2. Systematic and generous giving Is
just It is right It asks of no one
what he is not able to give.
It requires the least of those who receive
the least and the most of those who receive the most It sets aside so much
as belonging to the Lord.
It makes il
Eb and not ours and removes the
temptation to use it for ourselves.
3. Systematic and generous giving
baa the promise of the blessing of
God. In giving regularly to God and
to proportion as He blesses us we art
fulfilling a plain duty that la owed to
God. Every duty brings its blessing.
But God has promised a blessing it
the fulfilling of this duty. "Bring ye
pH the tithes into the storehouse that

wire may be mvll ^ .M,n“
Drove Me now herewith, salth the
Lord of Ho8ts, if I will not open the
windows of heaven and pour you out
a blessing that there shall not be roou
enough to receive it" If we fulfill the
conditions of this promise, ws may
also have the blessings, and at the
time wo shall commend our so

daty.
BIBLE READINGS.

1

Gen. xxxTili, 20-22; Lev. xxvll, 30-34
Hum. xvili, 20, 21, 24; II Chron. xxxl
B, «; Matt, vl, 1-4; John 111, 10; Act?
U, 44. 45; xx. 35; Matt, x, 7, 8; Phil
ir, 15-17.

jf4l

--

An Enthusiastic Endeavorer.
The New South Wales Christian Bn
deavor union has a new general secretary in the person of Mr. G. E. Bodley.
Mr. Bodley is an enthusiastic Endeav-

The parpoee* of thU coiumi m iMelnctlj
tated Id tbe title am) motto— It !• for the mutual
■eneilt, anti alias t*» ba helpful ami hopefulMeg for tbe coupon goed. It Is fertbecom
non use—a ptWk servant, a purveyor of lu*ormattoD and suggestion, a medium for tbeiaerchange of Ideas, la this capacity It eoUelts
and Its euceess depends largely
jo >he support given It In this respect. Communication* must be sinned, but tbe name of
erlter will not be printed except by permission.
Uomrountoatioas will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will U* rejected without good reason. Address
til communications to
Thb axbkicai,
Ellsworth. Me.

After suffering for seven years,
this woman was restored to health
There was an old lady all dressed ia silk.
Who lived on lemons and buttermilk;
by Lydia E. Plnkbam’s Vegetable
And. thinking this world was a soar old place. Compound. Read her letter.
She carried its acid ail over her face.
Mrs. Sallie French, of Faucaunla,
Another old lady, all dressed in patches.
Ind. Ter., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
but lucifer matches;
Lived
So the world, it made her strangle and cough.
And sure as you rubbed her you set her off.
And another old lady, all sunny and neat.
Who lived upon sugar,and everything sweet,
Lxci&imed, when she heard of their troubles.
For

the

^world

is

so

nice 1 could

liye

on

for-

Now, children, take your choice
Of the food yoor hearts shall eat;
There are sourish thoughts, and brimstone
thoughts.
And thonghta all good and sweet;
And whatever the heart feeds on.
Dear children, trust to roe.
Is precisely what this queer old world
Will seem co you to be.
Vary M^pee Dodge.
—

Q. E.

who has seen long service. He
bus used Ills pen for tbe cause as a
writer for the Roll Call, tbe official
Mew South Wales organ.
orer

How One Pastor Feels.
In a personal letter to Secretary
Bhaw the famous author of “In His
Steps,” Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, writes;
“Give my greetings to all the friends
and say that I have always believed in
the Christian Endeavor movement from
its very beginning und believe in It
I have a live sonow more than ever.

ciety, which is a great inspiration to
me and a genuine help in my work.
I should not know how to do my min
tetertnl work without it.”
This Is increasingly the testimony ol
pastors who. like Dr. Sheldon, give to
•heir young people the sympathetic
leadership which Is absolutely necessary to the largest success.

English Inorsau.
When Dr. Clark first visited England
la 1888 he found eighteen societies
When he goes there nest fall he will
llaA more than 12,000.

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, nas been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of
women who

Dear M.

B. Friend*:

I trust you

are

all able to

enjoy

1 often think how
much of the beautiful scenery of the
country is lost to those who seek their
lovely October days.

before nature
foliage with autumn tints.
of color these October days
citv

homes

touches the
The richness
can never be

tree to write and mention them.
L E. T, I have something to tell you.
Some one who attended the reunion (I
don’t know which niece) brought some
of your “filled cookies”. 1 did not get
one of them, but 1 made up the deficiency
by eating two pieces of Aunt Maria’s
pumpkin pie. Since that time I have nwh
some “filled cookies” and they an delicious. A valued friend living some miles
away-one who is a true M. B. in heart if
not in name, sent for the recipe, having
hoard from some one who “reuned” with
us how nice they were.
1 hope you who attended tip reunion
will let us hear of your experiences of the
day, and that all others, knowing a toast
was given to all the absent lr
embers, will
realise that we met them then in spirit,
and thus they were not forgotter and we
forgotten,
I
want to hear from them. I wish
through
the column to thank Aunt Maria for her I
floe report of oar gathering.

{

ing-down feeling, flatulency,indigestion, dizziness, or nervous prostration.

Ifts*7

ift

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, b
Bets,
Spinach pk
L»uuce, bead
sweet

20a25 Onions, b
W Parsnips, lb
OS Carrots, lb
15 Cabbayr, lb

Squash,

Oft S910

02u0S Tomatoes, b
0-4
Citron, lb
C* kry, bunch
2ft
1ft S30
Cauliflower,

pot aloes. It.

Frail*

Oranges, dos
Caule loupe.

2j*50

Havana.
Porto Rico,

MARIAVII.LK.

Lemon* <ios

“E":

PENOBSCOT.

Penobscot grange met Friday evening.
In the absence of the worthy muter, Put
Muter Cushman filled the chair. After
the business meeting, at which time one
application wu presented, the lecturer
presented the following temperance program: Bong, choir: reading, Hazel J.
Dunbar; clipping, Martha Sellers: reading, Una uray; clipping, Una Bridges;
HANCOCK POINT.
original essay, Liuie Staples: clipping,
Jennie
Bridges; reading, B. E. Varnum;
Mm. P. Y. Hackett went to Bangor FriJohn Littlefield; reading, Grace E.
day to attend the (estival and viaitfrienda. paper, remarks,
B. H. Cushman. About
Leach;
Mrs. Emma Carter, of Nicolin, a pent a thirty-five patrons were present and
(ew days this week with Mrs. C. A. Pen- three visitors
ney.
Dr. Dana Phillips, of boothweat Harbor,
BKDQWICK.
spent Sunday with his brother, W. H.
A regular meeting of Sedgwick grange
Phillips.
was held Oct. 9.
Worthy Muter Roy P.
Mrs. Mitchell, with daughter Sarah, of Allen in the chair.
Thirty members and
Cherryfield, is visiting her sister, Mrs. W. four visitors were present.
The question
H. Phillips.
discussed was, “Which is better, to sell
W. H. Phillips and wife and Mrs. Farns- potatoes in the Held at forty-five cents a
worth, of Sullivan, went to Ellsworth and bushel, or put them in the cellarT” Ceres
camped out a tew days recently.
favored with a song and the worthy chapW. Gallison, Arthur Loonder, Joe Tuffts lain with conundrums. Two applications
Albert Triboa are at No. 8 on a Ashing for membership were received.
and hunting trip tor a tew days.
JOHN DOKITT, SULLIVAN.
Thursday evening, at the residence of C.
F. Chester and wife, their daughter Daisy
John Dority grange held a pleasant sesI. was married to J. E. Haskins,of Bangor.
Rev. P. A. A. Killam performed the cere- sion Friday evening. There wu a goodly
State Masnumber of members present.
mony. The bride wore a brown traveling
suit. The house was decorated with vines ter C. 8. Stetson gave a short address,
wu very helpful and instructive.
which
and flowers. The bride and groom left on
were served.
the night train for Bangor, where they Ice-cream, cake and coflee
will reside. A few of Mtb. Haskins’ girl About twenty-five members from this
friends witnessed the ceremony and ac- grange attended Pomona grange at Hancompanied the couple to the train. They cock.
take with them to their new home the best
wishes of many friends.
QUEEN MOUNTAIN POMONA.
Oct. 12.
E.
Green Mountain Pomona met with
Pamola grange, Hancock, Saturday, Oct.
The modern city seeds the strength and
vitality of the country boy. But that
I. Foss. All the officers were
country boy who thinks of escaping the Augustus
present except Pomona and the lady assistsupposed toil and isolation of the farm by ant steward. The worthy muter appointed
plunging into the ceaseless whirl of the Mrs. Bessie Walker and Mrs. Lizzie Libby
city entertains the wildest sort of a dream. to fill vacancies.
After the usual opening ceremonies.
Worthy Muter Fou gave the addreu of
and J alien Emery, of Bay View
Doan’s Regulets cure constipation, tone the welcome,
grange, responded. Nancy Yonng, of PaBtomach, stimulate the liver, promote diges- mola grange, read a very interesting
papei
tion and appetite and easy passages of the on “Woman’s Position and her Duties in
bowels. Ask your druggist for them. 25 the Department of Orange Work”. Beceas
cents a box.—Advt.
wu declared for dinner, and a fine har-

25 gftft
ifl a .0

Mariaville grange held its regular meeting Saturday evening with a good number
present. As there was do degrees to confer a fine program was rendered.
Many
useful ideas were suggested by the worthy
patrons to make the grange an ideal one,
also to make it a part of our farm and
home. Program for next regular meeting
conun-

Fork,#.
Chop,
Ham. par b
Shoulder,
It
Bacon,
Salt

»#»
logift
(*#10

Roaitau

Corned,
Tongues,

Tsai:

10#.lft

Lamb*

10015
Lamb,
Cft
Tongues, each

MBMOBIAL BKSOlCTIOJf*.

R'kewu, We the members of lfarlaville
gran ire have been called upon to pait with a
beloved patron. Emetine C. Tibbeita. and although we regret the loas of oar dear slater,
we look upon the separation as
and
for her good and only for a short time; be It
/toolrrrf. That w* hereby cxi»um our sorrow at the lose of onr esteemed sister, and
extend onr sympathy to the bereaved relatives.
gesofrerf. That onr charter be draped for

Yocno,

Lisbib Liuis.
Clara E. Jobdak,
Committee on resolutions.

AB8UTUS, SCHBY.

■AST BLUHXtU-

was

In.pr,,’.,,

£
inlUmmstion'*^

H*"1*
blotcheT^S

the

story

of

suffering and despa,r

Inflammation of the roueon,
membr.^
ia catarrh. BantahcaUrrh
«„d
ion. will clear a. if by
magic, p,jtl
eyes will brighten, faces become m ^
and ahouidera erect. Perfect I
,luty
only with perfect health.
health for women can only I*.

/IT*

throughKex.lt

oht.n*!

Muc-Tone] ,heot**

live and permanent care for
catarrh
Mme. Swift, 44 W. attb 8t„

New’Ye*

City,

speciiiL

t£S
wjpli£

bSK;
rau^

antfinrtamtMtS
catarrh
,"dto
b,?2

**-k-n.°Wrt.‘“t

Moore,

oor.

opposite

Sfct' rtisrm nti

Send ai postal Card
for *•

Vf A« AM AKER
Fall and Winter
c AT A I o 6 ® ^
"•

—

*

Ey

Wearing ^PP«*
uve

ALAMOOSOOX, BAST OKLAXD.
Alamooeook grange held its regular
sieeting Saturday evening, with a good
■ttendance and three visitors from Highland grange. It was decided to have a
harvest supper Oct. 17.
At recess the
roung members enjoyed themselves playing games. Grange was then called to orler, and the lecturer presented a short
program.
OUBHKAM, OOCLDSBORO.
An interesting meeting was held Wednesday evening, Oct. 7, fifty members and
visitors from Lamoine, Schoodic No. 408,
Bchoodic No. 420, Pamola and John Dority
granges being present. Literary program:
Beading, Lixxie Libby; song, Dallas Ashe
and Addie Uuptill; reading, Annie Tracy;
reading, Susie Cole; song, Bertha Handy;
reading. Addle Guptill. Interesting remarks were made by C. S. Stetson, Slate
Refreshments were served and
master.
games played. All are looking forward to
the fair on Oct. 21, to be followed by a
dramatic entertainment in the evening.
Counsel (for the defendant)—Would it
be contempt of court to say that your
over this case in a
honor has presided
manner which is a disgrace to the bench?
Judge—Certainly it would. I should commit yon at once. Counsel—Then I shall
not say It.

^

thousand and °
other necessaries an
a
that
things
gm** ^ ^ can supply.

REMEMBER that

EVERt^1* ^
(Except goods
very beav, boat,

ot

.

^

U Delivered to

CHARGE

*■»"-*
304 NW

States,
“

JOHN
Form*'
Formerly
f. SiCUMtft or

3“*1

lA**-*?*

C®1

T.* cay

The Best in the Basket
a

a
a
a

Biscuit Flour
Pastnu Flour
Bread Hour
Cake Flour

—

gold Medal
Flour U
Washburn-Crosby f o
H)K

M L

,1

works ihroach it.
blood, and acting directly
Haddock,
upon , he
cell.-the
congestion
Halibut,
ol which are the sole aan.es of
Lobster, lb
caiues them to
Smelts, ft
expel the poison
resume their natural
funct.ons, Thu
the
membrencea
are cleans.,,
Flip perbbl—
6ft
lh(, 01004
Oats,bu
6 00#050 Shorts—bog—
1 fO purified and revitalised.
lift Mix.feed,bag IAS#I a
«*“'■ Mncu-Toneaifl
i.ora,100bbag
171 Mlddltnga, bag 50*1 ift
Cora meal,hag
.°.f Mtarrh. nn matter
wnere located, of how
long standing. or
by wbat other names it is known W,
Torturlag ecsema spreads Its bernlng area goar.nU. to refund your money if yw
irt DOi MtlBDM with the vigorous health
esery day. Doaa'a Oiatmentquickly stops its
and dear complexion it brings you
spreading, instantly relievos the Itching,
Hold only at our stores
Price, »
cures It permanently. Aft nay drag store.
««*
Mail orders (tiled.
per botUe.

qt
os Scallops qt
12#10 Mackerel, each
45 Shad, b
16 Floaan fladdle, b

carried out In

It's
It's
It’s
It's
It's

...

tmu'bto

qUati«.'or
Hexall Mncn-Tone

Fresh Fish.
OS Clama,

Cod,

East BlnehUl grange

held its regular
sieeting Saturday evening, Oct. 10.
rhlrty-seven members and two visitors
ware
present. Interesting remarks weie
made by the worthy deputy, Mery Bur-

^

Thouwnd ol women are
„8io
e|
preparations nnsnccers'ully.
Cosmetics fait to
th(.ir
muddy complexions or to
banish 1 p'n'
pies, btsekbeads and crow's-feet
No wonder.
Their
|ies
*
deeper that th. skin. Tt.,.v
6,11
and
bad
blood,
blood, in so',*,
the cases, arise, from
mneona membrane.
Their Mm
with poison, which is certain
in unsightly humors and
P*l*, dr*wn '*<*», deep circled eyes
ing shoulders and weak h,( k

_

Friday, Oct. B, eras children's night at
Arbutus grange. Sorry, with about seventy children and twenty-live visitors
present. The ehtldre.i furnished the program of readings, redtat ions and music,
end great credit Is doe them for the fine
manner in which it was rendered.
Supper was served in the lower hall, and Bro.
saunders favored the children with selections on the grapbopbone.

rill. A short program
in able manner.

llckinj

Vitality.

cfr“",

Lard,

**«JI

Steak,
Russia,

and

in

Meats and ProsIsleae.

Beef.*:

Oiv« Advice To Women

the roost famous
ijeautj
the world and an
accepted authority
on all relating
thereto, has thi, t0 **
or
Mucu-Tone:
18020
“l ean strongly endorse the
claim, n*,,
-ft 22
for Rexall Mncn-Tone as a ,m
10R>»
temic catarrh.
1ft a a
lu tonic
'l***
It builds up the str,
Ir-O, 3 markable.
ngth.^i
12 a • restore# vitality. If women
who
and run down, Ucking in ei.ertality, will use Mucu-Tone. they
iu **^''“1

40
JO

•AqCA, SOUTH BLUHHtUL.
The regular meeting of Meeespsqos
The eelnma la epee to ell ptigtn fee the graag* to held O'*. 8, with about thirty
The district deputy, Mi*. Mary
lleceeeloe of topic* of general let*root, end present.
j
mail* sobs interesting and helplor report* of freer* endiff. Moke letter* ! Burrilt,
f ol remarks. The literary program was as
I hart end eoBdee. All o*bbb»I<*Hooq bbiI | follows:
Heeding, Lola Maddox; recitate elfoed. hot nteee olU net be prlated as- tion, Beulah Eaton; reading. Flan
Hodgof
the
writer.
All
oom
by
permission
don;
eongs. Boy Henderson;
eept
reading,
maaisatioae will be subject te eppreral by j Edith Qeudage; question:
“Resolved,
the editor, bat bob* will be rejseted wtthoat that (ssnbmlssion would be a benefit to
the State." It was Toted to bare a harvest sapper Oct. a.

___

02
12
Oi
(3

lb

Tkle colun I* derated la the Qrttgt, eepeciaUy te the puia of Beeaoch eoutjr.

DATUS.

f4

present, including visitors

pnhlftcatioD.

^mong U)e ©ranger*.

•«ll

10 Pineapple,
Grocer lea.
from
Bayside and Bay Veiw granges. Four
Rloe, perb
.or#4*
members were received by demit, and tbe
20 gift
.16#.2ft Vinegar, sal
Rio,
second degree was conferred on nine can3ft Cracked wheat,
Mocha,
didates. There were two applications for
3ft
b
.a>
Oatmeal, per
Java,
.W
Buckwbrat, pkg
membership. There will be work in the Too—per I
m*
Graham,
initial degree at the next meeting. Dur- i
j*e“.
jh
.30# 60 Rye meal,
Oolong,
ing the lecturer’s hour th£re were several
Granulated meat.b can
Sugar—per b—
songs, a reading, and the question, “Are
Oi Oil—per gal—
Graaiuated,
our agricultural fairs an conducted at presTallow, C
06*6#
6ft#-70
ent beneficial to tbe farmer?”
II
06*10
Powdered,
Kerosene,
Molasses per gal

patrons

Don’t hesitate to write to Mrs.
pinkham if there is anything
about your sickness you do not
understand. She will treat your
letterin confidence and adviaeyou
free. Mo woman ever regretted
thirty days.
writing her, and because of her
Arwiwd, That these resolutions be placed
vast experience she has helped upon onr records and a copy sent to the Banand Tun Eluvoitr Aacaaigor
thousands. Address. Lynn, Mess ca> Oommfvciml
for
Damibl G.

Saturday, Oct. >4 -Meeting o( Hancock
with Maw Century (nap, Dndhe paper
asst' Pomona
tuun.
Aunt Maria's letter fine, and doesn't she have
some beautiful floweret If ihi doesn’t look out
Saturday, Oct. 31-Meeting of Otaao
we shall swoop down on her and pick a big
Sloan tain Pomona grange with Good Will
booqaet. A week ago a friend in Arlington I
whom I visited picked a large one for mo. T (range, Amherst.
have been to church for three Sundays in
succession, and wish l coaid no to-night, bet
the distance over brick walks is too great. A
The program for the meeting of Hanchurch is being bnilt nearer, Just at the foot
cock Pomona grange with New Century
of £'Xn street, bat it is a Universalist, and H. •
H. French Is not to spesk there. He is the | grange, Dedham, Oct. 24, incladee the fadCongregational preacher whom I lore to go to rowing:
hear. TO-day hfs theme was—“The Ministry I
Addreee of welcome.Worthy Heater
of the Common Life.” I met several pleasant
Besponee.Hattie £ Harriman
friends. Good-night and Joy to all.
Music.Mr and Mrs H P Burrill
Paper: -The Sanay and tbe Shady Bide of
Farm Life,” Mra Mary E Borrill
^Laatevening I went to bed quite unhappy.
Unpleasant things will happen yon kno.
in
know,
Suggestion* for the coming rear,
any place. It seemed to me I should have to
Walter B Black
give up the work I have begun if each un- Ooeetion: What lawe should be passed at
pleasantness continued. I thought of lsst
the coming session of the legislature
Sunday’s sermon, and wondered again if this
that would be of the greatest benefit to
really was the work God hsd intended for me.
patrons and to the citizen* of tbe State
and pr^jed tfent if it were I might be give*
generally? What law* amended, and
what law* re peeled? Arno Hoooper, H
grace to bear it.
This morning when I comedown everything
P Burrill
seemed better. The things which troubled
Three-minute *peeche* by officer*
me are at least for s time obliterated. It has
been a cheerful day for all, till Just as it was
evening; I was msde nervous again
PAMOLA, HANCOCK.
nearing
by a tale of woe brought by a little boy whose
Pamola grange, Hancock, met in regumother we have helped often and much. I
aught, “Ob I cannot bear any more of her lar session Saturday evening, Oct. 10,
and 200 visitors present.
JJiavt b*tjt'WU«d to sympathise with 100 members
and I have enougu to stand Clara Johnson, Neills Crabtree end Elisaso
without it.” Like a flash earns the words to beth Oakes were appointed a committee to
h
me, “Bear ye one another's burdens.”
draft BwmofW resolution* fn* 5irsh
1 am trying to patiently help the afflicted I
Wooster. The program lorti* evening folonce more and bear with their Complainings.
The father of four little children is ill in bed. lows: Music, orchestra; recitation, Lais
The mother, a very small woman, has to go Crabtree; song, Emma Ball, Liu is Crabout to wash, iron or clean and scrub to help tree;
song,Omen Young; dialogue, “The
M. A. B.
feed them.
Haunted House;” song, Leah Scammon;
Yon find an opportunity to help in bear- speech, Henry Johnson; song, Hervey
ing the burdens of others, don’t yon. M. Scammon; pantomime, “Rock of Age*,
A. B.T
a McKinley exercise; remarks for good of
the order by Julien Emery, of Bay View,
D. G. Hell sod G. W. Mayo, of Mountain
DiAt Mutuals:
end Henry Estey, of Bayside.
Let me tell you my new way of making View,
off
of
sheets. One
my family usually pulls
ffs..-

.tost'
:6j20

Vegetables.

-■%»
MOUItTAlK VIEW, WEST EDEN.
Mountain View grange held its regular
meeting Oct. 9, with about forty-eight

have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulcera- consists of
songs, quotations,
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities, drums, readings
and stories.
periodic pains, backache, that bear-

Why don’t you try it ?

reproduced on canvas.
As the evenings an lengthening I am
wondering if we cannot have more time to
devote to oar oolamn, and if you have any
propositions to make that will open up
new lines of thought, or add in
any way
to the interest, 1 hope you will each feel

the upper sheet and throws it on the outside
of the bed or on the floor, or I find it hanging
out on one side. Last winter I put double
blankets on the bed and found them in place
in the morning, so applied the idea to sheets
for that bed, and it works like s charm.
I took ten yards of sheeting, cut it in two
once, sewed up the seam, hemmed each end
lust alike. If you don't believe it better than
Sistbb B.
the old way, Just try it and see.

BODUCI.

I bad female troubles for seven
years—was all run-down, and so nervous I could not do anything.
The
doctors treated me for d < fferent troubles
While
no
in
but did me
this congood.
dition I wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for adG. Pinkham'a Vegevice and took
Lydia
table Compound, and I am now strong
and welL"

It was voted to allow each subordinate
grange |3 additional to what was already
allowed, to help pay expenses foren retaining Pomona. A vote of thanks for hospitality was followed by reading and adopting minutes, and meeting closed in form.
The next session will be held with Good
Will grange, Amherst, Oct. 31.

FAMOUS BEAUTY
SPEClALIST

A

Enerjy

Saturday,

bury Cove, Wednesday, Nov. 11; John
Dority, East Bullivan, Friday, Dec. 11.

THI THBBB OU) UDUM.

nothing

.'5440
t- e 'M

..

|

om mun teat 1 owe,

upon

SWntwrmms.

in the degree of Pomona.
After a short recess, and a song by ; Ratter,
Galen Young, of Pawola, State M <ster i Creamery perb.....
Stetson was introduced, and addressed tbe
Dairy..
patrons along the line of grange work, Raws.
mentioning the social acd educational
Id, per dot.
ft aturts t'f the grange, tbe free seed law,
pure fertiliser law and rural telephone
lines. W. A. Browne, of the poultry derowi.
partment of the U. of M., was next introruced and spoke on “The Evolution of the Ray.
Best loots, per ton..
Han”.
Baird.
Invitations were presented and accepted
for meetings w ith Good Will grange, Ama
Vie
SalisOct.
Loose
31; Bay
herst,

“Helpful and Hopeful”

Molt*:

MARKETS.

The quotations below (five the range of
retail price* in Ellsworth.

balloting,
instructed

candidates. After
twenty-fivewere
introduced and

candidates
Its

ELLSWORTH

feast was served to over 900 patrons.
Reassembling in the fifth degree, applimembership were read from

vest

cations for

HY YOUR (,R0( LK

done so ranch for his ctanrch. Our dour Bro.
8) monton placed a memorial window in the
north side of the auditorium in
memory of
Sister Simouton, who finished her faithful
work in our midst. The memorial to Bro.

CHURCH DEDICATION.

B.

Baptist and Methodist. Tha Unitarian church

ADDRKS9.

not bnilt until a lew yean later. OtU W.
Kent was the contractor, at the
bnildinit of
the drat Methodist chnrch. He also built the
Catholic and Unitarian churches. We Und
in the dies of Tnn AMnnican the
following account of the dedication of the drst Methodist
ehurch:
MJn». 12, I860. Mr. Editor: We came
from Bucksport, in a enow storm
with
A mm I Prince, to Attend the dedication of the new Methodist
Episcopal church
at 1<4 a m. Rev. James Thurston offered the
dedicatory prayer, and W. P. Farrington
preached the sermon. The sermon waa characteristically amusing, entertaining and profitable, and was well spivru
Wltu CVKUgeilCai
spiced with
evangelical
■sntlmsnl
Tkn..wh
■_”
sentiment.
Though stormy, the house
was
well filled. The music added much to the interest of the occasion. The church will seat
about four hundred persons. The society
here, with Rev. B. M. Mitchell as pastor, is
small, and they deserve much praise for their
enterprise in building a church for the worship of God. Rev. Mr. Prince preached in the
evening. It was a laconic presentation of the
three great pillars of Christianity-Faith,
Hope and Charity.
The Baptists dedicated a beautiful chnrch
a few weeks since. The
village is very much
improved by the erection of two churches.
Yours truly,
E. A. H.”
waa

T. HOWLH.

Methodism b.d e hold on th« early
Ellsworth, U woll aothenHcnted.
> Methodist
»» A. D. 17M, Jenae Loo.
Jj e*r! v
write. coder dote of M.y
plonf' preacher. Mr.
on
Union
rirer,
At
Joy *,
I dlecoureod on the “one thin*
The day «■ wet, hot we nod a
was
teat
meeting. In the afternoon my
oommandod, and
CiefiV *'And the Kin*oaat
Into
the
him
and
brought Daniel
Th„

Jtipr-Ot

Cloik,

Key.

^ey

hen of Hons.’
seemed awful on account
He MV3- "The piece
of the Lord." By research. I
of the presence
to at that
„t;s!led the Mr. Joy referred
great-grandfather of our present
same name, and the
nhotographer end of the
of was situated on the present
house spoken
house.
site of the Hancock
of preachln* la what Is
The next record
that I am ahle to dad, was by
now Ellsworth
to a circuit
Joshua Soule, who was appointed
MOO. He afterIncluding Ellsworth, June M,
later
and
blahop,
elder,
a as

-.u.

presiding

wards

wwo

well

..._

__

held for forty years,
which latter o«ce he
In UR. In
trs.rli.ng from Maine to Tenaa.
he attached
the division of the conference,
formed
hy the reprehimself to the perty
and Identified himself
jenuti es of the South,
This
With that section of the denomination.
hie friends In the
wts much regretted by
s pert
Horth He wee born In Bristol, then
far as I know the
of Hancock county, and ae
The
In
Hancock
born
county.
only bi-hop
-houid not be confounded, with hie

.uv

it.

___

iu.

This will be recognised as from the pen of
Rev. E. A. Helmershauaen. At this time Par-

Tenney occupied the pulpit of the Congregational church, Rev. Robert Cole of the
Baptist church and Rev. Mr. Mitchell the
Methodist.
They were three sealons and
faithful workers for God’s kingdom. In lMl,
Nelson Whitney succeeded Elder Mitchell,
and in lMt, William J. Wilson was appointed.
An amusing incident occurred during his
son

neon:

was presiding
uphru. Francis A. Boole, who
IMS.
elder of Bncksport district from MW to
As this town was Incorporated Feb. t, MW,
Methodist
the
drat
regal*'
Joshua Soule was
minister appointed to thu town of Bile worth.
And, incidentally, wa will say here, that as
Ellsworth became a city Feb. 0, MSS. Bee.
John A Flamer, a brother of Chaplain Plumer,
of Thomas ton State prison, haring been appointed to Ellsworth la tha spring of that
minister apyear, wu the first Methodist
pointed to the city of Ellsworth.
Ie tail Nathan Binary
appointed to
prominent,
___erery
Union river. He Inter
member
of
the general
Ml*
a
being
JsiaMsnd
conference. He was a distant relative of onr
present pastor. In UN, Alfred Metcalf end
Wlllleu, Ooodhue were appointed to Union
riser. In 1M, the Mew Bngland conference
wu held In Boston in Jane, and Aaa Patti#
and Dsolel Dudley wei* appointed to same
charge; In 18M, ThomasPsrry; io MO*, Joseph
Baker: I n ing, Ebeneser Fairbanks; in MOT,
Daniel Hickeri in IMS, David Kilbnrn, and la
1M Daniel Rickar waa again appointed to the

which is remembered to this day.
His esteemed better half was very particular about saving his clothee, and one
Sunday
when he came home to dinner, pinned an
He returned to church
apron over his vest.
in the afternoon, forgetting to remove the
apron, not noticing it until he arose to read
his scripture lesson. The congregation had

already noticed the blunder.
in

im, josian rietcner «H

assigned to this

and many others. But it is not my purpose
to speak of the living, but of those who have
flnished their work among ns and gone to
their reward.

charge. In 1*85 and 1888 John A. Locke served
as pastor. Mel Elliot then taught school in
the brick schoolhouse, at the corner of High
and Pine street. Mr. Elliott was a brother of
Her. Stephen C. Elliot. Elliot and Locke

tu wiou

friends, and Elliot took an active
In the work of onr church while here.

were warm

part
Chaplain Tribon,

so long a friend to onr
church here, tells me he first visited Ellsworth during Mr. Locke*s pastorate here, and
made the acquaintance of both Locke and
Elliott. Rev. Mr. Locke was followed In 1867
by Enoch M. Fowler, who was pronounced
“clear gold'*.
Then came Bro. Plumer’s appointment
Hint charge.
above referred to. He was followed in 1878 by
Francis 0. Morgen, who «h for twsnty-Ave William Reed. He' was
followed in 1874 by
jeers rvgistar of deeds of Hancock county, Rev. Fred A. Bragdon, the father of the
preswee reputed to be the Ant class leader in
ent principal of Bucksport seminary.
Ellsworth.
From 1887 to 1874, both inclusive, Ellsworth
Hr organised the Arst class la 1*41, and met and
8urry were one charge, with pastor’s resithe same weekly ia his own honse (now the dence in
Surry. In 1875, Bernett M. Mitchell
Kent house, neat the old Methodist church).
again came to Ellsworth for three years, to be
Some of the Arst members of the class were followed in 1878
by James M. Moores. Bro.
George *v. Haddocks, Uermon Garland, Ann Moores built uur first
parsonage, and also put
JelUton and Abby Cleigbton.
Prom UM to in a
vestry under the church.
no, whale war Methodist preaching Ellsworth
About 1888 the late Abram Lord
moyed
t received was probably supplied from Burry*
from Surry to Ellsworth, followed in 1878 by
I ss It does not appear la the minutes during
CapL Sam a el L. Lord. These were both men
! that time.
of Qod, and being also men of means, they
Id lshg, Joseph P. French was appointed to used their
money freely in the support of the
BUsworth. His wife was LucreUa Freeman, Methodist
church. A memorial window was
of Vermont, very highly spoken of. and a
in
the
front of this church, by his chilplaced
great help to him la hia work. Row. Mr. dren, In
memory of onr beloved brother,
Franc h did Ane work In Bill worth, afterwards
Abram Lord, much to the satisfaction of all
•entered tbs war of the rebellion, was severely
of the present members of the church.
wounded and sent borne la a transport, which
He was a recognised leader In the church,
was run I nto and sunk on its homeward voyage,
being treasurer at the time of his death. The
and he waa drowned. Mr. French preached
pews were placed in the church ae a memorial
in what waa then known as Tiedale hall. Thin
to the memory of our late lamented Bro. Capt.!
hall was later occupied
by the Lygoaia Samuel L. Lord,
by unanimous vote of the
Muons, It having been purchased by them for trustees. He also was
treasurer of the church
a home and so used until recently burned.
his
death.
No
church ever had two more
at
The first Methodist society to organise la
faithful members.
Ellsworth was on July 2,1UI, on which occaIn 1881 Qeorge W. Hudson became pastor
sion Rev. W. H. Plllsbury, the presiding
of the church, followed in£1888 by Abner 8,
elder of Bucksport district, was present end
Townsend, who while here raised $1,800 for reheld the first quarterly conference ever held
and frescoing
in Ellsworth. The following were the stew- fitting, upholstering, carpeting
the church and vestry.
He died here in
ards elected at the Arst quarterly conference:
and a memorial window ap1885,
February,
John V. McKean, George W. Haddocks,
pears on the south side of the main auditoGeorge W. Perkins, Richard Parkins, Rufus
rium, to his memory. Rev. J. W. Day came
Clement and William Marshall. This probhere to finish his year and to entertain the
ably accounts for Rsv. Mr. French being cred- conference which met hereto
that year. Well
ited as the A rat regular Methodist preacher
do we remember the pleasure we received in
la Ellsworth.
who presided
In 1866, Amml O. Prince waa appointed to entertaining Bishop Bowman,
at that conference.
Ellsworth, and Is very favorably remembered
1885
H.
In
Frank
Osgood was appointed to
to this day. He also used the Tisdale hall
this charge, followed in 1888 by Virgil P.
for a place of
worship. He in torn was fol- Wardwell, who remained here until
1889, when
lowed, in 1857, by Cyrus M. Freeman.
J. T. Crosby received the appointment. He
In 1858, Barnett M. Mitchell was
appointed was succeeded In 1892 by <}. B. Chadwick and
to Ellsworth. He had a great revival
he In 1894 by Rev. I. H. W. Wharff. He is reMere, nud it was during this pastorate, which !
membered and loved by all of us. This pascontinued three years, that the Arst Methodist
torate was followed by the long and successful
church was built in Ellsworth.
pastorate of our very much loved pastor, Rev.
On January 20,1860, the lot was
purchased J. P. Simon ton. When Bro. Simonton eame
for f200. The trustees appearing on the deed
to our church we had a floating debt of 81,100.
were George W.
Perkins, Isaiah Blaisdell and
and on Washington’s BirthJohn W. Hill. Bro. Perkins and his esteemed This he raised,
we had a jollification over this
wife both remained faithful to the church day, 1904,
achievement. I quote from the files of The
until they were called
up higher a few years Ellswobth American of Feb. 21, 1904, the
*
*ince.
following: “For the first time in the history
wane Mr. Blalsdell vu never a member of
of Methodism in Ellsworth, that society is
the church, to our
knowledge, he was always free of debt." Six days later our church
lla ,rieml and
financial supporter. Mr. Hill is
of as an honorable and
upright man.
we were ionunave in navmg si.ouo insurleft Ellsworth for
Ship Harbor, in the ance, which wu promptly paid. With thie aa
ovlnces, in 1882, and entered the lumber
a nucleus, Bro. Simonton called the truatees
uiiness. HI® wife and only daughter died
together and urged the need of a new church.
,e there and were
brought here for burial. The truatees co-operated with him, and we
r- Hill
married for his second wife Helen
worked together in perfect harmony and de■mcrson, a sister of Mrs. Alexander B. Black, termination.
0 this
city. He was brought home to EllsRev. Bro. Simonton was appointed a comworth and buried beside his
first wife and mittee to raise funds to build a new chnreh.
oghter. His father was an old-time MethotenIn the meantime the Odd Fellows

J

j

while!

j

j

^poken

kindly

dered the free

Mr.

use

of their hall until such

Hill was succeeded in business
by one lime aa we could procure permanent quarters.
*on, Lewis, who is
reputed to be a wealthy 'Boon after this the Free Baptist brethren, be™»e now
in
living
Halifax, honored by all ing without a regular pastor at the time, ten"ho know him.
dered the free nse of their church until we
Hr. maisdeirs wife was
for many years a could rebuild. We used their church uhtil we
r of this
faithful
to
chnrch,
always
It,
were able' to move into the present church.
,
hg for quite a number of
years at the head
For the above kindnesses we shall ever be
the ladies’
aid, and will always be kindly grateful. On March SO, 1904, the trustees
^at branch of onr church, voted to
purchase the Fiske lot for a site for
owing the record of the deed to the trus- a new
church, for $1,400. On May 7 of same
« of the
church lot, we find the next record
the
trustees voted to sell the ruins of the
year

^
PtvJiembere<1
in

the

registry

is

deed of

a

C**arifc3r
wkl°«
ho is

pew No.

Moore, liter Charity Royal,
remembered by all of ns as a life-long,
consistent
Methodist.
,UDch* datC °*
**»we copy the tol°* Th* Bll*wobth

AwaafcAN0m
'! th*r«

w“ «« » tine 1b the
when ao lar,a • propoz»«• *® be eeen at the houee
u at thla tine. Three
»» t° number and
,or »®rahlp.
Not a
on* m*.tfn* houae wae to be

‘•on o7th.?r.to,WB
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wonhin
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_“'.r«P*o**t>le
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u
“Mer

cou^^e: buu{:~' “d

clmfch
weeV«bev>Baptl,t^

Cathm

th

then
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“rch

“°ther

dedicated a few
Methodist, and as the
was

after,
C,
ethre«
churches where services wars
held were the Congregational,

e

hoon

we

as-

old church and lot for $400.
June 16, 190$, the trustees voted to adopt
plan No. 40, of Church Extension, and Aug. $
following accepted bid of W. B. Smallidge for
building hew church. Work commenced two
days later, and the corner-stone was laid September • following, with appropriate cere-

monies.
At first the trustees reserved the right to
suspend the work on the church without finishing the main auditorium. The bid did not
provide for the painting, grading, installing
pews, lighting, windows, heating, etc. These
Fred
matters have been cared for since.
Smith, of Gardiner, kindly donated the chandeliers, Mrs. J. Atwood Bowden aided her
daughters, the grandchildren of Sumner G.
Rowe, in kindly presenting the church with a
memorial window to his memory, one who had

ui

uur

KpprnutioD

lor won mi

these kind friends have done In the put, let
no do what we can to moke the church each >
help to the cuming generation that God will
be pleued to bleee ne and proa per Bin church
in the future.
WeatlU have faithful workers Inourchuroh,
and we know that God will give us others to
care for his work here in the future, as he hu
in the past.

HON. WAKBBN C. PHILBBOOK.
As the sailor, about to cross the trackless
ocean, must have a point of departure from
which to steer his course, so the esuylst,
about to Mil upon the sea of discussion, must
have some initial, and that he general announces as his subject.
The lighthouse, bell
or buoy, which the sailor left behind him as
a landmark, does not disclose the name of the
haven he hopes to reach, and not unfrequently
the theme of the essay discloses quite as little
concerning the thought which the writer
hopes to elucidate.
The theme or subject of this brief address
is “Protestant Modernism." Yon will observe
ths qualifying word. Protestant, for it is not
my purpose to allude in any way to that great
subject of modernism, so called, which is Just
now shaking the very foundations of the
Catholic church, but rather to some movemenu, institutions and conditions la which

oblec-

Don’t Be A Cripple
aching feet,

chilblains,

remarkably

Johnson’s
Anodyne Ufl&Mlrf
application

parts freely

bring

speedy

lumbago,

change

rheumatism, sciatica,
joints,

114,000

(Mr. 9owle wishes to saw that since deliver- I
lng the above address, he hu learned that
Davis Wugatt Clark was born on Mt.
Bishop
Desert island, Feb 29, 1812. the son of John
and Sarah Wugatt Clark.
He graduated
from Kent's Hill and Wesleyan
university
and Joined tbs New York conference.]
PROTESTANT MODERNISM.

vai

j

kindled the lire and set the church at work

afresh; and his lamented widow, who an a last
token of respect to her husband’s church
donated the beautiful altar bihle and hymnal.
Also Mrs. B. F. Gray, long a talthfnl worker
in the ladies’ aid; James T. Cushman, so
long
and so kindly helping his esteemed wife’s
church; Daniel Hamilton, Sumner FIBeld,
Mrs. Baker, Elijah Garland, Mrs. Croeaman, j
who, years ago donated the chnreh its beau- j
tiful and oostly communion service, Also
those who so faithfully helped sustain he
choir during all thaw years. Among these
we may mention the late Paul Curtis, B. J.
Hodgkins, Capt. A. K. Woodward, Fred Royal,

ministry,

dem, ia founded on the lav of Jem. IT I before God; and Che book* were opened; and
Ih the book
bore locceeded ia any decree then, to suck another book wu opened whic
of life: and the dead were judged oat of
extend, it follow that the Protestant Chris- thoee
tains* which were written in the bookif
Ufa.
tian ehnreb ahoald be into mated fa those accord fur to their worka.
Here, then, wu the parting of the wnye. orders. Does that interest exist; is it recipro“And the eea cave up the dead which worn
In it; and death and hell delivered ap the
*ter afterward upon one road the traveler cated
by a like interest lii the church on the dead
which were in then.; and they w<Bro
heard the Mthon ehalt not” and fear of panport off members of fraternal orders, und judged every man according to their worka.**
Ishment after heeitating feotetepo and no what resalts might obtaiaf rom a real
earnest,
Imagine, if you can, in every city, villain
certain goal. On the other, a sweet song in
reciprocal interest between these Institutions and hamlet in onr fair country, the local
five brief words, “that ye love one another,1* are the vital
chu'chee and the local lodges uniting each ia
questions.
has confidently led mankind for IfiOO years
There Is much evidence tending to show
its own peculiar way for a grand uplift' of
onward and upward to a more complete ap- that such Interest exists all too
feebly. The mankind. Think of the master of the lodge
preciation of the temporal and eternal value minister and the officers of the church are and the minister of the church, side
by side,
of those virtues which were taught by the seldom ami re ia fraternal
orders. The most entering the homes where sickness, bereaveImmaculate One.
devoted, most conscientious lodge members ment or poverty hold eway; think of them
l*he source of our modernism is love, not as am often indifferent towards the church.
planning together for a crusade against those
a negative, passive,
subjective factor in Christmas, Easter or Memorial days witness evils which both abhor and for the triumph
human affairs, but as an affirmative, active, s formal invitation to the local fraternal or- of the
virtues which both have sworn to obaltruistic one. The resultants of that factor ders to attend divine service, and the invita- serve; think of them
performing, in the spirit
are schools, hospitals, sanitariums, charities,
tion is formally accepted.
of the new commandment, such works as
On such occasions the minister announces these, and then will
philanthropies, and all those varied and inyen understand why onr
numerable institutions which have for their that he will
speak upon a special subject, Protestant modernism is all which has been
aim and object the betterment of the mental,
generally upon fraternity, perhaps assuming claimed for it.
physical and moral condition of mankind. that to be the only subject of interest to the
The record of such works will be written in
These constitute the modernism of which I
lodge. On other Sundays the lodge member letters of gold In that book which the ancient
am speaking.
is absent from the house of worship, perhaps seer dreamed of on the Isle of Patinos and,
My major premise is that the Protestant assuming that the sermons on those other best of all, while the record is being so writchurch should be interested in everything
Sundays will be of no interest to him.
ten, the lives of men and women in this world
Which originated with the Christ. My minor
It needs no argument to convince a rational will be made happier and holier, and their
premise it that our modernism is founded on man that this is all wrong. The lodge, by souls made more fit for that world to come In
the law of Jesus. If these two premises are reason of the
very tenets of the order, needs which we all hope to meet because we tried
correct, then the Protestant church should the fellowship and attendance of members of to follow the new
commandment, “that y«
be Interested in each of the resultants just the Christian church. The
church, by reason love one another.**
enumerated. To discuss all these resultants off its mission to all men, needs the
presence
in the abstract would be too great a task for and
No false pretense has marked the career o|
support of the devotee of fraternal orders.
the limits of a single essay, much more so Bach institution stultiles
itself when it ig- Ely’s Cream Balm. Being entirely harmless.
the discussion of each of them in their eon- nores the other.
It is not responsible, like the catarrh snuffs
Bntover and above and beyond all other and powders, for minds shattered by cocaine.
It is my purpose to dlaettia one, and only reasons
why this reciprocal interest shonld The great virtue of Ely's Cream Balm is that
one, and that Is so-called secret, fraternal or* exist is the question of the results which such it speedily and completely overcomes nasal
dors. Probably no one will deny the troth of reciprocity might
accomplish for those about catarrh and hay fever. Back of this stateour major premia?, namely, that the Protesment is the testimony of thousands and •
us who are members of neither church nor
tcnt church shoold be Interested In every- lodge. Never should be
forgotten the crisis reputation of many years* success. All dragthing which originated with the Christ. Per- of the revelation of John:
gists, 80c., or mailed by Ely Brcs H Warren
haps it may not be so readily conceded that
“And I saw the dead, small and great, ata nd Street, New York.
fraternal orders are a concrete example of the
effects of the new commandment of Jesns. If
ttitimifrmnita.
we can establish the troth of this premise,
then oar syllogism is again complete and yon
most concede that the Protestant chorch
shoold be Interested In fraternal orders,
First, then, it may be noticed that fraternal
orders flourish almost exclusively in those
If you hm a •endued ankle,
lame
countries where the people profess the Chrismuscles or
yon can enre yourself in
tian religion. In so-called heathen or pagan
short time he a free use of
countries the counterpart of our fraternal
orders is p recti daily unknown. In our own
Christian land, counting only such as have
a membership of over 26/100, there are thirtyeight different fraternal orders, while the total membership of recognised fraternal orders in the United States and Canada falls
only a little short of 10J0M00.
Rub the affected
with the liniment—
To this mighty army the Odd Fellows conone
will work a wonderful
for
tribute 1,800,000, the Masons 1,180,000, while
the better continued use will
a sure and
the Modern Woodmen of America and the
cure. Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is an
Knights of Pythias swell the numbers by
enemy to inflammation of every kind—heals
over OOO/KO and over
000,000 respectively.
cats, barns, wounds and contusions—cores
Bringing the figures a little nearer home, we
muscular
have in Maine almost 17,000 Masons, nearly
lame back, stiff
frost bites, etc.
Odd Fellows and over 14/100 Knights of
Try It—It’s been need for orer yy years with
remarkable success. Sold everywhere.
Pythlss.
Guaranteed under Food mud Drugs
Again looking nt the totals given for the
Act, June jo, 1906. Scrim! No. j/j.
larger territory of the United 8tatea and
25c. a kettle ;
50c keys three times as mack.
Canada, and comparing them with the membership of onr Methodist Episcopal church
*
in the United States, which numbered 1,910.77V
in 1906, according to the figures given by Dr.
H. K. Carroll, we see that the Odd Fellowship
alone is an institution one-half as large as
your beloved religions body. Thus have fraternal orders ftovn to their mighty proportions side by side with the Protestant church
and in lands where the iafli|ence of that
church is mightiest.
It I* the prcmd boast of every loyal Cbristlan that no other Institution wields such an
Influence upon its environment as the Christian church. Indeed, we often assert, without
fear of successful contradiction; that no institution can greatly thrive or long exist unless its roots sink deep into the soil of Christhe
for
tian truth and its branches wavs in the atmosphere of the Christian virtues. If this be
B
for
true, and who-would here or now discredit the
r
ihfluence of the church by denying It, then
we cannot escape the conclusion that fraterour
every test
nal orders are akin to Christianity, else they
most
severe
could not flourish, as they have done, in a
Christian land.
Perhaps you may wish to remind me that
Odd Fellows and Masons and Pythians not
use
any reonly forget their vows but do even worse.
With shame and humiliation I plead guilty to
plication; that laid down by Jeeae

Townsend was placed by his faithful
widow, aided by the pastor and friends of the
conference. The Church Extension has thus
far donated *780 on the work.
On March B, 1805, we sold the former
parsonage and lot to Walter Cushman for SMS.
On May 17 of the same
year we sold the new
parsonage for *1450. These monies were applied to the payments on the church. During the pastorate of Bro. Slmonton, the work
mored along with such
harmony and seal,
that we accomplished what, to look baek
seems
upon,
really mansions.
During
the pastorate of Her. Vivian P. Hendee in
1907, we devised plans for going ahead with
the work of grading, installing
pews, putting
down carpets, etc., but did not commence the
real work until the appointment of Dr. W.
F.
Emery to this charge the present season.'
Blocs his arrival, we have graded our lot,
painted our church, installed onr pews, and
carpeted the church throughout, and done
many things to make the ohurch as attractive
as it Is to-day.
This history would not be complete unless
it recognised the faithful work of the ladies
of the church during all of these
years, and
especially since the new church was projected. Nor do the trustees and churoh wish
tooverlook the many kindnesses extended to
the church by Its friends, both is and out of
the city. The church is much Indebted to
those of Us own that have now gone
up higher
for their reward. Among those that we have
not already mentioned are the names ef
Sumner G. Rowe, who moved to Ellsworth at
the time when the spiritual life of the church
was at Its lowest ebb, and
by his fervor, re-
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that one by affirmation. The nil# of eoadaot
laid down by Moeea vu subjective in its ap-
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the indictment. With sorrow also for the
f raillty and perfidy of man, you will remember that while the words of the new commandment were yet warm upon the lips of
the Master, one of his own disciples left the
table of the last supper and went out Into the
night where he was to meet and plot with
those whose purses contained the price of the
held of Aceldama.
That fraternal orders are a concrete example of the effects of the new commandment is further shown from an examination
of their ritual and vows. I violate no altar
secre+a when 1 say that not only do these
rituals and vows require an acknowledgment
of the existence of deity, but they demand
pledges from the neophyte which, if kept,
would be the most complete obedience to the
new commandment of Christ. Nay, more,
they admonish also a literal observance of
the religion of love taught by the brother of
our Lord when he commanded us “to visit the
fatherless and widows in their affliction.'*
Without regard to whom the accusation
inay apply, let it be said that he is worse than
Judas was who will take upon himself the
vows and make the professions of our fraternal orders, and then by profane and obscene
language or by dishonest and impure conduct
be recreant to these vows and to those profesmen and women of to-day are taking an absions. The effect of the new commandment
sorbing interest and which have mo-e or less is not Judged by the act of Judas. Neither
intimate connections with, and hence of equal should fraternal orders be judged by their
worse members.
interest to, the Protestant church.
The word spoken in the secluded chamber
While the modernism with which the Cathoof the oity over against Bethany has gathered
lic is Just now dealing is regarded by the force and influence through all the years
between then and now. So also do
Holy Church at Borne as inimicable to its which lie vows
taken in the quiet lodge rooms
the altar
fundamental teachings and even to its very of
to-day sound a prelude to that ever-inlife, on the other hand the modernism which creasing anthem which shall sometime find
is the basis of our thought this afternoon is in the narmpnies of fraternity, of charity,
aid of benevolence, love's trinity, man's hapnot only a legitimate result of the teachings
law
piness,
of the Protestant Christian church, but may !
Thus I have briefly attempted to show that
often be a life -giving power to that church in our modernism, or that feature of it which
hae its development in secret fraternal orthe highest, latest and best forma of its development. Our modernism is constructive and
not destructive; looks forward and not backward; cares less for cathedrals whose dustloaded, dimly-lighted arches echo mostly to
the organ’s solemn diapason and the Latin
orison, but cares more for the home, the
workshop, the store, the field and the street,
where men and women live out their daily
lives.
To find the true origin, or, to again borrow
the'figure with which we began, to find the
point of departure from which our modernism
came, we retrace the steps of time over a
period of twenty centuries. Looking backward from that vantage point, we see Moses
writing the decalogue upon tables of stone.
Looking forward, we see Jesus writing the
new commandment upon the hearts of men.
Moeee spoke to his people with the thunders
of Sinai sounding in his ears; Jmus to his
disciples in the hush and stillneM of the
upper chamber. Of the ten edicts given by
the Hebrew, all save one expressed the will of
Deity by negation. The Naxarene declared
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ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes

& Nutter

Mfg. Co.,

Bangor, Me.

U

FLOURS

FINEST

F LAVOR

ask

that it

economy in fuel and

GREATEST
NUTRITION-

Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs quickly,

oans.

sure

good results, great
heating efficiency,

Mokes Breed that Combines

strengthens the lungs and expels colas. Qet
the genuine in a yellow package. O. A. Pas-

Be

Kineo, and then

you will be

wtRsa
HIGHEST

Bangor, Me.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

youb. grocer,

<
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REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
NOV. 3, 1908.

FOR PRESIDENT,

Taft,

William H.
OF OHIO.

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

James S.

Sherman,

OF NEW YORK.
Defend Bryan.
ss vague and indefinite in expression as they were baseless in fact, upon the record and candidates of the republican party, have

Bryan

Must

Bryan’s attacks,

nerved one good purpose—they have
nailed the attention of many who
Bight otherwise have remained in
Ignorance to what has been accomplished by republican administrations
iiilni the past twelve years, and to
the true character of tbe men whom
hhe republican party haa place in
nomination.
So far from

being

on

the defeneive,
haa not only

Che republican party
nhaiienged, bat welcomed, inquiry,
nod it is not too much to say that
hhonaands of democrats have been led
Bjr tbe facta as presented to take a
—*—1

for the continuation of republinan policies nnder a republican adanon.

Bryan's ranting has ceased to have
ka power it once had because those
t thought at first that where there
so much noise there most be

thy people come, meet them. O
Gracious’ Master!
Here, biessed Spirit, brood on waiting, contrite hearts:
Here give to them thy peace, than deep of
ocean vaster.
The peace without alarm, that nevermore

fair play, therefore, for drawing a
domino over the real Bryan and allowing him to masquerade as an innocent just brought into the limelight.
Bryan must either defend Bryan or
to the woods and stay there.
or

The Maine Music Festival.
concerts of the twelfth annnal
Mine music festival were given in
Bangor daring the last three days of

The

last week, and are being given in
Portland the first three days of this
-week. As the years go by, public interest in this festival grows, and its
importance as an educational influitself upon the

surely impressing
people of the State.
but

these concerts are to
amurfc-lovers, they are of vastly more
-worth to the public in general in
that they are creating a sentiment
in favor of the cultivation of that art

Bnjoyable

TRIED—

GRAND JURY.

as

-of arts—music.
Mr. Chapman, the indefatigable diwector-in-chief, has for the twelfth
wncoeseive season fulfilled his promises in bringing to Maine some of the
for
the
world’s best artists, and
twelfth time set people to wondering
how he does it. Sime day Maine will
■come to a fall realization of the inestimable value to the State of the work
Ahis man is doing.
DEDHAM.
At Baillie, N. B., Wednesday, Oct. 7,
Bey. Q. W. French, pastor of the Holden
Congregational church, was married to
Miss Mary E. Milligan, of Bailie. The
ceremony was performed on the lawn under a natural arch of foliage. Only members of the immediate family were present.
The bride was gowned in white India
lawn. The happy oonple arrived in Holdss Thursday. A pleasant reception to
as-- French and his bride was held in the
-vestry of the church, Friday evening.
jDeacon Dole is a few well-chosen words,
•presented the poster with s sum of money
from the church end parish, to which Mr.
French responded very happily, thanking
the people for their gift and the cordial
m*sting himsslf and wife had received.

A WELL-KNOWN
Ketabllshed

Srayer,

THE COOBT.

Lccilics A. Embry.
Presiding Justice
Ellsworth.
Clerk—John F. Knowlton. Ellsworth.
County Attorney—Chablbs H. Wood, Bsr
Harbor.
Sheriff—Byron H. Mato. Ellsworth.
Crier—Bcrki Lbach. Bucksport.
Deputies—Be rrb Leach, Bucksport; David
W. Cabnhy, Ellsworth; Jambs 8. Fbrnald.
E. Wbbstbb, Bluehill;
John
Tremont;
Joseph H. Eaton. Stonington.
Stenographer—R. D. Small. Portland.
Messenger—Hamlin Maddocks. Ellsworth.
—

as a

INSTITUTION.

National Bank In INT with

a capital oI Mo
ooo
Trust Company In f*OT with a capita) of
*100,000 and
surplus of 0*0,000 and total resources of owar *1,000,000

Changed to

a

We are LARGER AND STR0N6ER than ever
During the 20 yean of oar existence onr aim has been
to extend to our patrons the best possible service Onr
steady growth la evidence that the Banking Institution which throws out the greatest
safeguards
around its business, in order to protect its depositors
merits the confidence of the public. If you are not s'
customer of this bank, let this be your invitation to
become one; our relations will be mutually profitable

court for Hancock

UNION TRU8T

THE LARGE and

S

COMPANY

INCREASING

Banking Company shows

people
Banking

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO

*.%a42,odo.mi

ENOUGH GOOD

STENOGRAPHERS?

Writet-t-daTfor

COLLEGE,

gssoisetf.

Mrs. Stella Shaw at Franklin Road saw
large bull moose from the back window
in her kitchen feeding
contentedly a few
rods away. Fully ten minutes he fed
while she and her mother and a passer- by
whom she called in admired him. A gun
was fired in the woods
some distance
away, bat the moose only looked up, then
resumed his feeding, seeming to know it
was close time.
He finally walked leisurely away into the pasture.
a

Bar Harbor is proud of its new athletic
field, the gift of tn^ Mt. Desert Transit Co.
The new field is in an admirable location,

State that can compare with it. A football
field, baseball diamond and quarter-mile
track have already been put into shape,
and a 220-yard straightway will be another
feature. The field if.
perfectly level, of
the artillery of facts, and Bryan is
just the right degree of nardness.
r on the defensive, if not on the
That the lobster catch of Maine during
He has discovered that the the
|
present season will be the best in
Average American voter is not to be twenty years, is the statement of James
of Rockland, State commissioner
Donohue,
denied into mistaking for a substan- of sea and shore
fisheries, who has just
tial meal a banquet of wind, and that finished a canvass, of the coast fisheries.
Commissioner
Donohue
states that more
while audiences may sometime show
than one-half of the lobster catchers of
good humor by giving a candidate an the State have united to protect the loband aid in its
propagation by replacmpsoarious reception, they are apt to ster
ing in the water all crustaceans below the
do some thinking before they vote. the legal length.
Bryan has found that out before.
The will of the late John J. Emery, one
For the rest of the campaign Bryan of the prominent summer residents of Bar
will be on the defensive. That means Harbor, has been filed in tbe Hancock
court. The bulk of the large
that be will have to do some explain- probate
estate ia left to hia heirs, there being but
two
public bequests, one an endowment
ing, not only about his party’s record,
fund to the Children’s hospital of the
hot about the record he made for himProtestant Episcopal church of Cincinwell. And why should he not? Mr. nati, O., of $20,000, and the other to the
Taft does not ask that anything in his Cincinnati museum association to whom
all of the pictures in his residence are
career be forgotten, or apologized for, given. The association also receives an
or omitted from consideration by the endowment fand of $200,000, the income
of which is to be used in maintaining
voters to whom he appeals.
what will be known as the “Emery collecThere is no reason in justice, logic tion”, and also to purchase pictures to

slowly

BE

BUSINESS

with tomtoms, screeches and howis.
The republican party and the parAjr'a candidates met the tomtoms with

is

WILL

CASES

at Bur Harbor.
The Hancock county teachers' convention was called to order at Bar Harbor
Friday afternoon at 2 p. m., with a large
attendance of teachers from every part of
the county.
included
The afternoon's
program
an address of welcome by First
electman John E. Bunker; the
appointment of committees; a
paper on Manual
Training as an Educational Force, by Miss
Hattie A. Wiggiua, of Castine normal
school, followed by a discussion opened
by Principal A. F. Richardson, 01 Castine;
an address on “Individuality”, by Principal W. E. K useeil. of Gorham normal
school, and a question box, opened and
conducted by State Superintendent-ofi Schools Psyson Smith. At 4 p.m. a conference of superintendents was held.
A supper for the visiting and other
teachers was served in the Methodist vestry Friday evening, given by two of the
summer residents there, who are especially
interested in the objects of the convention.
In the evening the session was held at
the Methodist churchy the program including an address on “School Sanitation”,
by Dr. Frank Fremont-Smith, of Washington, D. C., and an illustrated address
on “Elementary Agricultural Education”,
Prof. W. D. Hard, of the University of
by
Maine.
Saturday's program included various

The October term of the supreme judicial
county opened Tuesday
5
afternoon, with Chief-Justice Emery preELLSWOHTII, ME.
siding in place of Justice LeslieC. Cornish,
of Augusta, who was assigned to this
departs.
term. Judge Cornish has had a hard term
i Here at this altar mav we learn of Heaven.
May simple mtnds be taught, may waking at Androscoggin county, and ifc not yet
stirred:
souls be
through there.
Here spirits be re-born, here sins forgiven:
^
Here rise the raptured prayer, the shout of
At the opening of court. Rev. W. F.
heard.
praise be
of
the
Ellsworth
MethodiBt department gatherings, including an obEmery,
Be thine the bridal hour, when souls are
servation of the kindergarten class at the
church, offered prayer.
plighted;
Lynam house, a conference conducted by
Thine be the grieving hour when mournful
Aft?r the usual proclamations, the State
Superintendent Payson Smith on
tears are dried:
was
empaneled, sworn and rural schools, and a grammar and high
The flame of life in quenchless lamps be grand jury
school
section, conducted by Supt. W. H.
the
court.
lighted
charged by
S. Ellin gw ood.
To cast its radiance on over death’s darkATTORNEYS PRESENT.
At 10 Jo a general session was held, the
ling tide.
of the Eastern Trust &
The attorneys present at the opening of program including
:
We give, O Lord; but not of earthly treasure
papers on “Grammar
H. E. Hamlin, Schools in Porto Rico’’, by Lin wood Beckthat the
realize that it is a Safe and ConAlone; but willing hands, and glad hearts court were as follows:
full and free:
John B. Kedman, B. T. Bowie, John A. with, of Ellsworth, “Concentration of
Ourselves be thine, who givest without measservative
Institution. Your account i*
l
Power,” by Principal A. H. Orver, of the
Peters, Henry M. Hall, George B. Stuart, Bar Harbor high school, and the continuThis House of prayer and praise we dedi- F. L. Mason, L. F. Giles, D. E. Hnrley, F.
invited with assurance of satisfaction in
|
ation of the question box.
every
cate to Thee.
C. Burrill, John F. Kuowlton, H. L. CrabIn the afternoon at 1.30 a paper on
transaction.
I
tree, R. E. Mason, W. E. Whiting, E. J. “Rural School Diflcnltiea” waa read by
Walsh, Ellsworth, O. P. Cunningham, O. Mias Lillian I. Lincoln, of Farmington
COUNTY GOSSIP.
F. Fellows, Wiley C. Conary. Bucksport: normal
school, after which the bosinees of
L.
B. Deasy, E. 8. Clark, Charles H. Wood, the convention
waa transacted.
Don’t shoot until you know for a cer1
B. E. Clark, A. H. Lynam, C. B. Pineo, E.
Officers
for the coming year were elected
are
what
at.
shooting
tainty
you
BA.NOOK,
MAINE.
N. Benton, H. L. Graham, Harry M. Con- as follows: President.
|
W. H. 8. ElBupt.
George H. Grant picked ripe raspberries ners, Bar Harbor; Edward E. Chase, Bine- ling wood, of Bar Harbor; vice-president.
Capital,
*175,000.00.
R.
W.
Seth
hill; George
Poller,
Norwood,
at his Hancock Point place thia week.
Gordon R. Edwards, of SouthSurplus and Profit* EARNED, *410,15 lac*
Southwest Harbor; George M. Warren, Principal
west Harbor high school; secretary and
Deposit*, over
It cost the town of Brooksville about CSastine; Jerome H. Knowles, Northeast treasurer. Miss Wilis S. Frost, of Ells|3.000 to fight its forest Area this summer. Harbor; B. E. Tracy, Winter Harbor.
worth; members executive committee, be
THE JURORS.
above, and Mias Hattie A. Wiggin, of CaaPeter Abbott, for more than twenty
The grand jury as organised is aa follows : tine, and Miss Edna A. Bright, of the East
years town clerk of Verona, died Monday. Clement. Samuel J.. foreman.............Eden Maine Conference seminary, Bucks port.
NOT
The following resolutions were adopted:
McBride, Albert K.. clerk.Mount Desert
A party of Bar Harbor
sportsmen hunt- Babbidge. Martin V*.Tremont B—ol—d, That we, the members of the
ing in the vicinity of Manaville last week Brown, Roland B...Castine Hancock county teachers’ association, exhad two valuable hunting dogs killed by Bunker. William H.. Goulds boro
* *
“p
p««n iiK iii.iuie employment'
''y
press to the municipal officers, school officers,
Our
some miscreant who left poisoned meat
Clapham, E F.Sullivan teachers and citiseaa of Bar Harbor our grati- 13-page College Journal tells how we hare
helped hundreds of other amiilti™.
Cline, George P.Hancock tude for their cordial greeting and hospital 1mbttl0UJ
in the vicinity of their camp.
and
can
YOU.
young
people,
help
free coi-t
Greene. William G. ...Bluehill tjr so generously accorded us.
Jordan. Harvard C.Ellsworth
Beeoleed, That we appreciate the effort of !
Apple bloeeonia are not the only spring Perkins. John D.Franklin
R. W. Martin la providing entertainment.
THE DOE BUSINESS
H. N. DOE. President
flowers now seen. Mrs. Ruth Bowl by, of Perkins. Robert
1
L.Penobscot
Retolved. That we fees especially
Shorthand and biumm course*.
Otis, while hunting one day last week, smith, Rodney W.Brook!in to those two summer residents of Bar grateful
BANGOR. MAINE.
Harbor
found a pretty Mayflower just in bloom, Soper. Owen A.Orland for the bouatlfol snpper gratuitously prosurrounded by bursting buds.
Stover, Isaac L.Brooksvilie vided for the members of the association.

athing behind it have found there
reached, and is of the very best
nothing behind it except the easily
quality. It has been thoroughly rolled
Chinese plan of seeking to scare a foe and graded, and there are few fields in the

ence
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beautify.
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worship in earth’s lowlier

sovereign

thy

Maker!'
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EALDA8ARI MURDER CASE BEFORE

Fair bill and plain, and flood, sun. s‘ar and
boundless sky;
i Be our frail work of thiue own charm par*
taker:
rh^u *1•*»* a «1rc«^e*l
Make us Thy house to love, Thy courts to
;
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are

from neither

Which to thy praise alone our willing hands
have reared;
Less than the domes of art—less splendid and
less ample.
Yet here, as there. Thy Name shall be revered.
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sun nor

Thee would

serve
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¥
W. Rollin'*. Editor an<l Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

Int«rrs(ing SmuIob Held Uit Week

LOCKHART.

O, Thou who dwellest in that blissful region
Where angels love and sing, where saint and
Where happy souls who

AT

mBDtnarmntte.

TEACHERS* CONVENTION.

HANCOCK 8. J. COURT.

M. F.. Church. FtUworlh

add to the collection.

WEDDING BELLS.

2600.
2659.

2858.
2699.
2700.
2701.
2774.
2692.
2705.
2724.
2872.
2889.

bride and

a

present.
The house

the immediate
few very close

family

of the

friends being

beautifully

decorated
with greenery and cut flowers. The cerewas
Rev.
B. MathR.
mony
performed by
ews, of the Congregational church. The
march
was
Lohengrin wedding
played by
Mi9sA. MaeBonsev. Eight ribbon bearers
preceded the wedding party and formed
was

aisle to the bower in the bay window,
where the ceremony was
The groom, accompanied by the best
man, Edwin Dane Hyer, of Greenfield, O.,
entered first. The bride, accompanied by
her father, was preceded by two little
flower girls—Ruth Whiting
and Mary
Cushman, nieces of the bride, and by the
matron
of
Mrs.
William E.
honor,

2867.
2868.
2879.

Thurtday, Oct. IS.
Clement vs. Clement. Fellows; Warren.
Perez vs. Pierson.
Hurley. Spofford;
Hale A Hamlin.
Thurston vs. Mills.
Spofford; Mills.
Moore ft Harley vs. Archer. Hurley:
Giles, Mason
Moore ft Hurley vs Archer. Hurley;
Giles. Msson.
Moore ft Hurley vs. Archer.
Hurley;
Giles, Mason.
Wsrren vs. Fogg. Wsrren; Patten.
Weaver vs. Pineo. Graham: Pineo.
Fri lay, Oct. IS.
Gordon vs. Card. Msson; Stuart.
Brown vs. Jellison. Peters; Clark.
Conaut vs. Haslam. Mason; Burrilt.
Stuart vs. Ellsworth. Hurley; Peters.
Saturday, Oct. 17.

Mrs. W. M. Hopkins, who has been ill
the past week, is better.
Mrs. Mary Remick has returned from
Lamoine, after a week with her granddaughter, Mrs. I. N. Salisbury.
Mrs. Cloeson of Bangor, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Olive Hodgkins, returned home Saturday.

Kingsley vs, Kingsley. Benson; Wood.
Higgins vs. Young. Tracy; Benson.
Wiggin vs. Ray. Deasy ft Lynam; Hurley.
Ray vs. Wiggin. Redman: Deasy ft Ly-

Deafness Is the result, and unless the inflammationcan betaken out and this tube restored
to its normal conditions hearing will be destroyed forever; nine eases out of ten are
caused by Catarrh, which is nothing bat sn
inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for sny
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Monday. Oct. 19.
Town of Eden vs. Town of Trenton.
Deasy ft Lynam: Fellows.
Sinclair vs. Maine Central.
Hurley;
Hale ft Hamlin.
Sinclair vs. Maine Central.
Hurlev;
Hale ft Hamlin.
Dunbar vs. Dunbar. Clark; Spofford.

Indications are that few civil cases will
be tried. The Baidasari murder trial will
be the most important case on the criminal docket.

an

performed.

Whiting.

bride wore a simple gown of white
maalin, trimmed with fillet lace and carried a bouquet of bride roses and lilies of
the valley. The double ring service was
The

SOUND.

George Higgins

and family have moved
Cove.
and
Dunton
George
wife, of Southweat
Harbor, spent Sunday with Mrs. Dunton's
parents.
Mrs. Clara Murphy is having some
work done on her house, which improves
it very much.
Samuel Ellis and wife, of Bangor, visitted Mr. Ellis’ mother, Mrs. N. M. Cobb,
to Hull’s

day recently.
used.
Lena Waagatt, of Northeast Harbor,
After congratulations had been extended,
refreshments were served, Mrs. John A. spent Saturday with her grandmother,
Mrs. R. C. Waagatt.
Peters, Mrs. Henry W. Cushman and Mrs.
Mrs. Pembroke Higgins, who has been
Henry M. Hall presided at the table, and
Miss Bonsey at the punch bowl.
The in Bar Harbor hospital for treatment, has
ribbon bearers served. They were Miss returned home and taken rooms in W. C.
Leon ice H. Poster, Mrs. A. K. Cushman,
Wasgatt’s honae.
Mrs. L. M. Moore, Mrs. R. E. Mason. Miss
Miss Lacy Salisbury, of Hull’s Cove, is
Agnes A. Lord, Miss Louise Cushman, visiting Mrs. George Nickerson.
Miss Emma Hinckley, of Bluehill, and
Weston Brown has moved his family to
Miss Dorothy Whiting, of Portland.
Northeast Harbor.

After a week or more spent in Ellsworth
and vicinity, Mr. and Mrs. Irwin will
leave for their new home in Greenfield,
O. Thev have the congratulations of the
many Ellsworth friends of the bride. The
bride was the recipient of many beautiful

gifts.

Farmers’ Institutes.
The State department of agriculture
has announced the following dates for
farmers’ institutes in Hancock county:
Grange hall, Orland, Friday, Oct. 30. at
10.30 a. m. and 1 JO p. m. Town hall, Bluehill, Saturday, Oct. 31, at 10.30 a. m. and
1.30 p. m.
The institutes will be addressed by Andrew Elliot, of Galt, Ont., and Forrest
Henry, of Dover, Minn.; also by State

speakers.

one

Oct. 12.

H.

WEST STONINGTON.
S. P. Mills spent a few days in Rockland
this week.
Mrs. A. J. Stanley was visiting at S. K.
Bar boor's a few days last week.
Sterling Barbour went to Rockland

Wednesday, returning

on

Friday.

Mrs. S. P. Mills and little son are visiting at Mrs. M. A. Mills, for a few days.
Ervin Thurston is home from Buclcsport. He will return there later to spend
the winter.
Rev. Miss Fiela has been swav this week
attend a convention held at Skowtogan. No services were held Friday evento

ing.

Deafness Cannot be Cnrnd

by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to cure deafness, and that 1s
by constitutional remedies. Deafness Is caused by
an Inflamed condition of the mucous
lining of
Eustachian
Tube. When this tube Is inthe
flamed you have a rumblina sound or Imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely dosed,

Sptrial Koticra.
A.'v'

—

—

-V #v

^

>
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CARD or THANKS.
Era Humphrey wiahea to expreei
her thank. to her friend* for their
kindneea end .ympalhj duriof the illneaa end
bereeremeot of her daughter, Mr*. Lillian
Norwood; alao for the heautifol floral offerinn that were siren.
Swan’a Inland, Me., Oct. ID, UOS.

MRS.

Means

Good Health, Cheerfulness
Ambition, Persistency and Success.
Mi-o-na will core your dyspepsia or

any other stomach trouble by building up tbe flabby walls and making
the stomach so strong that It win
digest food without pepsin or other
artificial aid.
Iu other words, Ml-o-na cures dyspepsia by removing the cause.
G. A. Parcher Ts tbe agent for
Ml o-nn in Ellsworth, and he says to
every reader of The Ellsworth American whose stomach is weak, who has
indigestion or dyspepsia, that Mi-o-na
is guaranteed to cure or mouey back.
The price is only SO cents a large
box, and one box is all yoa need to
prove that you are on the right road
to health and happiness.
“I can’t say enough for Mi-o-na
tablets; they have done more for me
in one week than all the doctors have
for the two years I have been under
their care, and I will do all I can to
recommend it to my friends. You can
also use my name In your ad. if you
like, for Mi-o-na Is better than gold to
me.
I am like a new man, and am
able to work once more for the first
time in over a year.”—W. A. Ennis,
328 Green St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Riant cB.

BALSAM

around 50 to look after our busineaa
in this county.
special inducement
tbia month, permanent.
C. R. Beam A Co.
Nurserymen. Manchester, Conn.

MAN

Lrgal Notun.
OF FOKKCLOSVBR.
AS Ethel D. White, of Ellsworth.
by her mortgage
day
February. IW7,
and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds,
book 487. page 2K, conveyed to me. the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in Ellsworth, and bounded and described
as follows, to wi»:
Commencing on the east
side of McKenzie street so called and at the
northwest corner bound of a lot deeded by
Isaiah Young to Rachel M. Hodgkin'-: thence
following said Rachel M. Hodgkins line eastto her northerly ten and one half rods
east corner bound ; thence northerly three and
thirty-two hundredths (MSj rocs to a stake
for a corner: thence westerly and southerly
nine and one-half (9%) rods to the aforesaid
McKenzie street: thence southerly bv said
street three and thirty-two hundredths ($.92;
rods to the place of beginning, containing
thirty-two (82) square rods, with the buildings
thereon standing. And whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the bresch of rhe condition
thereof. 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortRcrcs Hodgkins.
gage
Dated this lith day of October, a. d. 1998.
NOTICK

Hancock county. Maine,
WHERE
deed dated the 4tb
of

rtTATE OF MAINE.
Hancock

If you want

to

on
our

sell your shore

Souvenir Post Cards
7 views only lOc.

Seven assorted cards sent by mall post paid for
the above price. Ellsworth, scenery, art aud
Maine views. These cards are sold for lfte
•tores. Send now. Only a limited number.

L W. AUSTIN, Da#t A. Ellsworth, Main.

ARNOLD’8

”£££?

BALSAM

Cholera Morbus
G. A. PARCHER.

s».-At a probate court
held at
and for said
county of Hancock,
the sixth day of October, in the year of
Lord one thousand nine hundred and

Ellsworth, in

property or other real estate, list
it with Kay p. Eaton. i*> Maine
St. Brunswick. Maine.
Form
erly Register of Deeds, Cumberland County.

„r

TbWI Mnou liiemtM in tuner of
Utut««n hereinafter tunH
At » pro-ate coon held >t Ell.eeorth.
tor the county ol Hancock on the in>Cd
ninth
“
dor of October, a. d. law
Blatter* harm* be*.
preMated for the action
thereupon herein.
■fUriadlcetedtUii hereby ordered that no(lc« thereof be given to all persons
interested.
*
of
thjB order to be pub°W
tubed three week* successively in the EH*-

THE

following

America., a newspaper published si
Ellsworth, in enid county,
that they majinP*«« » probate court to be held at fell*
worth. In sold county, on tbe fourth dsj of
November, a. d. ltOA, at ter of the clock in tbs
torenoon. and be beard thereon if the} see

cause

John J. Emery, late of Bar Harbor. Eden,
In said county, deceased a certain instrameat purporting to be tbe Inat will and testament of said deceased, toge her with
petition
for probate thereof, presented by Girard
Trust Company, cf Philadelphia. Pennsyl**B»A one of the executor a therein named,
Thomas J Emery. Aral named as eiecutor
being now deceased.
Hargeret A. Farnham. late of Lamolne. in
said county, deceaaed. A certain instrument
purporting to be tbe last will and testament
of aaid deceaaed. together with petition for
probate thereof, and for the appointment of
“tank L. Hodgkins, administrator with tbe
will annexed, the executor. Newel! B. Coolidge, named In mid will having declined the
treat, presented by Edward K Farnham, one
of tbe neirs«at-law of aaid deceased.
George W. Wescott. late of ( -ouldstxro.in
•aid county, deceaaed. A certain instrument
purporting to be tbe laat will and testament
of aaid deceased, together with petition tor
probate thereof, presented by James W. Wescott and Charlotte A. Wescott. the ezeentora
therein named.
A. Schuyler Crowninshield, late of Seal
Harbor, Mt. Desert, in said county, deceased.
A certain instrument purporting to be thelsst
will and tea Lament of said deceased, together
with petition for probate thereof,
by Mary Bradford Crowinsbield. theeiecutnx therein named
Tobias P. York, late of Brooklin. in said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceaaed
porting to te tbe laat will ant! ustamentof
aaid deceaaed. together with petition for probate thereof, preaen'ed by Laura A York, the
executrix therein named.
William B. Campbell, late of Ell-worth, In
•aid county, deceaaed.
Second and final sc*
count of Olive B Han seem and Feth T.Cainp*
bell, executors, filed for settlement.
John H. Hopkins, late of Eden, in Mid
ooonty, deceaaed. wecond and final account
of Walter C. Hopkioa and Hattie M Higgins,
administrators, filed for settlement. Also
Siea
private account of Walter C. Hopkins,
for xattlament against said estate.
Ernest J. Harrington, late of Ellsworth,i*
said county, deceaaed.
First and final kcount of Fred L. Mason, administrator, filed
for settlement.
Prudence 8. Emery, late of Boston, county
of Suffolk, State of Massachusetts, deceased.
Pint and final a ccount of Joseph B- »*®P*
•on, trustee, filed for settlement.
John J. Hopkioa. lot, of Eden, in said
ty, deceased. Petition filed by V\ alter C. Hopkins and Hattie M. Higgins, administrator*,
that an order be issued to distribute among
the heirs of said deceased the amount remaining in tbe bands of said administrator*.
sc
upon the filing of their second and final

[resented

TWIQ8-F»rni,r, ud chllmoney catting balsam fir
twin.
Shipments must be made be beat
Write at once for particulars.
Tin ■ Pillow
Co., Wood Building. New York City
FIB
dren make

cltiDcTtisnnnuA.

REAL E8TATE.

1*8*1 3fotirr».

GOOD STOMACH

A

thank the Maine Cen- I

VERONA.
Peter Abbott died st his home here
Monday morning from heart failure. He
was aeventy-six years of age, and the last
of a large family. Mr. Abbott had
always
lived in Verona, was a farmer, and in the
summer devoted much of bis time to tending his salmon weirs. He was also one of
the first to become interested in Verona
park, and had been connected with it ever
since it started. W hen it was sold to the
Verona Land Co., a few years ago, he was
Stover, Byrofi V.Sedgwick ! elected treasurer of the new company.
Tracy, Henry....Southwest Harber | Monday morning he was up and about as
Webster. William 8.
Caetiae usual, but was taken ill and a
physician
Young. Harry C.Surry was sent for, but before he arrived
Mr.
ASSIGNMENT OF CASES.
Abbott had passed away. He leaves four
The remainder of the afternoon was oc- sons—Joshua, of Somerset, Mass., Carl, of
cupied by thf calling of the docket and Verona, Harold, of Somerset, Maas., and
assignment of caeca. Under the rule that Watson, of Verona; also a daughter—Mrs.
Ellen Hall, of Verona. Mr. Abbott was
cases of more than two years’standing on
the docket must be disposed of unless good always active in town affairs, and had been
town
clerk for more than twenty years.
reasons for tlmir continuance is shown,
many old cases^ame off the docket. Forty
seven cases were put on the general trial
TRENTON.
list, and twenty on the special assigned
Harry L. Davis was in Bar Harbor last
list, as follows:
week.

The wedding of Mies Ray N. Whiting, 2848.
27*2.
daughter of 9. K. Whiting, of Ellsworth,
to Edward Taylor Irwin, of Greenfield, O., 2745.
took place at the home of the bride on
Pine street last Wednesday evening, at 8
o’clock. The wedding was very quiet and 2741.

simple, only

we

Clark. Eben B.Tremoot
Doyle. Edward E.Ellsworth
Psrmer, George E.Verona
Herrick. Austin G.Brooklin
Jordan, Howard L.Waltham
Jordan. W. R.Eden
Joy, G. Raymond...Eden
Joy, Madison B.Hancock
Lawrie, James A.East brook
Leighton, Josiah G.Ellsworth
Littlefield, Addison A.
Bucksport
Perkins, Harry.
Brooksrille
Scammon. George B.Franklin
Snow, Anstin E.Bucksport
Somes, Jobn A.Mount Desert
Stinson, Charles A.Deer Isle

2760.

WHITING-IH WIN.

That

tral and Washington County railroads, sod
The traverse jurors were not •nmmoned the Eastern Steamship Co for their courtesy
in granting reduced rates to the members of
to appear before Thursday morning. The this
association.
traverse jurors drawn are aa foliowa:
grSo'tred, That the thanks of the Hancocx
Albe, Robert.Sullivan County teachers* association be most cordially
Andrews, John.. .Sorrento extended to Bet. A. M. McDonald and the
Anstin, Hollis E.
Lamoine ladies’ aid of the Methodist Episcopal church
Billings, Samuel B.Biaehill for their labor and the use of their church.
M. L. Alls*.
Billings. William W.Orland
Etuxl Barca,
Bridges, William 8.Penobscot
John A. Scott,
Bunker, Henry C.Oonldsboro
Committee.
Candage. Ass O.Stoat ngton

eight.
TT appearing that the first Tuesday of NoJL vember, a. d. 1908, the time for holding
the regular term of said court, will be election
day for the choice of Preeldental Electors,
which In accordance with Section SL Chapter
79, R. 8., of Maine, ie a court holiday.
It iehereby ordeied that sakl oourt beheld
oa Wednesday. the fourth day of November,
a. d. 1908, at Ellsworth, the rwular
place for
holdingthe November Term or said coart.
EDWARD B. CHASE, Judge of Probate.

▲ true copy of the original order.
Attest: T. P. Masomt,

Register.

hereby gives notice that
rpHBhe subscriber
have boon duly appointed executor
-|L
of the last will aad testament of
CATHERINE A. CONEY, late of EDEN,
in the oounty of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, aad all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment lmmeJonn J. Const.
Bar Harbor, Oct. ?. 1909.

toWj;

_

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of
CHARLES W. COOK, late of SULLIVAN.
In the oounty of Hanoook. deceased, and
xiven bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Hancock, Me., Oct 7. 1908 P**d R. Cook.

William B. Campbell, late of
•aid county, deceased. Petition filed by un
B. Henecom and Seth T. Campbell.
of the estate of said deceased, that the amoo
of collateral inheritance ta* upon *aid es«
be determined by the judge of probate.
John J. Emery, late ot Bar Harbor.. W*
in said county, deceased. Petitlou filed
Girard Trust Company, of PbHadelpb*
Pennsylvania, praying that the
of said petitioner named as trustee in the
will and testament of said deceased, may
confirmed by said court.
Agnes C. Shu tea, late of
county, deceased. Petition filed byto sellev
Hawes, administratrix, for license
tain real estate of said deceased, as descri
in said petition.
CourtEDWABD E. CHASE. Judge of said
A true copy of the original °r<,er D^_i.*nr
T. F. Mahonkv. Regi«t^.

Ki*s,'Tor>"li“

e«22!
JJ

appointmea*

Bucksport*
Lo*,

_Altesg:

Dennimn^

'PHI subscriber, Herman (i.
th, city of Columbui, Franklinco
state of Ohio, hereby give. notice that
let
been duly appointed executor of me
and teetnment of
uf
late of the CITt
JANE P.

JL

DENNISON,
COLUMBUS,
in the oonnty of Pranhlin. *t»te o[
ceased, no bonda being required by

m«

of enid will.
u.irc
of *
Not being n resident of the Sta.e B. u
the subscriber baa appointed Lu«re
_knu adJ.aaa la Rar Hgtrhor,
town
ail
whose address Is Bar Harbor.
Hanoock county, Mnlne, as bl» agent tel °<
.statute*
Revised
in
purposes specified
A1‘
*SM, Sec. 43Maine. Chapter 66,
Maine.
ot
demands against the estate"»lU |0I
haring
-»-mom rfooiMui to nrPRPnt thC
ere desired
ere rethere!*
settlement end ell indebted
,,
quested to meke payment
Hkhmaw GOct H, 1606.

to*““J

PE“Bt#Kt]Ir«i.<r

uuv»„

tor^
...

immediate^

hereby

rTIHE subscriber
he bee been duly appointed
trmtor of the estate of
T
ALVAH D. BIOH, late of
in the county of Hancock
p;r.
All
,iren bonds as tha law directs the
demands against
to
of aald daoaased are desired
isthe same for settlement, and
r*qUM
B Ct»*‘-

X

TREMOR

,dec<-a^,,'
'jS
'&e„r,wii

._

■on.1* having

SlSftouiy?
Tremont, Oct. 13.1908.

e“«>

supplement

GUARD THE COURTS!

TO THC

Ellsworth American
EliLSWOBTH,

WEDNESDAY

OCTOBER 14. 1908.

t*****************

Republican Candidate's Declarations on
Trusts, Courts, foreign Policy.
the Navy and the Tariff.

Ity WAI.TEK J. BALLARD.
Here are some of the striking
things Mr, Taft has said:
The Democratic party to-day,
ns organised, Is nothing but organlzed incapacity."—At Montpeller, Vt.
“Bryan would have the Initlative and referendum because he
distrusts representative governmeat, nnd has no confidence In
the ability of the people to selent conscientious
representslives. He would take away from
courts, because he distrusts the
ability of Judges to resist the
malign Influences of the power,
the power to enforce their own
orders,"—At Columbus, Ohio.
."Anything that makes capital
Idle, or which reduces or deIt. must reduce both
stroys
wages and the opportunity to
•am wages."—-At Cooper Cnioh,
New York City.
“The only course of the Administration has been directed
against such organized capital
as was violating the statutes of
the Cnited 8tato#—and no othThe business men of our
er.
community as a whole are hontheir
and
are
est
methods
sound.”—At Boston. Mass.
“The so-called colonial policy
of the Cnited States has added
to our trade already something
over one
hundred
millions a
year."—At Cleveland, Ohio.
“The administration of exact
iustlce by courts without fear or
favor, unmoved by the influence
of the w<4uthy or the threats of
the demagogue, is the highest
ideal that a government of the
people can strive for. and any
means by which a suitor, however unpopular or poor, is
deprlved of enjoying this, are to
be condemned."—At Columbus,
■
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shall show themselves fit, the *
charge that we are imperialists A
is utterly without foundation.” *
—At Cleveland, Ohio.
A
“The present business system A
of the country rests on the pro- *
tective tariff, and any attempt to A
change It to a free trade basis A
will certainly lead to disaster.” A
A
—At Columbus, Ohio.
"The Democratic party has no A
policy which tho country can de- A
pend upon. Its whole stock in A
trade is that of irresponsible A
criticism and obstruction, and A
when charged with the responsi- A
billty of doing anything it ut- A
falls.”—At
Greensboro. A
terly
N. C.
A
“Mr. Bryan asks me what t A
would do with the trusts.
I A
answer that I would restrain all A
unlawful trusts with all tho ef- A
ficiency of injunctive process A
and would punish with all the A
severity- of criminal prosecution A and duty, but high ideals of personal
every attempt on the part of A fitness and judicial qualifications, toaggregated capital to suppress A gether with a thorough and firmly
At
Columbus, A established understanding of the orompetitlon.”
Ohio.
A ganic structure of our Government
“The leader of the Republi- A and of the functions and limitations
can party during the Civil War A of each of its co-ordinate branches.
was
Abraham Lincoln, and It A It is only to a President amply enhas never lost the Inspiration of A dowed with those attributes that the
his leadership.”
At
Kansas A people can safely entrust the power
A of appointing Justices of the great
City, Mo.
“As a party shows itself ho- A tribunal which is at once the bulwark
fif the Conmogeneous, able to grasp the A and the final interpreter
truth with respect to new issues, A stitution.
Taft
is
William Howard
pre-eminable to discard unimportant riif- A
ferences of opinion, sensitive A ently a man of the type described.
with respect to the successful A His personal character, his public
maintenance
of
Government, A service, his legal training, his eepeand highly charged with the re- A rience at the bar and on the bench tosponsibillty of Its obligation to A gether with his absolute freedom
the people at large, it estab- A from bias on matters affecting the
lishes Its claim to the confidence A common welfare all combine to disof the public, and to Its continu- A tinguish him as one conspicuously
and guard the
ance in
political power.”—At A qualified to maintain
Kansas City. Mo.
A sanctity of our judicial institutions
"The course r.f the Republi- A with ail the power at his command.
can party since its organization A He possesses the judicial spirit ih an
He appreciates
in 1856, and Us real assumption A exceptional degree.
of control in 1861, down to the A the vital importance of keeping our
from even a
present day, is remarkable for A courts of justice froe
the foresight and ability of its A hint of partisan control, and his conleaders, for the discipline and A duct on the bench presents a splendid
solidarity of Its members, tot A example of the upright judge adminits efficiency and deep sense or A istering justice without fear or favor.
With Mr. Taft as President the inresponsibility for the preserva- A
tion and successful maintenance A tegrity and dignity of the United
of the Government, and for the A StateB Supreme Court will be resoJustices will be
greatest
resourcefulness
in A lutely protected.
fitmeeting the various trying and A appointed solely because of their
difficult issues which a history A ness and without regard for partisan
maintenof now a full half century has A influence.
Pledged to the
as it stands
presented
for
solution.”—At A ance of the Constitution
and bound both by asinterpreted,
Kansas City, Mo.
A
A sociation and sympathy to the ex★ aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa alted standards of judicial conduct
which have governed the acts of the
Mr. Taft, elected to
(From the Republican National Plat- Supreme Court, will be instantly recthe Presidency,
form.)
ognized as an invincible guardian of
We believe, however, that the in- the traditions and the honor of that
terstate commerce law should be fur- venerable tribunal.
ther amended so as to give railroads
the right to make and
Mr. Bryan says that Mr. Roosevelt
publish traffic
agreements subject to the approval cannot dodge his own record. Neither
of the
commission, but maintaining can Mr. Bryan dodge it.
always the principle of competition
between natnrally competing lines
Does Mr. Bryan expeci^ that that
and avoiding the common control of mule will serve him as a Trojan
auch lines by auy means whatsoever.
horse?
—

Norman E. MrPhail Declares Union
Labor's Vote Cannot be “Delivered" by Any Mail or Set of Men.
"The vote of organized labor, as a
body, will not, should not and cannot

|

be delivered to any party or by any
Alan or set of men.”
This Is the
declaration of Norman E. McPhatl,
president of theTypographlcal Union,
In a letter to Willis L. Moore, chief
of the United States Weather Bureau.
Thus another voice Is added to the
rising protest of union labor against
the attempt of Mr. Oompers to "deliver" the vote of free American citizens.

President McPhail’s letter is as
follows:
"Dear Mr. Moore—Your letter of
September 22 has just been received
and read by me, as I have to-day returned from a tour of some of our
New England cities for our organization.
“In reply to the question you ask
me I will state that in my opinion
the vote of organized labor in this
country as a body will not and cannot
be delivered to any one party by any
To allow
one man or set of men.
such a thing would be suicidal to the
labor movement of the country.
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"! believe that a navy is the A
greatest insurer of peace that A
we could possibly have—a navy A
with our re- A
commensurate
sources, and commensurate with A
our coast line, and commensu- A
rate with the number of de- *
pendencies we have, and com- A
mensurate with our population, A
and commensurate with our in- A
iluence as a world power."—At A
*
Cleveland, Ohio.
“If we assume control over a A
for
*
the
benefit
of
that
people
people (as lu the Philippines) A
and with the purpose of devel- A
oping them to a self-governing A
capacity and with the Intention A
of giving them the right to be- A
come independent
whetr they A

—

MR. 60MPERS REBUKED
BY TYPOGRAPHERS’ CHIEF

^fd

ME.

WHAT TAFT HAS SAID
ON NATIONAL SUBJECTS

WHY NORTHERN NEGROES

For one of the mosf Important duWILL VOTE FOR TAFT
ties which the next President will be
called upon to perform William How.
of Kansas, one of
Taft Is specially qualified—-qual- theBishop Grant,
most influential leaders of the
ined, at least, as thoroughly as any African M. K.
Church, makes a point
man ever nominated for the Presithat must impress every intelligent
dential office.
It Is a duty which vi- colored man
when he says that if the
tally concerns the stability of the ju- Bryan
platform had held out any hope
dicial authority and the even balance
or promise to the negro that Demoof power among the three co-ordincrats would protect him in his constiate branches of the Government.
tutional rights, there
have been
During the next Presidential term some desertion from might
the Republican
four
vacancies
will
be
certainly
to the Democratic party in the Nacreated on the bench of the United
tional campaign.
But, as no such
States Supreme Court because of the
hope was held out, and as even the
retirement of that number of the
prospect of obtaining colored votes
present .Justices on account of their in Northern States could not move
It is within the llmtts of possi- the
age.
Democracy to show any sign of
bility that the number of vacancies departing from its course of
oppresbe
may
further Increased by death or sion and disfranchisement in
dealing
other causes.
With five vacancies to with the colored man where the Demfill President Roosevelt's successor ocrats
have him at their mercy, that
would be In position to appoint a mais, In the South, It is now certain
jority of the Justices of the Supreme that the colored vote will go with the
Court, and thus recast the member- Republican party, which gave the neship of our highest legal tribunal..
gro his rights and safeguards him in
The selection of Justices for that his
rights, wherever Republicans are
court is one of the gravest trusts re- in control.
posed in the President, and to the
The colored voters of the North
honor of our Institutions it has al- are, as a rule,
intelligent and as well
most Invariably been discharged with educated as their white
neighbors.
a sacred regard for the great social
know
what
Democratic success
They
obligation which it implies.
It re- in this election would mean for their
quires upon the part of the President colored brethren in strongly Demonot only a lofty sense of patriotism
cratic States, that the election of

WHERE MU TAFT WAS BORN.
When William H. Taft was born,
in 1857, the Tafts lived In an oldfashioned, flat-roofed,two-story brick
house in Mount Auburn, a suburb of
It still stands, a fine,
Cincinnati.
dignified structure, set four or five
and
feet above the street level
fronted by a stone wall, surmounted
fence.
by an iron
There were famous times in the
old house when the Taft boys were
at home.
Will was the leader in all
sports of the Mount i Auburn boys,
captained them in their fights with
the
Taylortown gang and foreshadowed in the unconscious mastery
he exerted over his cronies the faculty of getting along with men, of
“mixing” with them, of drawing the
sting of their animosities, of Inducing them to see things in the right
light, as he sees them, which have
been so conspicuously in evidence in
his public career.
"I interviewed probably a hundred
men who had known Taft as a boy or
a man,” said a writer who devoted
weeks to gathering details of Mr.
Taft’s life, "and every one of them
said, with the greatest possible emphasis, that he was the finest fellow
I believe that if a man can
on earth.
be found who comes near to having
no enemies, that man is Taft.”

WANTING.

HASKELL AND BRYAN,
Candidate Blamed For
*
Friend.

Deserting

CHARGE

INGRATITUDE

MADE

“When He Was Assailed, Did You
Stand by His Side?- Did You
Even So Much as Attempt to
Defend Him? The Wolves Were
Closing in on You, and You
Threw Them Mr. Haskell."
(From the New York American.)
Mr. Bryan, that last letter to Mr.
Roosevelt is Jhatchless in its impudence.
With an effrontery that is
like an inspiration, yon charge Mr.

Roosevelt with the Haskell dismissal. It was the Roosevelt refusal to
hear him, you urge, that caused Mr.
Haskell “to resign."
What, Mr. Bryan, had Mr. RooseHad
velt to do with Mr. Haskell?
the latter been his platform builder?
Standfrom
W»is he collecting money
ard Oil for him?’ You speak of Mr.
Here again
Haskell’s “resignation."
you invite correction, if not flat connot redid
Mr. Haskell
tradiction.
He said “No" in Oklahoma,
sign.
“No" in Kansas City, “No” in Chicago after he arrived.
There was no Haskell resignation,
as you, Mr. Bryan, of nil men, best
He was thrown out; thrown
know.
out by you, Mr. Bryan, with every
mark of ignominious hurry, every detail of main force.
Grasping ut the
rasing, he was thrust through the
door; clutching at the wainscot, he
was bundled down the stair of your
affairs.
“YOU

KNEW

HiUtIUSliLX

r»ai.

And in what you, Mr. Bryan, thus
did to Mr. Haskell your cowardice
became apparent, your ingratitude
Haskell had
Mr.
stood revealed.
worked tor you, got money lor you.
within his 'debt.
You were- deep
Whatever were his general deserts
him
support. And
you at least owred
when lie was nssailed, wliat course
Did you take his
did you adopt?
Did you stand by his side?
hand?
Did you even so much ns attempt to
defend him? Instead of finding fault
with Mr. Roosevelt, who had had
nothing to do with hint, you should
find fault with yourself, who had had
everything to do with himWhen Mr. Haskell sought you in
Chicago you wouldn’t so much as see
him. In your hare’s heart you feared
lest the ruin flint was overtaking him
might seize also upon you.
Mr. Bryan, you have pretended
since the Haskell downfall to an innocent ignorance of that gentleman’s
heretofore. Do you imagine that the
public accepts your weak pretense?
Many people no more believe it than
Better than
you believe it yourself.
other, you knew the Haskell
any
past. The moment he wns brought
to bay by it, you saw that all was up.
Wherefore, when he came seeking
another
you in his troubles, you, like
Joab witii another Abner, drove the
You did
knife under his fifth rib.
this, trusting that the treason to a
as
proof of
friend might bo received
your
THE

own

purity.

ANSWER “YOUR RECORD”
MAKES.
Your conscience, Mr. Bryan, must
be a Russian conscience. The evolves
were
closing in on you, and you
threw them Mr. Haskell.
You say in your letter, Mr. Bryan,
“My record is a sufficient answer."
You
Still harping on “my record!”
said the same when that workingman

[
I

|
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Bryan would rivet their bondage,
and make their lot harder than it is
now.
The negro vote of the North
will not be cast with the view of making more distressing and more humiliating the situation of the negro in
the South. The negroes will vote for
Taft, who says and means that to him
a
black American is precisely the
same as a white American.
MR.

TAFT

A

CLEAR

THINKER.

Mr. Taft has been noted for his
ability to state a proposition clearly,
his
clarity in expounding abfaculty helped
ji struse matters. Thiswith
the Filipihim on wonderfully
nos.
to
them
He spoke
simply. They
To illustrate
could understand him.
the point, an old Filipino, during a
discussion relative to Mr. Taft, listened intently to the enumeration of
Mr. Taft's merits by others in the
group, then said:
T. will show you how different he
is from other men who talk to us.”
Taking a stick he made two marks
in the dust of the road, one as a
starting point, from which he drew a
zigzag and devious line, crossing and
recrossing and doubling upon itself a
dozen times, to the other mark.
"The other men." said he.
Then he connected the two marks
a
with
single line in one clean,

| for

straight

sweep.

"That is Taft," said he.

"He talks

straight and plain.".
“CANNED."
(From Judge.)

speeches

now

are

"canned’'

BRYAN'S

By the phonograph.

Greatest scheme in all
land.
Yet—it is to laugh!

the

Purchasers of Bryan's brand
May as well remember
That the speaker will be canned.
Likewise, in November.

Secretary Root on America's Place
in the World—“Our country has not
lived unto itself alone. It is at peace
with all the world, but it is not the
peace of Isolation."

put his “public beggars” question.
What is this marvelous record
ugainst which you so bravely place
of polyour back? Is there a fence
icy upon both sides of which you
Is there a pathway
haven't stood?
of principle which you haven’t trod
Is there an interest or
lx>th ways?
an issue which you haven't alternately advocated and opposed? Once the
champion of the crucified, you have
become the right arm of the cruci—From Cincinnati Times-Star.
fiers. You denounced a cross of gold,
Now you find in
a crown of thorns.
that crown of thorns the wreath of
BRYAN'S SHIFTINESS.
"Members of labor unions, as citipossible victory. Uplift that cross of
zens, have the right and should caregold as the emblem of every prosper(From the Troy Times.)
fully consider the platforms an'1
ous hope.
Bryan's shiftiness is again seen in
promises of the different political
“A SUNSHINE rAIKIUI.
parties, and should vote as they be- his flimsy defense of his silver recHe alludes to some RepubliYour ‘'record, Mr. Bryan, is of as
lieve the broadest and best interests ord.
Also,
cans who years ago were in favor of
of our country lie.
many hues as Joseph's coat.
“There can be no objection to this silver and advocated bimetallism. To like Joseph, you have come down
are
and
!
of
the
East,
from any source, and it is something be sure they did. and at that time into the Egypt
To the Republicans in question were in I already beginning to interpret the
which every citizen should do.
claim that any man or set of men, as line with many of the foremost econ- ureanis of the Pharaohs of Wall
Your record is a record of
has been blazoned forth iu the news- omists and financiers of the world. Street.
With a
papers, will deliver the vote of or- But what they proposed was a very abandonment, of desertion.
from what Bryan selfishness so Satanic that it touches
thing
ganized labor to any party is absurd different
as it is
an impossibility.
Sincerely championed. They were for bimetal- nearly the sublime, you have run
lism in which silver should be accept- from every cause you ever spoke for,
NORMAN E. McPHAIL.”
yours,
You
ed at a certain ratio by all the nations every friend you ever had.
tnat would be parties to the agree- would share in the triumph of an
TAFT’S RETORT TO UR VAN.
ment, and that would have made the enemy, sooner than taste defeat with
silver dollar practically the equivalent your own people. A summer soldier,
With the most intimate knowledge of gold. Bryan wa3 for "free and in- a sunshine pat riot, of the sycophants
of Mr. Bryan's secret motives, the dependent coinage of silver without and the smell-feasts, you ate present
udmost careful distillation of reviews the consent of any other nation" at in prosperity only to he absent iu
of those who possess this knowledge a ratio that inevitably would have de- j versity.
based the currency, prostrated busiMr. Bryan, you suffer from a puras well as that of his entire career
could not possibly put in English with ness and brought lasting dishonor on S Idind egotism that sees only itself.
the
The
more
Government.
Bryan
look too often in the glass, too
You
!
such directness and force and with
You are
absolute fidelity to facts, Bryan as he flounders on this question the deep- ! seldom from the window.
too
is, was the famous reply of Mr, Taft er he gets in the mud.
i1 u>o fond of your own image, and
of
much the Narcissus
politics,
to the Nebraskan.
Mr. Taft went
want
free
othThe
rich
man
doesn’t
that
I
into
fool
believing
over him with a foot rule, and the
yourself
peerless one was short in his meas- trade because it will lessen his in- ! ers think us well of yon as you
Secure of your
come, and the mechanic doesn’t want think of yourself.
urements all over.
own
favor, you feel secure of the
After telling Mr. Bryan that he is It for exactly the same reason.
and
this
encourages you
public favor,
trying to separate himself from his
record with all the adroitness ac- ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ to turn false, pursue the expedient,
*
★ desert principles, abandon friends.
for
an
hunt
a
twelve
in
years’
quired
*
WORDS VS. DEEDS.
issue on which he can be elected Pres- ★
★
it
ident, Mr. Taft says of the NebrasTHOSE TAFT SPEECHES.
kan: “He presents the remarkable ★ (From the Baltimore American.) ★
★
On the one hand, Bryan's ★
been
seekwho
has
of
one
spectacle
I Rochester (N. Y.) Democrat and
★ promises; on the other, Repub- it
ing the Presidency for twelve years it lican
Chronicle.]
*
achievement.
without success and without official
Do not fail to read the report of
★
First, combinations of capital ★
responsibility, and without the tenac- ★
successfully prosecuted for ille- ★ Judge Taft's speeches. Better speciity to test the various propositions
mens of sound, convincing, dispas★
which ho has advocated for reforms, it gal acts.
it
indict- ★ sionate arguments are rarely contribSecond,
forty-nine
and yet of having events demonstrate
railroads and it uted to a campaign.
what a colossal failure he would have it ments against
it shippers for rebating; eighteen ★
made in each instance had he been
★ convictions, only four failures it SECRETARY ROOT AT SARATOGA
permitted to carry out his proposistill *
★ and
twenty-seven cases
tions in the policies of his country.”
★
★ pending.
It is natural to observe that If the
it
Third, hundreds of thousands ★ people of the country desire railroads
the ★ of dollars actually paid to the ★ to be regulated, and the laws regardDemocracy may be out of
woods, as some Democratic speakers ★ Government in fines, that of the ★ ing them to be enforced, It would be
what
is
it
but
wise to entrust that regulation to
are insisting,
good
go- it American Sugar Company alone ★
★
Mr, Taft, who believes In regulation
ing to do them with the Red Sea of ★ amounting to $150,000.
★ and has faith in the wisdom and efBryanism to be crossed before they ★
*****★**★**★★***★★ fectiveness of the law.
reach the promised land?

WHO

THE m BRYAN
GOULD DO IF EIEG1ED

BRICK?

THAT

THREW

_

Din. I DM MU Inc

BIGHTS OF UB01

/T"\

His Friendly Views Accepted
as;
Classic Interpretation of

Would Ride His Hobbies Despite
a Republican Senate and House?

Law.'

WAGE-EARNER'S MAGNA CHARI l

PLAUSIBLE ARGUMENT REFUTED
Substantially

the Only Plea Offered
Behalf of the Democratic

in

Candidate Shown to Be

as

y

False

It is Shameless—At Once
Apology ami an Indictment.
as

is

a

raise

p;en.

as

raise

as

ic

is

MR.

TAFT ON HANK GUARANTY.

Explodes Bryan’s IVt Proposition in Speech at Minneapolis, September 28.
My information with respect,
to the Oklahoma system is that
it is developing as might be expected. I have a correspondent
who
is intimately acquainted
with the conditions in Oklahoma.
In a letter of September 22, 1908, in speaking of the
effect of the guaranty of deposit
law, he uses the following language:

“Conditions in Oklahoma

are

growing worse than was expected on account of the recent
decision there whereby it was
decided that the Bank Commissioner had no right to refuse to
grant a charter to parties proprosing to organize a bank. As
an instance, in a town of less
than 500 people as many as four
banks have been organized.
Application is now in for the orin
of
a
fourth
bank
ganization
one town of only 470 population.
whose
record
“Men
past
proved them to be ingompetent
are
engaged in the banking
business and getting in control
I have
of banking institutions.
of
one
instance
knowledge
where a man was engaged in
business some years ago and
failed. He went to another town
and engaged in the same line
of business in his wife's name,
but conducted her affairs In such
an unbusinesslike way that she
failed. Some time afterward he
went to Oklahoma Territory and
started a small State bank, but
found he could not succeed and
sold to other parties and left the
Territory. A few months ago,
however, he returned and started another State bank, advertising that the depositors are secured under the State guaranty
law, and after sixty days' operation he now has over $100,000
I have it from the
deposits.
best authority that he now proposes to start fifteen new State
banks throughout the State, two
of which have already been organized, and one now doing
business."

Bryan.
-SECRETARY ROOT OX FREEDOM
OF SPEECH.
Our people are keenly alive to the
public interest and competent for the
discussion of public questions.
Expression of opinion is free as the air
we breathe.
Respect for law is general; disregard of it is the rare ex-

'RESIDENT GOWERS AND
DEMOCRATIC PARTY.

THE

ception.

(From the Wage Earner.)
President Samuel Gompers has allied himself with Bryan and the Democratic party.
Has he acted wisely?
The majority of the Democrats in
! the National House of RepresentaA CHANGE IX STYLES.
come from the South.
j lives
The South is an enemy of union la(From Judge.)
When William Taft is President, hcigho. in bor and believ'es in child labor.
Some Southern States have no laws
1909,
How styles will change. No one of us will regulating the hours of labor for
then train down too fine.
women
and children, and some have
I
Horse jockeys will begin to stuff, and ere regulations that are not enforced.
they go their rounds
What does Gompers expect from a
Each one will have to tip the scales at full
two hundred pounds.
j party dominated by the South?
What benefit can the rank and file
May Irwin will not have to bant in one
of labor receive by following Presicontinuous Lent,
But she can amble out and sing, when Taft dent Gompers politically?
is President.
Bryan saving banks are
being
banded out at the Democratic national headquarters.
Does a guarantee on deposits go with them?

|

PROSPERITY AND COPPER.

of every shape and size will hide
themselves
away,
All hollow cheeks will be tabooed, all diets
be passe,
All hatchet faces will be. mobbed. Each
girl we love must be
So fat she’ll quiver in our arms in rotund
ecstaey.
Round-bellied aeronauts must steer balloons they represent.
AM cooks must sleep in double beds, when
Taft is President.
men

(From the Springfield Republican.)
One large copper producer is reported as saying: "If Bryan is elected copper will sell at eleven cents;
if Taft is elected it will sell at fifteen
cents.” He does not know, of course,
whether it will or not, and must be
But it
talking for political effect.
may be observed that copper at one
time sold as high as twenty-five cents
under Mr. Roosevelt's "business-destroying administration." Can't we
expect as much prosperity from a
Taft as from a Roosevelt administration?

The corporations will not be confined tc
iust a few.
But all the common people will have cor
No

porations,

too.
dare to worry;

will
though in debt
we’ll gayly smile,
For we might lose flesh by worry, and we
wouldn’t be in style.
Democratic orators are insisting
And though hard times are coming anti !
I that the people want Bryan.
Let's
we’re broke, we’ll still present
Our joyful curves to all the world, wher I see; didn't we hear something like
Taft is President.
that in 1896 and 1900?
one

Movement—Brynn Voted
Factories.

Koi

Rill Whlrh Shut

shameless.
Bryan In the White
House could he and would be tor
four Ion? years the most dangerous
pest and plague the business interests ot this nation have ever encountered.
The lack ot ballast in his political career up to date, his weather
wane veering to this or that point of
the compass to catch a promising
somersaults
his
breeze,
lightning
from one political hobby to another,
his plagiarism of any novelty that he
thinks may attract the thoughtless—
all these foreshadow the instability
of his course should he achieve the
aim of his ambition and prove the
menace that his verv presence in the
White House would be to business
interests.
Neither Senate nor House could
prevent him from doing irremediable
harm, and business men who had
been deceived into accepting him as
harmless would have abundant time
and leisure to repent.
What a contrast between the candidate whose strongest plea is that,
if elected, he would be unable to do
anything very bad because Congress
would not let him, and William H.
Taft, of whom President McKinley
said. “1 am sending Taft to the Philippines because he is the broadest
and most unselfishly brave man I
know, and because he will carry the
spirit of the Constitution of the t'nited States in his very blood"—Taft,
in
esteem
held
the
statesman,
throughout the civilized world: the
sincere
and
modest,
genJust judge
tleman, “full.” as one writer describes him.
of the knighthood under which the honor and strength ol
must be shielded in
a great nation
insidious peace as in open war." Nobody suggests that William H. Taft
would need a Congress to watch him,
be a
or that any act of his would
wrong or a menace to the business
interests of law abiding citizens. Nobody has any doubt that Taft as President would be guided solely by his
sense of duty, without regard to the
bearing of his acts on his political or
personal fortunes. In brief, nobody
would dare to present in behalf ol
Taft the plea which is at once an
apology for and an indictment of

Thin

bor

an

One of the most frequent
and
seemingly plausible arguments in behalf of Bryan's candidacy is that as
President of the United States he
could do no harm, because the Senate and the House also. If Republican, would prevent him from having
his own way.
Would any sane business man in the United States entertain such a suggestion?
He would
reject It indignantly and rebuke the
person making it. ''What!” he would
exclaim.
"Place an untrustworthy
person in charge of my affairs and
trust to others to see that he is not
The very
allowed to injure me?
Idea is an insult to my common
sense!”
Yet day in and day out. in newspaper articles, speeches and talk between man and man, the argument
we
have quoted is applied to the
greatest office in the United States,
the office the holder of which posor ill.
sesses more power, for good
than any king or emperor, and who
even
a
mere utterance, effect
can.
by
incalculable evil to business interests
throughout the United States. It is
substantially the only plea offered in
behalf of Bryan to the business men
of the country, and the persistence
with which it is repeated suggests
that those who present it think it is
having some effect, or perhaps—
which is more likely—it is the only
plea they dare to present, conscious
as they are of the utter unfitness of
their candidate and of the futility of
seeking to gain support for him on
his merits as a public man.
*★*★*★*★★★********
it

Republican Candidate's Judicial [lls
trees Acknowledged to Be
T)|i|
bjr the Ablest Leaden of t|,.,

TO CINCINNATI

|

Thanks to the stupidity of
Mr
Bryan and his campaign managers |r
attacking Mr. Tnft's record on labor
questions, the leaders of the greal
labor organizations have made 3
searching Investigation of the whole
subject, only to be convinced ffil)re
thoroughly than ever that Mr. Tad
Instead of being hostile to the int(r.
eats of wage-earners, has been
their

steadfast and one of their most pow.
orful friends.
Mr. Bryan's record on
the labor Issue Is merely an unbroken story of unfulfilled promise!
and false prophecies.
He never did
a thing directly affecting the
welrare
of the workingman except to help en.
the Iniquitous Wllson-Gorman
act
tarllT of 1894, whldh paralyzed \m»r
lean industry, forced the closing of
hundreds of mills and factories, dror
tens of thousands of wage-earners
into Idleness ntid brought want and
misery to their families.
That Is absolutely all that Mr.
Bryan ever did for American labor
The memory of the ruinous law which
he heltied to enact Is a nightmare to
American workingmen.
The record
is- a reproach to Mr. Bryan. Hi lj
not. saying a word about it In this
campaign, because he dare not. Cha|.
lenge him to defond it and he win
squirm like an angleworm Impaled on
a

—From <'ineimmti Timrs-Star.

GERMAN-AMERICANS TRUE
MR. TAFT AND REVISION
CONTINUE THE PARTY IN
THEIR
TO
PRINCIPLES;
OF THE TARIFF
THINGS
DOES
THAT
POWER
This would

scorn

to

bo

an

-Their Vote Ansarcd to Taft anti Sherman. Who Stand For National
Honor, Credit and I*rogresw.

unpro-

pitious occasion for the appeal to the
spirit of unrest and dissatisfaction
which certain political elements are

■

The German is, as a rule, a good
the party in
He believes In the
their demand, | business man.
which Bryan does
yet never was there a time when the ! gold standard
in protection for
he
believes
party in power had such a magnificent not;
which Bryan
of American industry
its credit—a record
record to
things accomplished as well as prom- ; does not—he believes in expending
ised.
Against this record the appel- | the money of the Government for the
I benefit of all the people, in the rural
lants have only promises.
For eleven years the Republican > free delivery, the irrigation of arid
party has been establishing this rec- lands,, the preservation and utilizaord. year after year in administra- tion of our forests, the Improvement
tion, Congress after Congress in en- of agriculture and other great public
There is no reason to ap- services, which Bryan, according to
actment.
prehend that there will be either fal- -the political platform to which he
unnecestering or failure as long as the party has subscribed, regards as
But it must sary and wasteful."
is kept in full power.
The prospect that Bryan would be
have alj branches of the Uoverument. I
It will not do to give the Republicans nominated drew bitter protests from
the Senate and the Presidency ant$ •j leading Germans and German newsdeny them the House.
bnapers, including the newspaper ronTheelectionof a Detnooratiefffouse of yTrolled by Kidder, the (resent Demofall
this
would
mean Speratic campaign treasurer, who doRepresentatives
depriving the Republicans of _powe* ■dared that he would never support
of action without vesting It at the the advocate of free silver and repuFur- diation. and other vagaries offensive
same time in any other party.
thermore. it would relieve both par- to the sound judgment and honest
ties of responsibility to the people, character of German-Americans. The
so that when the next general elecfact that Mr. Ridder has seen fit to
tion came around, the Presidential change his attltutde toward the canmaking.

“Turn

out
of

power" is the burden

—

—

|

I>rclarr.H
American
Wagp-Karnpr**
Should Not in* Compelled to Cmnpete With Free Trade Labor.
In the course of his speech in Sioux
City September 29 Mr. Taft defined
his attitude on the question of tariff
revision
with
ness.
He said:

characteristic frank-

“My own impression, without being familiar with tile »ehc*dulcs as an
expert, is that in most eases the operation of the protective tariff has been
normal, the cost of production has

been reduced, and therefore the rewith respect to those schedules
should 1m* downward.
There an' a
few, pottery is one, in w hich no such
change has taken place. Imbued the
change in that ease has l>een the other
and in that res|»cct protiably the
j way
to he raised.**
j tariff ought
In that utterance Mr. Taft explains
the difference between the tariff poli icies of the opposing parties so clear! ly that no intelligent voter can misunderstand it. Mr. Taft and the Republican party recognize that the
tariff should be revised, and arc
pledged to call an extra session of
Congress to undertake the work immediately after the inauguration of
the next President. They insist, howthat the revision shall be made
ever,
M.
along lines that will n*aintain the
protective principle Instead of destroying it; that the schedules shall
be so adjlisted as to guard American
labor against the unrestricted competition of the free trade labor of
Europe, and that there shall he no
legislation calculated to force a lowering of the American standard of livSenator T. P. Gore, Democrat, of Oklahoma, now a Bryan
ing. In a word. Mr. Taft favors tariff
revision in the interest of tariff prospellbinder. In a speech delivered at Dallas, Texas, In 1896, said:
tection.
“The trouble with the Democratic part)- is ft Is a party of
->ir.
wryan, on tne otner nano, Is
statesmen, without statesmanship, patriots without patriotism,
pledged to tariff revision In the Inheroes without heroism. Their policy begets farmers without
terest of free trade.
He has openly
farming,-laborers without labor, freemen without freedom.
deelared for a tariff for revenue only,
and that means the absolute destruction of the protective principle.
He
“The Fifty-second Congress had a Democratic majority of
holds that the American wage-earner
148, and if it redeemed a single pledge, observed a single prrmiis entitled to no protection from the
ise, kept a single command or discharged a single obligation
competition of the cheap labor of free
made to the people of the United States 1 will quit the stump and
trade countries, but that wages and
the manner of living in the United
retire front the canvass.”
States should be equalized with those
of European workmen.
“The Fifty-second Congress was elected on retrenchment
Mr. Bryan's position is entirely conand economy, the free coinage of silver and the repeal of the Mcslstent with his record.
It Is in permatter
tliat
In
the
of
law.
exceeded
economy
Congress
Kinley
feet aceord with his attitude in Conthe Republican $1,000,000,000 Congress by $40,000,000."
gress in 1S94 when he helped to prepare the Wtlson-Gorman tariff act.
which a Democratic President denounced as “a creature of perfidy,and
dishonor." That measure struck r.uln
election, there would be on one In didate whose nomination ho regarded to American industry and labor. It
as equivalent to defeat does not mean
to
vent
resentwhom
closed hundreds of mills and facauthority upon
Each party would that there has been any general de- tories, forced tens of thousands of
ment for failures.
blame the other and the voter would sertion on tie part of German-Amerl- wage-earners Into idleness, caused a
etms from the principles of sound ruinous decline in the
not know which way to turn.
prices of all
The sensible thing would seem to money and of protection for Ameri- staple commodities and created a deCitizens of German ficit in the Treasury which compelled
be to continue in power the party that can industry.
The Republicans have origin, Democrats as well as Repub- the Government to sell bonds for
can do things.
shown themselves able and willing licans throughout the United States, money to meet its running expenses.
to do things, and the things they have are for Taft and the policies which Mr. Bryan’s tariff policy, as embodied
In that wicked measure, brought upon
done are written broad upon the Taft represents.
The German's common sense' tells American industry
It
statute books for all men to read.
and
American
is not in evidence that the people are hint that Bryan is a menace to busi- workingmen the most dreadful harddissatisfied with what the Republi- ness. that his political schemes are ships they have ever suffered in time
Even the Democrats visionary and impracticable, and that of peace.
cans have done.
Under Its baleful operaadmit the wisdom of both legislation he depends for his only substantial tion hope gave way to despair, want
of
their
and
administration
op- support upon a form of class hatred took the place of plenty and prospertending to undermine and break ity was succeeded by bankruptcy.
ponents.
All that the Democrats can do is te down American institutions.
Ger- The history of the three years covered
demand "a change,” something dif- man-Americans believe in the past by the \Vil30n-G0rman-Bryau act is
ferent. Upon analysis their demands and future of the United States, in written In the single word:
Ruin.
The tariff issue is immediately inresolve into this one proposition: the establishment of which men of
“Turn them out and turn us in.” German blood took a most honorable volved in the present campaign and It
This is very nice for the Democratic part, and which Germans of a later may be accurately stated as follows:
politicians, but what is there in it generation fought bravely to defend. Taft, Republicanism and tariff reIt is not remarkable, therefore, that vision based on protection, versus
for the people at large?
the German-Amerlcan cannot now be Bryan. Democracy and tariff revision
persuaded to take sides with a candi- based on free trade. Mr. Taft and
A GOOD EMV1A)YE1S.
date whose platform is an indictment Mr BTyan have both declared themof national progress.
selves beyond all doubt or question,
(From the St. Louis Globe-DemoThe German-Amerlcan vote will be and neither seeks to conceal his atcrat. )
Taft
and
for
I
The case U fully before the
Sherman, because Will- titude.
Taft had iam H. Taft is recognized
For four years Mr.
by Ger- people and they will vote upon it
charge of 30.0U0 workingmen at Pan- mans everywhere as better equipped with their eyes wide open. Shall it
ama. and they unite in saying that ! for the Presidency than any previous be protection or free trade?
he Is a good boss, as well as efficient ; President before entering upon office,
in carrying forward the business in and
Mr. Brvan says he notices that the
became Germans, like ail others
hand.
: who have studied Mr. Taft and his temper of the people
everywhere Is
j career, are convinced that he will different from what it was In his preMr. Bryan has been exhorting Mr. i carry into the White House, as Mc- vious campaigns. His other
canvasses
Taft to utter some "plain, simple Kinley said he would carry to the should have demonstrated to him
the
"I stand Philippines, “the spirit of the Con- futility of trying to plumb
sentences.” Here are two:
public senCan my opponent say ! stitutlon of the United States in his timent from the tall end of
on my record.
railroad
! very blood.”
as much?”
trains.
■

The Democratic

Party.

vision

j

I

♦

♦

:

♦

♦
♦

♦

♦
♦

pin.

Mr. Taft's record on the labor
question is a record of practical, posilive results. As a judge on the bench
he gave decisions which for the first
time clearly defined the rights ami
privileges of labor organizations under the law.
He made it clear that
workingmen may legally form unions:
that these unions may ♦oiublne with
one nnother; that they have the right
to maintain funds for those of their
members whose pay Is considered Inadequate; and that they may appoint
omceys 10 nnvise tnent as to the
course to be takeu In relations with
their employers.
Thus, while administering the law
with Jealous regard for the Interests
of justice, Mr Taft rendered a service
to the cause of labor surpassing that
of any of his contemporaries on the
He set forth the rights and
bench.
prerogatives of organized labor so
distinctly that his views have been
accepted by all our courts as a classic
Interpretation of the law on those
subjects. In some quarters Mr Taft's
rulings on labor questions have been
honestly misunderstood. hut in others they have been deliberately misFor that reason the
represented.
careful examination of the entire matter whleh has followed the Democratic attack upon Mr. Taft's labor
record is a must fortunate circumstance.
The more thoroughly It Is
scrutinised the better for the Republican candidate.
The great value to labor interests
of Mr. TalL’s Judicial decrees was
long ago recognized by the ablest
leaders of the labor movement. As
Illustrating this, the head of one of
the great organizations of railway
men said to Mr. Taft a few days ago:
“When you made your labor decision we all thought It was an outrage until we got down to St Louis
and had to fight Gould, and then we
read through your decision and to
our great surprise found that you had
laid down there the Magna t'harta
upon which we could depend for the
protection of our rights."
Mr. Bryan has nothing for the
workingmen but an offering of simply
promises and a prophecy of disaster.
His record Is a blank except that in
one Instance he helped to enact a law
which struck a deadly blow to labor
interests and drove an army of wageearners Into want and despair
Mr. Taft, on the other hand, presents a record of honorable service In
He has helped to
behalf of labor.
establish the rights of labor under the
out how the
law.
He has

pointed

wage-earners

of the country may law-

fully unite for their protection and
how they may work together, oae
j tradesman with another, to promote

j

j

their common Interests. The story of
hts splendid efforts In behalf of the
wage-earner will be read with grantude long after the name: of Bryanistn
has faded from the memory of man.
TAFT TO

LOVERS’ KKSt I F.
to

Romance is quite as important
oi
Judge Taft as becoming President
ot
the United States, for in the stress
the campaign lie finds time* to hecora
HeTo the
first aid to Dan Cupid.
publican candidate’s kindly intent’
>
tlon with prdsaic officials in the
(In'
Department I.iei.tenant Elten b A
Hill, of the Marine Corps. L.
of
Loveli Atwat
and mihs
aim
Miss uucy
Lucy mj»c»»
•*/"."
on fv,rt
Poughkeepsie, were married
day set for their wedding.
at
Lieutenant Hill was stationed a
Ohio, and actuated by

Columbus.
desire

to

attend

his

own

sought through the nteshes

01

*
tape at the department in
to I
ton to obtain leave of absence
mit him to do so without avail.
Atwater is the daughter ofThe
Atwater, a cousin to Mr. Taft.
jn
n
latter was appealed to, and
ha
With the much desired
vain.
"3
of absence the wedding prepar«
every boar
were hurried forward and
was

happy.
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RKVEKIIXiE
SENATOR
TAFT’S TRAINING-

<»-N

William"H.

Taft more
“It is
to t
than any man ever called
leadership of the AmericantrI
b»-st
pie who has had the
ami
ing, the widest experience
the wisest tear It ing to fit him »,
that glorious but serious lass-
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CHURCH
Interesting

DEDICATION.

Exercises at Ellsworth

Methodist Episcopal Church

grounds, until now the society has one of
the
most
attractive and home-like
churches in the State.
The interior of the church was made
more attractive still on
Sunday by the
elaborate floral decorations, arranged under the direction of Roy C. Haines.
MOBNINO SERVICE.

The services for the day opened with a
love feast at 9.30 o’clock, conducted by
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Stonington, who
for nine
years was pastor of the church
here, and who did so much hard work to-

Organ prelude. Eva Leona Mayo
Hymn No 19
Prayer.Rev E B Mathews
Anthem,“Praise Ye the Father,” (Gounod)
Historical Address.BT Bowie
Introductory Address, Hon John B Redman
P*?*1.Misses Mayo and Dorr
Address.Hon Warren C Philbrook
Offering
Hymn No 214
Benediction.Rev A B Carter
Organ postlude
The dedication exercises took place in
the evening following a most excellent
sermon by Rev.
George E. Stokes, D. D.,

Sunday.

flbbtrtifrauntt.
"

arran
FOR
If women all over die
knew La France Shoe* as we know
next to impossible to supply the demand—for the woman who
wears them once can never be
thoroughly happy in other shoes.

They ate the late* in (athion modelled precisely on the Goes of the latest approved
styles of the peat fashion centre* of the world right up-to-date in Cray detail.
They provide a perfect fit because they are made to fit Because they fit well they
always look well that is something you should bear carefully in mind. Good looks in a
shoe demand not only the finest and most carefully selected materials such as are
always
used ip La France shoes, but require the most careful and scientific attention to fitting
quahlies.
—

Sermons

by Bishop

Hamilton and Rev.

—

George E.

—

Stokes, D.D., of New York—Addresses by
Hon.

Warren

C.

Phil brook

We are ansious to have an opportunity to show yon La France shoes and let
and find out for yourself just how desirable they are.

O.

and B. T. Sowle.

I—

yon try
7

them

on

MORANG,

ELLSAVORTH,

MAINE.

MARINE LIST,
BISHOP JOHN W. HAMILTON, D. D., LL. D.

Ellsworth Port

ward the building of a new church when
the old one was burned.
The regular morning service began at
10.30 o’clock. The program follows;

METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, ELLSWORTH.
and

exercise*

spite
heavy rmin of the early part of
the day, all the service# were largely ator toe

impressive
Interesting
held at the Methodist Episcopal
church at Ellsworth Sunday, when the
church was formally dedicated by Bishop
John W. Hamilton, D. D., LL. D., of Boston, the resident bishop of New England,
assisted by Rev. H. B. Haskell, M. A., dis-

!

were

tended.
A particularly gratifying feature of the
day to ths Methodist society here was the
lib irslity of the donations, close to 92,000
being raised in cash and subscriptions
1

r

of New York, who was introduced by
District Superintendent H. B. Haskell.
Dr. Stokes’ subject was: “The Power of
Love,” and was handled in a forceful and
Organ prelude.Eva Leona Mayo interesting way.
In the dedication of the church, Bishop
Hymn No 78
Hamilton was assisted by the district
Apostles' Creed
Pastoral prayer.Eev J P Simonton
superintendent and Methodist pastors
Anthem, ’’Come Let us Worship,” (Gabriel)
The service was impressive. A
Responsive service.Pastor and People present.
feature of the service was the dedicatory
Gloria Patri
written
for the occasion by Rev. A.
poem,
Scripture Lesson.Rev H B Haskell J.
It is
Lockhart, and read by him.
Hymn No 3M
printed on page 4.
Introductory address,
The full program of the evening service
Chief-Justice Lucilius A Emery
Dedicatory Sermon.
follows:
Bishop J W Hamilton, D D, LL D
A Statement.Dr. P F Simonton Organ prelude.Eva Leona Mayo
No 11
Hymn
Offering
Prayer.Rev A J Lockhart
Hymn No 213
Anthem. “How Amiable are Thy DwellBenediction.Bishop Hamilton
ings,” (Danks)
Organ postlude
Scripture lesson.Rev P A A Killara
.-The introductory address by Chief-Jus- Hymn No 666
tice Emery was graceful and well-chosen. Introductory address.Rev H B Haskell
Sermon. .Rev George E Stokes, D D
Bishop Hamilton spoke from the text, Offering
•‘And Ebud said, I have a message from Dedication of Building. Bishop Hamilton,
Qod unto Thee.”— ,udge§ 3:20. His serassisted by district superintendent
and ministers
mon was masterful and inspiring, and was
Hymn No 659
listened to with deep interest.
Presentation of Building, B T Sowle. in
behalf of building committee to trustees
AFTERNOON SERVICE.
Hamilton
The features of the afternoon were the Dedication.Bishop
Anthem, “The Mercies of the Lord,” (Gahistorical address by B. T. Sowle, which
briel)
reviewed at length and interestingly the Do xo logy
history of Methodism in Ellsworth, and Benediction.Pastor
the masonic address by Hon. Warren C. Organ postlude
The music for the day was of a high
assistant
Philbrook, of
Waterville,
attorney-general of Maine. Both these order. Miss Eva L. Mayo presided at the

ArOctll, sch Henrietta A Whitney, New
York, coal, F S Lord
Sid Oct 11, sch Melissa Trask, Newark,
stares and heads, C J Treworgy
Hancock Canute Parts.
West Sullivan
Sid Oct 8, sch John S
lleach man, N Y
Sid Oct ft, sch H J McCarty, Phila
Sid Oct 10, sch Thos B Garland, N Y
Oct 11, sch Franconia, Boston
Ar Oct 8, achs John 8 Beechman; Harold J
—

McCarty

Ar Oct 4, sch Thos B Garland
Ar Oct 11, sch Mary B Wellington

BORN.
ANNI8—At Deer Isle, Oct 4, to MrandMr*
William E Annie, a son.
CHOATE—At Brookliti, Oct 9, to Mr and Mrs
Charles A Choate, a daughter. [Virginia

Estelle.]

CLARK—At Franklin. Oct 1, to Mr and Mrs
Harry A Clark, a son.
CUNNINGKAM-At El'sworth. Oct !8, to Mr
and Mrs Thurston S Cunningham, of Blue-

hill, a daughter.

FARNSWORTH—At Bluehill, Oct 8. to Mr and
Mrs William Farnsworth, a daughter.
LIBBY—At Stonington, Oct 2. to Mr and Mrs
A W Libby, a daughter.
STOVER—At North Brooksville. Oct 5, to Mr
and Mrs Harry Stover, a daughter.
TRACY—At Franklin. Oct 3, to Mr and Mrs
Solomon Tracy, a daughter.

Bucksport.

Bucksport.

M’NEIL—CAMPBELL—At Dedham, Oct 11,
by H P Burrill, esq, Mrs Lizzie A McNeil to
Joseph Campbell, both of Holden.
REED—MITCHELL—At West Tremont, Oct
11, by Rev F L Provan, Mrs Cora Brown Reed
to Henry T Mitchell, both of West Tremont.
WHITINO-IRWIN-At Ellsworth, Oct 7. by
Rev R B Mathews, Miss Ray Nelson Whiting, of Ellsworth, to Edwin Taylor Irwin,
of Greenfield, Ohio.

DIED.

superintendent of this district, and during the day. This is sumcient to pracMethodist pastors of tbi) vicinity.
tically wipe out the entire indebtedness of
The Methodist pastors from out of town the society, which can now enjoy the atpresent were Rev. J. P. Simonton, of tractiveness ot its handsome and comfortStoninRton; Rev. A. B. Carter, of Brook- able church home without the shadow of
kn; Rev. A. J. Lockhart, of Winterport; debt hanging above it.
•
Kev. Theodore
No small part of the success of the day
Qerrisb, of York, Pa.,
formerly of this conference. Rev. I. II. is due to the present pastor of the church.
Wharff was unable to be present cn Rev. iVilliam Forbes Emery, who, though

REV. H. B. HASKELL,
District Superintendent.

j

addresses are printed in full on pa*© 7 of
this issue. Hon. John B. Redman, who
introduced Mr. Phiibrook, spoke in his
usual

happy

manner.

The full program of the afternoon
follows:

ser-

vice

8ARQENTVILLE.
| Herbert Simmons is visiting his sons in
Boston.
/•
Edgar Wood has been visiting friends
in Camden.
Llewellyn Gray is employed at the Sargentville bakery.
C. L. Babson spent part of last week in
Bangor on business.
Miss Hattie Harding has returned home
l from Massachusetts.
Mrs. Frank Billings is visiting her sister at Bluehill Falls.
Eugene Jordan and wife left Monday
for Boston for the winter.
A. H. Dority and wife, of Lynn, Mass.,
are guests of I. P. Grindal and wife.
A. H. Sargent and wife are spending the
week in Bangor, the guests of Mr9. Sar-

gent's parents.

Mrs. D. G. Eaton and daughter. Miss
Edith, left last week for Auburndale,Mass.,
where Miss Eaton has employment. Mrs.
Eaton will spend a few weeks w ith friends
there.
Several from here attended the funeral
service of Phyllis Irene, daughter of Hugh
Brown and wife, of Broooksville, at Forest Home cemetery Friday afternoon. Mr.
and Mrs. Brown have the sincere sympathy of their many friends here.
Sim.
Oct. 12.

organ

at all the services.

REV. J. P. SIMONTON,
Former Pastor.
111
Rev. R. B. Mathews, modestly retiring to an inconspicuous
oith. ^Haworth
»nrt p
Congregational church, part in the day’s exercises, waa really reA'

worth

the

a

?•

9errtce»lM

A

Killam, of the Eilachurch’ ■1*° participated in

—So™?;ninS,
.7eKJbree eervioes daring the day
afternoon and evening and in

sponsible (or them. Coming to this parish only a few months ago, he has inspired the society with new energy, resulting in the completing and furnishing
of the church and the Improvement of the

con-

'SWiectigmtnv

We Trust
Doctors
suffering from
impure blood, thin blood, debility, nervousness, exhaustion, you should begin at once
with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the
!f you

ABBOTT—At Verona, Oct 12, Peter Abbott,
aged 76 years.
BENNETT—At Verona, Oct 7, James S Bennett, aged 85 years.
BROWN—At Broov8vi)ie, Oct 7, Phyllis Irene
Brown, aged 5 months, 12 days.
COUSINS—At Brooklin, Oct 9, Qeorgene A
Cousins, aged 21 years, 1 month, 8 days.
GUILFORD—At Penobscot, Oct 9, Mrs Emma
B Guilford, aged 77 years.
HIGGINS—At Bar Harbor. Oct 6, Hollis Higgins, aged 27 years
JORDAN—At Bar Harbor, Oct 8. Sylvanus
Jordan, aged 88 years, 8 months, 23 days.
LEAR—At Lamoine, Oct 10, John F Lear, aged
59 years.
M’VEY—At New Bedford, Mass, Sept29, Ethel
Marion, daughter of George W and Edith
(Stevens) McVey, aged 15 months.
MOONEY—At Bucksport, Oct 11, Charles F
Mooney, aged 59 years.
NORTON—At Stonington (St Helena;, Oct 9,
Edward Norton, aged 48 years.
ROBBINS—At West Hancock, Oct 12, Mrs Iva
L Robbins, aged 28 years, months, 20 days.
ROWE—At Tremont, Oct 2, Miss Virgie Rowe,
aged 19 years.
SARGENT—At Ellsworth. Oct 9, Miss Susan A
Sargent, aged 80 years, 3 months.
SMITH—At Trenton, Oct 10, Etta M Smith,
aged 17 years, 6 months.
STAPLES—At Deer Isle, Oct 4. Samuel Staples,
aged 63 years. 7 months.
STOVER—At Bangor, Oct 5, George Warren
Stover, of West Brooksville. aged 20 years, 1
month, 17 days.
TIBBETTS-At Otis, Oct 7, Emeline C, wife of
Wallace W Tibbetts, aged 55 years.

you have known
all your life. Your doctor
knows it, too. Ask him about it.

Sarsaparilla

Unless there ia daily action of the bowel*,
poisonous product* are absorbed. causing headache, biliousness, nausea, dyspepsia, and thus
preventing the Sarsaparilla from doing Its best
work. Ayer's Fills are liver pill*. Act gently,
all vegetable.

A™ aJ.

C. Ayer Co.. Lowell. Vim.
manufacturers of

9_

flu
yers

HAIR VIGOR.
AdUE CURE.
CHERRY PECTORAL.

We hare no secret* t We publish
the formulae of ell our medicines.

jForSale'StfSS
in
States. Strout’s
14

main

moth illustrated catalog of bar
with State maps mailed free; w<
e.b. fare. • E. A. STtOUT CO.,
Deakrs, S3S Water St.A^aite. Hi

day:

per

and up.
The only moderate rrlced hotel of repotattoo and cousequeoce m

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

range of a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

J. P.

a

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

Commisssum jturctjants.

POTATOES! APPLES
AND SQUASH.
We charge the lowest price
for selling the above, $7 and
$10 a car, and obtain full market price. Write for particulars.
—

Providence Brokerage Co.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

POULTRY WANTED.

HYDE, WHEELER CO,
(Established 1804)

41 North Market St,

Bostim, Matii.

get top market prices and will
make prompt returns for

Cau

VEAL LAMB POULTRY

EGGS

Buttsr and Farm Produce.
Market reports, tags, shipping certificates, stencils, etc furnished free.

Strictly Commission.

$rofrosumal Cam.

UNDERTAKING

EMBALMING
ROY C.

per day and up.

American, $2.50

'’StrtjtTtisrmmtft

are

io

AMHERST.
The cheese factory closed Oct. 10.
F. O. Silsby was in Bangor last week.
Andrew Gregg, who has been employed
at Bar Harbor the past summer, is home.
Mrs. Hattie Leard, of Bangor, came
Saturday to see her father, Samuel Nickerson, who is ill.
E. B. Foster and sister, Mrs. Eastman, of
Brewer, who recently bought Cecil Crosby's place, have moved in and gone to
house. Mr. Crosby has moved his
keepinginto
Dudley Sumner’s house.
family

The choir,

sisting of Mrs. F. F. Simonton, Miss Annie
R. Emery, Miss Bernice H. Dorr, Elmer L.
Kingman and Eugene D. Brann, was assisted in the afternoon and evening by
Mrs. Harvard Qreely and B. B. Whitcomb.

European, $1

PHILADELPHIA.

MTNTIRE—AREY-At Wellington, Oct 10, by
Rev Isaiah Whitehouse, Mrs Mildred P McIntire, of Orland, to Clinton B Arey, of

mci

BllUBAKER. Manager.

W. T.

MM war betwean Broad &t. Station
aad Beading Terminal oo Filbert SC.

MARRIED.
CHESTER—HASKINS—At Hancock
Point.
Oct 8, by Rev P A A Killnm, Miss Daisy t
Chester, of Hancock Point, to J E Haskins,
of Bangor.
DAWS—ROBINSON-At Long Island, Oct 7,
by W A Van Norden, esq, Miss Irene M
Daws to Walter Robinson, both of Long
Island.
HARRIMAN-MEAD-At Bucksport, Oct 10,
L
by WilliamofA Remick, esq, MissL Abace of
Harriman,
Prospect, to Frank Mead,

REV. WILLIAM FORBES EMERY,
Pastor.

WINDSOR HOTEL

HAINES,

G

J)R

A.

PHILLIPS,

DENTIST.
Office

over

W. Lipsk.v's Clothing Store,

(Successor t» C. R. Foster >
150-32 Main Street, Ellsworth.

WEST SULLIVAN, MAINE.

is in charge of
Mr. HARRY C. AUSTIN,
graduate Barnes School of Em-

ELLSWORTH

abbcntermcM*
This

department

balming,

Boston.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
WO

ALL CALLS RECEIVE PROMPT
AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

Day Calls, private pbeoe.
Night Service,

3*
7a-2

Zinn’s Flowers Saturdays.
Floral piece, lor funerals
delivered on short aotlce
at

Boston market prices.

NO

tv AS

II

KB."

H. B. ESTCY Sl CO.,

WEST EMI)

TELEPHONES

PAT.

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
(4oo« called tor and delivered.
BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH

MB

ELECTRICALS^
Pull Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
EMlMUs:.. Wirt., and Sapplic, ChMri.ll, SWa*.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Main 3t., (under Dingo Club)Ellsworth.

Subscribe for The American

COUNTY NEWS.

Stst>rrti*rmmt».

l»«JII .^Lerrihrr:. at l,,'i

HKKIC’AN

f

I poet-o/fleOt in Hancock county,

I

•

it her paper* in the
not react* to many.

4

M
S<

K

H
ilk

l.AMOINE.
r<l E. rernliam. who has been at
few daja, r, turned to Boston SatKarland

Springcr,

and

Springer

tlisbury, who havt been employed

r’airtield,

are

home.

Lear fil'd Sunday, Oct. 11, after a
Mr. Leer was a man of stertegrity and highly reapected by
riends. He leaves one son, wbo
,r him during his illness,
ommunity waa saddened laat week
leatii of ttusaell Boynton. He was
ov. 17, 1H85, the youngest son of
and Lizzie Boynton. Less than a
o he began to fail, sod hoping to
strength be went to Lpuguioat,
Hie stay there only arrested
o.
ns the course of the diueuse, and in
he returned East in a much
ed condition. He died at the home
fife’s father, Charles Harding, at
it, Oct. 2. Though quiet and retirmanner, be made mauy friends,
>urn bis early death and sympn,-ith the bereaved family in their
ness.

devoted and faithful son. Besides
ante, there are two brothers living
oine end two sisters in Msssachu-

Especial sympathy ta expressed
who
UI Cll|
small children,

ie and two

ve uw

for

are

«tu

early deprived of a husband and
Funeral services were held from
ne in Lamoine Monday, Bev. G. F.
Interment at East
a officiating.

*e.

Margaret Farnham died At her
Sunday, Oct. 4. Mre. Farnham,
mh & maiden name was Duane, was bora
Bhs married Charles
jg&icksport in 1880.1886
they lived in Pe§fu ham, sad up to
S7Im, ^t, where their children were born
autci reared. There were two daughters—
grt Nellie Devereux, of Northampton,
4E< 4., and Mrs. Annie H. Carter, of West
A
rth, ana two sons -Howard C., of
i, Cuba, and Edward E., of Boston.
I
arnham died Dec. 26, 188U. Mrs.
hti
im was s woman of strong personlarge intelligence and remarkable
ive ability. For many years she was
try of the grange, and her work tesThe .past
io her skill and ability.
inters Mrs. Farnham spent with her
she
returned
North
Cuba. Laat June
able at the time to travel alone.
alth failed during the summer, and
#f
s confined to her Ded several weeks
mi
her death. Prayers were said at
tome of the deceased Wednesday by
None of the childreif
*. F.-Jenkins.
Kf.
•.

ff

her*

TV-

§'

»

le to be present excepting Mrs. Car1 Mrs. Howard Farnham, who has
for her husband’s mother daring
iesrt.
Mrs. Farnham also had four
two living in California, one in
a and one in Lowell, Mass.

si:

h:
rt

0T

>

JT

12.

8.

NORTH LAMOINE.
11
Bar

Young
Sunday.

aret

returned to

Northeast

wan

!

always much intonated in tba order, and
as long aa her health permitted war faltb-

fol
She lea Tee beeidee her
hoaband, one brother, George P. Ha ran.
Funeral eerricea were held at her late
home Monday afternoon, Ber. P. A. A.
Killam, of Ellaworth, offlciating.
Evmna Crabtree waa noma from Unlveraity of Maine a few daye last weak.
Carlyle Young, who has been working
in Bangor this summer, ia in town for a
few daya.
Mrs. Cynthia Lawa and Miaa Alice JLawa
left for Malden, Mas*., Friday, to apend
the winter with Mrs. 1. H. Coggins.
Mrs. Susie Gsmble, of Vineland, N. J.,
and Derryll Gamble, of Washington, D.
C., are guests of O. W. Foaa and wife.
Saturday afternoon the Lamoine baseball team played the Hancock team on the
Crabtree field. The score was 21 to 10 in
faror of Hancock.
The sympathy of the community ia extended to I. H. Coggins and wife, of
Malden, Mass., ia the-lorn of their son
Kenneth. The body was brought here for
interment Saturday.
Oct. 12.
C.
in attendance.

Eunice Coggins attended the teachuvention at Bar Harbor Friday and

MOUTH SULLIVAN.
Dr. A. W. Cleaves, of Bar Harbor, was
«yin town lsat week.
F
si Richardson went to Bar Harbor
Arthur Hail, of Harrington, is the gneet
B
9day to have his eyes treated. He of hia parents, Zemro Hall and wife.
ir,.
ompanied by Lester Young.
Mias M. Ula
of Franklin, was
V aynard Young takes the lead in potato the week-end Gordon,
guest of her cousin, Miaa
this year, as he has raised about M. E. Moon.
£»!** ishels.
Evidently one need not go
The election ball at K. of P. hall Friday
0U / etook to raise potatoes.
night waa wall attended. All report a
A
ge delegation attended the Pomona general good time.
g at Hancock Saturday. A pleasant
Mra. Walter Fernald and two children,
Art
'Stable day was passed. The evenFranklin, spent Saturday with ber two
|n» s much enjoyed as the program was of
Mra. Charles and Mrs. John Butler.
sisters,
•f
igh order.
Jellison and wife are keeping
Everett
Y.
C:w12.
houae in Bangor, where Mr. Jellison ia
employed. They are very pleasantly
EAST FRANKLIN.
located.
C*.l. Ratter is quite ill.
Mrs. Mercy Carpenter and three sisters,
Blaisdell is in Bar Harbor, cutting the Misses Cummings, attended the fuF.
neral of their nephew, the infant son of
* :■
Florence B. Springer had gone to Celeb Brad bury and wife, at West Frank1
-field to teach.
lin, last week.
£li
1T'*W Maggie Hardison and Celia QorLast Friday the Franklin baseball team
in
Ellsworth.
re
gr;.
employed
met the home team here and the spectaW
E. K. Donnell who has been visit- tors witnessed a close game. As this was
Inez E. Welch, the closing game of the season, a good
r daughter, Mrs.
deal of interest was msnifeated. The SCOTS
4kirned home.
wss 9 to 8 in favor of the visiting team.
freeman
b
Kinsman, who has been
Oct. 12.
M.
ford visiting Abram Fernald and
grTeAhas returned home.
PHAN
KLIN
ROAD.
B* id Workman, of Sorrento, has been
Ur*. Uonroe McFarland la ill.
his sister Effie, and bis grand*
girl,
A. £. Tracy was in ar Harbor last week.
ts, John Q. Wentworth and wife.
4*
Mr. Chase, pastor of the Baptist
R
Sherman Abbott, of Bar Harbor, waa
is to exchange pulpits with Rev. here on business last week.
Cb
Bay Macombjr, Methodist pastor, Oct. 11.
Capt. Rice and wife, of Harrington, are
N /. has come to T. M. Blaisdell and occupying tbe Franklin Koad bouse.
oat their son Lloyd, woo went to
ml'
Miss Tressie Lewis, of Wytopittock, is
Wash., is quite ill with typhoid visiting her brother, Raymond Lew is.
dfev r.
Miss Alice Marshall has employment in
A
Mabel, daughter of Orin Donnell Bar Harbor with her aunt, Mrs. James
e, will leave for Wisconsin Mon* Foster.
•4tay "he will be accompanied as far as
Hervey Bennett, of Washington Junc3K
by her sister, Mrs. Graves, of
ist Harbor, who goes to visit her tion, was a guest ot Charles uraves over
tii'
Sunday.
niriey Graves. Miss Donnell will
'ix or eight weeks with relatives
Charles Scribner and wife, of Green
•Vest.
Lake, spent Sunday with Mrs. Scribner’s
parents, H. A. Butler and wife.
R.
Miss Sarah Mullan and Mias Etta
Springer attended the teachers’ convenlfiGYPT.
tion in Bar Harbor last week.
A’
Howard Hodgkins was in Bangor
Mrs. Etta Dow and daughter Flossie are
v lasl week.
©i:t
a few
days with her daughter,
*1
fc.dith Clark .has employment at spending
Mrs. Helen Hodgkins, in Marlboro.
-i. DeHeck’s (or the winter.
D>
Mis* Mvra Young, who has employt
T. Clark left Thursday (or Orono,
ment in Ellsworth, spent Sunday with
lie will attend the U. of M.
wL
her parents, George Young and wife.
N
is Savage, of Bar
Hirbor, spent
Mrs. Bessie Little, daughter of the late
with his parents, Samuel Savage
n
Hilman Smith, warden of Maine State
fe.
ttn
was a guest at C. P. Graves’ reprison,
Helen West has returned to her
cently.
Ellsworth, after a vacation at her
Mrs.
Bert Herrick, with two children, of
■re.
Old Town, who has been here with her
11 Hardison and wife and Miss
N
mother, Mrs. Sarah Robinson, returned
Clark attended the Pomona grange home
*•,
to-day, accompanied by her mother.
ock Saturday.
m '■
G.
Oct. 13.
eldom that the departure of one of
i
«h
ng people causes such deep regret
ATLANTIC.
4"
young and old as that of William
Herbert Joyce has just received a cargo
9
an, who left for Brooklyn, N. Y.,
of
coal.
lived
has
here
Mr.
Jordan
since
a
Sr.
Mrs. Phebe Benson is visiting friends
<ild, and is a general favorite. He
in the employ of Mrs. M. C. Aus- at Atlantic.
number of years, and leaves only
U’*
Edwin Joyce, who has been employed
otter position. His many friends for the summer at Onset, Mass., is home.
im every success In his new posiA party ot gentlemen from Ellsworth
made an excursion to Atlantic on Tuesday
L
W.
last.
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Purrington are
HANCOCK.
attending the Maine Baptist convention
r Johnson, of Machias, is the guest
thin week.
Johnson and wife.
A harvest supper was held at Seaside
a long illness
patiently borne,
Oct. 8. It waa well attended.
Wife of Al phene Wooster, died at Thursday,
An enjoyable time la reported.
* last Friday. She was a woman
*
B.
Oct. 10.
«f s
ing character, and was highly
1 by all who knew her. She was a
A Jeweler’s Bsperleaea.
member of Pamela grange, and
R. Kluxer, The Jeweler, 10S0 Virginia
Ave.. Indianapolis, led., writes: “I waa so
J

:
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*
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haa ben working for
wont borne Saturday.
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Married Maa la Triable,
led man who permits say
the f .lily to take anything except Foley’s
ty ..ad Tae for coughs,
is guilty of neglect.’ Nothing else Is
all pulmonary troubles. The
>r aO
as r od for
Foley’s Honey and Tar contains
FaaIs tvs I rad is la a yellow paokaga. OAF

Solus

i«

eolde^ aaS.luag

thB Kuc,t of Dr.

Unj.

oat"

* o’clock, at Mn C. A.
Mr- Bo™*"* »nd wife and
\.r
w«w ratline in town iaat
» 1

Klirajo''^"*

•«

were

at

attending

the

North Sullivan.
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Pe*"o»
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lector' on'l'ndu b^lS?
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KITTKKV TO t
AKInou.

rrtonds'^h "“m
at Milo, burntd
Oopid’^boUl,
The twenty-live gUe»t,Tbur,d«,
in tin
hotel had a narrow
them I ant their
■Uble connected with th< hotel
barned. The Iom in about fjo ooo ** ltao

"i«h‘-

clothtngT.'d

in voluntary
•re

riven

u

iMkruptcy'
til,000,

of

Hie
■1

"ufwut?"
"

nnenrea. 'The
The nsieu'an
•2,006
,000 in moored.

Dlnrerf!!!

R0OO, of which f200 in claimed to

'*•

nmpt.
1.in

Farmington,

•>»“«.
wen

the

principal hotel
burned last
Monk

S'"•■',u
-L".^tl;h
.*$ their
,th.i“5'effortm,
with all
aafatjr

WednaS
th*

an

im

sioel?
brS!

etarted in tho roof nnd burned
Part of tha faraUhinirs of t h, homen
■nnd. Thn building was oa ned
bier* Withen, and w„ |.„. d by W 1
McClellan. Thn low win not vceed

fB,g£

■

TREMONT.
Mr*. Emms Soullige mM(d ha

badly

one

day

this weak.

Miss Cyatbia B. Rich ia employed by
the milliner, Hn. Harold Holmes.
Mrs. Mildred A. Norwood is spending a
lew days with Mias Leffingwell at Crow-

field, McKinley.

Mrs. Julia Newman entertained tbe
ladies’aid sewing circle Thursday afternoon at tbe home ol ber sister, Mrs. Levi
C. Rich. Borne ol tbe ladies remained to
tea. A good time was enjoyed.
The funeral ol Miss Vergie Rowe was
bald at tbe church Sunday, Rev. Mr.
Haynes officiating. The casket was covered with beautiful flowers, tokens of lore
from schoolmates and friends. Mias Sowe
was nineteen years of age.
8ha leaves
besides her parents, one brother. Albert.
Tbe family baa tbe sympathy ol the whole

community.
Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Sadie Eye
and Mrs. Hannah Holden wen riding up

when one of the holdbacks befrom tbe shaft. The bane befrightened, and tan, overturning the
carriage and throwing the occupants out.
Mrs. Holden struck ooher head. Her face
was bruised badly and her hand was injured. She was taken Into the Jones
bouse, when she remained unconscious
foe two or three boon. Mrs. Rye was
hurt about the back. Their many friends
hope to see them all right in a few days.
Oct. 8.
Kuf.
tbe street,
came loose

came

weak from kidney trouble that I could hardly
walk a hundred
met. Four bottles of Foleyh
Foley's
_|_
Kidney Bemedy cleared my completion, cuted
my baekaehe and the irregularities disappeared. and I can now attend to business
every day. and reeommead Foley's Kidney
Remedy to all sufferers, as it cured me after
the doctors and other remedies had failed.—
O. A. Fesonas.

WEST BBOOKSVILLE.
loaded two steamers with
their weir Sunday night.
herring
M.
Harry
Tapley and Oilman Blake an
making repairs on their dwelling houses.
Mrs. Harry Hill, of Sears port, is visiting her parents, William H. Stover and
Bros,
Tapleyfrom

Dr. Thomas 8. Tapley and son Wa_
visited the doctor's parents several days
last week.
The doctor came up from
West Tremont In his power boat.
James E. Douglass, the vetenn comer
isheen
Deen ill at his home all
grocer, who has
through the past winter and summer, is
now able to open his store occasionally.
Tbe remains of George Warren Stover,
who died of accidental burning on beard
of the steamer Delta at Bangor Oct. 5,
wen brought hen on the steamer Tremont Tuesday evening. The funeral was
held at his late home Oct. 7, Rev. A. B.
Carter officiating. Interment at Mount
Rest. His sudden death was s great shock
to both old and young in this community.
He was an upright, industrious young
man, who had a large circle of friends.
Oct. 11.
Tomsoit.
BAB HARBOR.
Hollis Higgins, oldest son of Mrs. Hattie
Higgins, died Tuesday, Oct. 8, aged
twenty-seven years. Death followed a
long illneae of consumption. He leaves a
widow, a younger brother—B. Sherman
Higgins, and two sistera-Misa Agnes Higgins, of Boston, and Mrs. Frank Conners,
of Bar Harbor.
Bylvsnus Jordan, a well-know n resident
of Bar Harbor, formerly of Ellsworth,
died Thursday, aged eighty-five years.
Mr. Jordan was largely interested in reel
estate in Bar Harbor in the “boom” days
of the resort, and was prominently identified with the early development of the
town. His health had been failing for
more than a year past. He leaves a widow,
one son, William Jordan, and a daughter,
Mrs. Theresa Clark.

Mr*. Bell* Hanletn,

Tbe tinging data under the direction
lira. Butler ia making anaugeiaenta
for a concert to begieen toon.
Aiden Haalem and wile and Baymond
Haalem and wife vtailed George Stanley
and wife in Brewer Saturday and Sunday.
Mia* Beetle Jordan, who ia attending
the aeminary at Bucksport, viaitad her parent*. Harmon Jordan and wife, over SunMr. Evans and wife, who hare been
boarding at Joaepb Fox's through the
summer, hare returned to Washington, I
D. C.
William Pettengill, an aged and re- 1
•peeled citiaeu, waa buried hern Oct. 4. !
He learea an aged widow and aereral1
children.
W. B. Haatiuga ia haring pi pea laid in
hit reeidenoe tor hot and cold water. A j
bath room ia being inatalled. Mr. Haatinga
haa recently had a furnace inatalled.
Oct. 12.
H.
1

Arm gen Only Mali AUveT
People with kidney trouble are so weak sad
exhausted that_ they are only half alive.
mekes
Foley’si Kldntjr
neys, restores lost vitality, and wesk, delicate
people are restored Is health. G. ▲. Paiciss.

Ksmedj

teelthy'

Morphy,

of

ttBairtummu

Bockland,

tiring at pnaant.
Oapt. Abel Bartlett, of Bartlett’s Island,

who bought the old A. K. V. Lent hoaae
and had It fitted up for rammer boarden
last spring, has moved down. Oapt. Elias
Rich finished bU moving this week. It
seems good to see the Bay View house

occupied once more.
Borpriaa parties an

THE SLEEPING SICKNESS
WHICH MEANS DEATH

Bow many randan bare heard of thb
terrible dlatue? It prevails in that
far-away
country—Africa—aapadalif
lha Congo district. It Is cauaad If
lha bit* of lha laaUt fly
Whaa K
Utaa a paraoo, tho aloepiug symptom
begin and Anally the au9»rer alee pa

|

SUFFERERS!

U8en5Mtor

PilMOj*

IJr.

,,

_

Free

A tollable

Randy
FOR

CATARRH
Cm* i
Elf’s
Is gulch
ir at

Sites Ralial al I
It cleanses, sooth)
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses or Taste and SmelL Full size
50 eta. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
0t"h7u Balm for nse in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brother*, 66 Wants Street, New York.

Advice

Chronic

on

DEEB ISLE.

BMudlawaalff

Nettie DsBeck, who
relatives in Franklin and Northeast Harbor, is horns.
Lynwood Bralay, wile and child, of
Hall’s Cove, ate gusste of Mr. Braky's stater, Phase Oiks.
Miss Lora Fletcher, of Ellsworth, who

Ernest

spent Sunday with hU family at the
of Mrs. Murphy’s mother, when they an

the order of the day.
Then ban been four within two weeks.
w
as
B.
H. Bead’s, a surat
The first one
prise to hU eldest son Herbert. A Urge tea til death occurs.
number eras present. The next was In
the peaceful,
Contrast this with
honor of Mias Georgia May Thors too at
PARTRIDGE COVE.
the home of her auut, Mn. Henry Thurs- balmy alaap of baaltb. Ia than anyNearly all the grangera here attended ton. Miss Thurston will leave for her
more wearing than to Ue avail
the county grange at Hancock Saturday.
home In Dorchester, Mass., soon. Her thing,
1
at night, loaning about, aerrat with
Ralph Young haa gone to Marlboro flab- aunt and little cousin Edith will go with
log with Albert Chick and Phineaa Tracy her as far as Bangor. There ware two sur- cold foot, hot hand and mercy haava
in the Hasel.
prise parties Frisia; evening, uue at W. H. whatolaof Shari of letting the into
Mr*. F. T. Burkhart and Mia. F. W. Webster’s, enjoyed by the young folks, •y blto ua wa would do alaaat anyBaton a pant laat Wednesday at Chmp Com- and tbs other on CUrt’s joint, at W. A.
How can v* Jitthlag for rollat
Clark'a, a surprise to Marguerite Clark.
fort, Marlboro.
Taauta.
Oct. 12.
▼eat
Itf
Mr. Oaorge Hayaa, af
Mrs. Henry. Bartlett fell one day laat
Union City, Pa., writes: "I had hat
week hurting her leg, which was broken
MT. DEBEBT FEBBY.
some yean ago.
She ia eon lined to her
my appatlta, was all run-down. tnU
U
Mn.
at
bar
Banker
bed.
Franklin, suiting
not alaap nights. I had triad rmp
Hattie
Mn.
Crabtree.
daughter,
Mrs. R. B. McFarland, with little
thing without rallal Vlasl was MO
the
ban*
Harvard
Chrter
attended
tear
haa
to
to
daughter Helen,
Bangor
gone
ammonia*. and to my atiryrla* A
visit her sister, Mn. Helen La Say. Her convention at Bar Harbor Friday.
niece, Mn. Inure Sinclair, with little eon
W. A. Wilkinson, of Bock port, Maas., halpod mo at eoea; gave me a eplaadd
U visiting his unde, E. 8. Jellisoa.
appatlta, and now I alaap acuity*
E. 8. Tinker went to Northeast Harbor
Clarendon Chrter and son Charles ware
What Vlaol did for Mr IUyts.il w*
Saturday to attend the funeral of his recent guests of Mr. Outer’s brother As- do Car
every run-dowa. aenrona ait
the
langdon
Tinker,
nephew,
youngest gustos.
Of aa woe had pan an who cannot dam
child of Norton H. Tinker, a farmer resiEdward True, of New York, accompanied
dent of this place. All extend sympathy
Oaa. h
VI-to I. la sold In mu worth.
bye Mend, U spending his vacation at
to tbe grief-stricken parents.
ratal tr. Dwell*his home hem.
Oct. 12.
R
Mach sympathy is felt for little Chrroli
Johnston, who inel with an accident
PILE
SWAN'S ISLAND.
Saturday, while out with u young man
Hn. Bata Greenlaw baa Kona to Portland to water a cow. Little Carroll nn abend
to apand a few weelu with bar cousin, and took up therope towhicb the row was
00 YOU KNOW THESE FACTS?
attached. The cow no, eud in some way
Mia. Prock.
he got the rope around his right thumb,
The couao of plica ia internalBet. Mr. Pnrrington and wife went to
bovH.
it off just beck of the nail. The
Sluggish circulation in the lnwer oatBamford Falla Monday to attend the Bap- Uklng
doctor amputated it at the first Joint.
Piles can’t ba thoroughly cured by
tilt State contention.
Oct. 12.
a
ward treatment.
etna
Frank Colomy and wife, of Oceanrllle,
An internal remedy If needed to
ware ben to attend tb» funeral of their
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
our booklet, “How
niece, Mn. Lillian Norwood.
Mn. A. 8. Cummings returned from Bosor ta«
ba Cured by Internal Medicine,
Mn. Emory Qott and daughter Vi rian ton
UM
Saturday.
B.
with
a. Moore, who sells
have gone to New York for the winter,
Mies Hawkins ard Mix Bartlett at- hardt’a Horn-Bold at fl l*r bottle, ana
dipt. Qott haa charge of the yacht Tekla. tended the musical festival at
Bangor
ruaranteaa it to cure.
Mrs. Lillian Norwood died at 2 o’clock
Thursday.
Dr. Leonhardt Co., Station 15., BuHilo,
Tneaday morning, Oct. 6. Although a
Mn. George Emery spent e few days i
N. Y.
loiterer
ana
great
very weak, hope had
been entertained for her recovery until
almoet the lait. She waa loved and re-!
epected by all. The funeral waa held in
the Methodiat church Wedneaday afternoon, Bev. F. N. Johnaon officiating. The
floral offering! wen profnae and beautiful.
Beaidea her huaband and one daughter,
Winifred, ahe leave! a mother, eieter
and one brother.
Oct. 12.
Spec.

cently.

recently.
Raymond Hastens and wife, who have
been visiting rclativss here, have returned

nar.

pnaant.

Oapt.

day.

Samuel Staplea, a well-known and reaper ted citizen, died Sunday, Oct. 4, after a
long illneaa of cancer. Mr. Staplea waa
born at Oaatine March 7.1843, and on Nov.
7,1866, he married Miss Anna Stock bridge.
He waa a vetenn of the Civil war, having
enliated in the 7th Maine, afterward conaolidated with the 6th and 8th regtmenta.
He leavea a widow and three daughter*—
Mra. Angie L. Haakell, Mn. Unnie E.
of Deer Isle, and Mn. Maude L.
Cole,
WALTHAM.
Small, of Eventt, Mail, j alao five brothers
The town hall is being newly Bhingled. —John and James, of Deer Iale, Jeatus and
W. O. Rollins visited friends in Bangor Lewis, of Castine, and George, of Springfield, and two listen—Mrs. Bose Hendrick
last wesk.
and Mn. Elmin West, of Prospect.
Mrs. W. B. Jordan attended the music
festival at Bangor.
Hollis Jordan is making extensive repairs on his dwelling.
Miss Martha Willey, of Cherryfield, is
visiting her brother, Benjamin Willey.
W. B. Jordan and Mrs. Clarinda Jordan
have had furnaces put in their residences.
A party from Sullivan were guests of
H. Fettengiil and wile several days reMrs. Zslla Colby visited her sister. Mrs.
K. L. Kingman, in Ellsworth several days

1

Dr. Charlea B. Williams, of Auburn,an
Hiaa Evelyn Loot, who hai been visiting ralatirea at Bar Harbor and Hoatbweat aariooaly injured and his w ife wss killed
in
an antomoblla accident Friday. Tha
is
borne.
Harbor,
auto waa ascending a hill w 1, n the engiaa
Oapt. W. 8. Bpragoe and W. H.
stalled
and tha machine s orted to rai
ban been building a piassa
back. Tha emergency brake would an
of Lewis Tom;, at McKinR
cKlnUy.
work,and Dr. Williams turned tha maChpt. Georgs W. Loot left lor Bockland chine into a bank. Doe »heel struct a
new
la
to
ban
a
Wednesday
engine pat
rock, tha maebine waa overturned aid
bis sloop, tbs Harr; and Georgia.
Dr. and Mn. Williams were crushedbtMrs. Blench Thompson and children, naathlt.
riel
tad
her
Vaidor and Dorothy,
brother,
Vernon Latty, at McKinley last week.

of

>

—

m,

8. C. Lenlte, for many year? engaged ia
thn lumbar business in i;,lDK*r
Thursday nt the home of a sister in Le*w,
ton, n|M fifty-three years.
Mn. John Hnald. of Kangor, oomaUht
■ntcide Friday by drowning herself in its
rirnr. 8bn wan twentv-one vears ofiiT
WEST TREMONT.
No eansa for tha suicide is known,
Rev. F. L. Provmn went to North SulllWilfred Plrndin, ■ French Canadian,
TU to attend the oonfennoe Uat wook.
jnd eighteen years, was accidentally shot
Mia* Sadia Carver, of Bar Harbor, vie- and killed by Channeey 8k inner near Low
ited bar grandmother, bn. 8. A. Bead, elltown Thurnday. Skinner was buntim
Uat waak.
nod find at a dear which was in nu]?
The W. T. I. 8. mat rith Mr*. Ot a Tiew. Faradla waa on th> railroad tn*
Walla Wednesday, Oct. 7. Nloa mam bora beyond the dear and out of sight of Ski*,

*

V

Omul* JTl

SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Will Muon's borne baa been greatly Improved by a near ell, veranda, etc. The ownto the renovated
era will aoon return
home.
Mm. Fred Robinaon la atill in Bancor,
where ahe la having her little daughter
treated for a aerioua caae ol Inflammation
of the eyee.
Mra. Gertrude Totman baa been in Rockland with her little aon Fred, whaae eyee
were injured by broken glass lodging in
one.
It waaat Brat leered that be would
loaetbe eight, but tbe injured eye now
abowa marked improvement.
Fled Rich, of Baaa Harbor, baa flniabed
tbe Wlleon cottage, and I be family will
John
aoon be aettled in their new borne.
Wilaon, who waa for many yearn bank
also
poetmaeler
preaident and treeaurer,
at McKinley, can now enjoy a well-earned
net.
In an accident iaat week, an account of
Which waa aent to Tuts Ambbican too
late for publication, Mr. Dix, bia daughter and two children were thrown from a
wagon owing to tbe breaking of tbe barneea.
Mra. lnwler and little daughter
have fully recovered from the ill eflacta,
but Mr. Dix will be confined to tbe boon
Borne time with an injured sit e.
At the Congregational church Sunday
evening a phasing program w as j resented.
Rev. Mr. Barnard, of the Methodist
church, took part in the service. ijuartat
singing, with a duct by Mra. Lawton and
Mra. Heroes, and congregational singing
Mr. Haynes gave stereopware enjoyed.
ticon viewa illustrating “The Lord is my
and
“The Holy City”, both
Shepherd”
An
sung by Mia. Haynas with Ana effect.
earneet appeal by Mr. Haynea in doting
showed the deep internet be baa taken in
tbe chuck life bare. It is to be hoped
that both Mr. and Mrs. Haynes will return to South want Harbor.
Bpbat.
Oct. IB.

an It,
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Diseases
catarrh,
Why ■alter with your kidneys,
h
rheumatism, stomach trouble,
or nerroua
mss

PLEASE

ANSWER:

Bow long hare you bam tiling?

An you bowtlt oonttlpaled?
It then toy pain ia you back?

tine"
Do not waate any more
or wri

•noiBUitiiig. but call
how tbou«a»“
to-day and ham Juat
n baaa permanently cured, ra*n’.

townspeopn,

doabt you* own
do
d who one* euffcrud ee you
ttD
tried
hare
who
e say to thoee
•m no

to-«j

Do you kidaayi bother?
Do yoa can aw*at or warT
Do yoa *la*p wall?
Do yoa eat

waatinr^*’

let the*
of men may longer? Why
life an<*
■ daatroy your future

an

It your tonga* coated?

snd

per*1*
truyud by thoao eeductive,

or to those
be *,
triad to ba curwd by electric

asks and charlatans,

haartily?

va

Ban yoa rhanmaHimt

methodshow you our aci.ntlflc
by M.
latmant, which la uaed only
«
in
• cured ao many tbouaands
to J*
ua
explain
Irty-four yean. Let
; ua

Do yoa take cold easily?
Han yoa a ooogh?
It then a dropping in you throat?
Answer all of the abort question* careully, then take another short of paper
nd writs os folly all of the rest of you
ymptoms, and we will send yon a careful
uagnosls of you ease and tell yoa Just
rhat to do to be eared, If oarable, aboootaly tree.

tor the
it what wa will do for you
an
accepted
I. Thoaa who haw

are cam*
true advio. to-day
moremany
and
a above diaeaaaa
t ba cund aa wullT
,Tc

rad

our

Address MERROW MEDICAL AND SUROICAL
S2 Central Sin at,

Baatar,

Ma.
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niJIKHILU
is attending the D. of

Snow

Forre,t B.
y law school.

has boon home from O. of
S H- Mavo
a few d iys.
has mowed Into Oeorfo
F,»Dk ftliaer
4,Clough'® bouse.
wm confined to hi* bouee
in s MorVt ll
hfUlhess last week.
\iicn l» visiting her brother*,
H. A. Parker.
Si rot «1 ami family here gone to
m

JSta.mi
Victor
t^i, homo in Philadelphia.wife here cloeed
r, Cootiraneand
gone to Belttmore.
J^Stagr and
Joan McHowell la in Boston
„i9S Km me
who is
her uncle, Pan* Tenney,

^risit

“ito,

Both Oriudle, who haatwen in
and Brewer, arrived hern last

th« funeral, with the exception ot the
yoonger daughter Sadie, who waa unahle to attend on account of her delirate
health.
Deep aympathy waa expressed
for the absent one.

mif
Oct. 7.

I.izrie O Hinckley snd Hiss FlorMason have retained from Seal
llarbor.
home from Btonlngton.
Eugene Nlirick is
are imjj p_ Hinckley and E. J. Parker
soving slowly.
Mrs W. <1- Oreene has gone to Portland
»t the wedding of her niece,
to be present
Johnson.
giaa Gert rude
un George Ralph was called to DanwrsDort. Mass., by the death of her daughJ. C. Will lama.
E T Ir« ill and wife end E. D. Hyer, of
Greenfield. O., were guests of Mies Emma
Hinckley Oi t. 10 and U.
There w ill be e meeting of the ladies’
Banti't Circle in the chapel Thursday, Oct.
Jy A dime supper will be served at
Miss

ena

JrtTbU-and.

OBITUAMT.

TkaAMth of Mre. Emelina C. Tlbbefta,
want Wallace 11. Tibbetts, occurring laet
morning after a ae Tara
pednerday
a extending. over a parted of tan
ha, caused aadneaa throng boot the
community. Mra. Tlbbetta waa
Id the greatest esteem.
In her

straggle against disease, never
luring or complaining all through her
suffering, she was brave, cheerful and
aver thinking of the comfort of
lid

rather than of herself,
Mrs. Tibbetts was a general favorite,
■A there is no one whose loss would he1
■at

more

kasessed of

a

Ihposition,

general and genuine gri f,
most gracious and charming

she was charitable and kina
>11, and her cheerful manner endeared
to hosts of friends. She was exnmely capable and very Industrious, a
UdSl housekeeper and a queen in her

o

*

She was a member of the Mariavllle
nngc. and it was through her efforts and
circle

bucied
She loaves, besides her husband, two
aoghturs- Mrs. Carrie W. Grindle and
In. £aiir A. Moore, and a little gmndaorhtCT- Doris, of Brewer, also two
rother., lvter and Edmund Anderson,
1 Bar Harbor, and numerous other rela*w«, nearly all of whom were present at

gDbrrttetment*.

The funeral was held at the home Friat 10 o’clock, Rev. P. A. A. KUlam, of
Mrs. Arden Young
and daughters sang two pretty selections.
There were many flowers from the grange
and relatives and friends. She was laid to
feat in Evergreen cemetery.

Ellsworth, officiating.

M^Mama Bakes in a

Harley Grover, who has held a responsible position ot Ear Harbor the past season, returned home Saturday evening.
Mastcr lr\ ing Salisbury is the proudest
among the local hunterB. His first shot
brought down a handsome large but
troublesome fox, which was feasting on a
of turnips on the SalisbutT and
patch
Whitcomb farm. Irving is truly a “chip
from the block”, as his father, WilliB Salisbury, is the best shot for miles around.
Oct. 12.
Davis.

Glenwood

WEST TRENTON.
William Ober baa bought a valuable
horse.
L. S. Hopkins, who bas been ill the past
two weeks, is much better.
Mr. Gott and wife, of Camden, are visiting their daughter, Mrs. George Haynes.
Mrs. Lizzie Ober, who bas been in poor
health for some time, remains about the
aame.

Edward Hopkins will soon move his
family to Bar Harbor, where he has employment.
George Hopkins bas moved his family
home from Bar Harbor, where they have
been since May.
Mrs. Addie D. Darke has returned home
from Bar Harbor, where she baa
through the summer.
Miss V. K. Thompson and family

been
have

closed their cottage here for the winter.
Mica Thompson has gone to Hears port to
lilp.m.
visit her sister, Mrs. J. C. Nickels, for a
called
was
to
attend
a
L.
Olds
R.
Rrr.
month, before going to Philadelphia for
tasenl in Penobscot Sunday morning. the winter.
in
service
the
no
was
Baptist
Tbere
Clifford Thompson bas moved home
church.
from Bar Harbor where be haa been emMrs. Mary Hurrill, of Dedham, who haa ployed by R. H. Kittredge. He is now
been visit itig the granges In this vicinity, employed by the Bar Harbor ft Uni.n
IB her official capacity, haa been spend ing River Pcwer Co. His son Willie has gone
with her sister, Mrs. P. H. to Philadelphia to attend school through
c itw rinys
the winter.
Parti r.
Rebekah
B.
Pridav evening Mountain
Oct. 12.
lodge entertained about aeventy-flre
Ellsworth
and
Qaaneats from Belfast,
BUBBY.
ysa lodges. Supper was served at •
Charles Beads has rods to Toros tor the
o’clock. A programme of musical and
IHtnrv ash ctious was rendered, after whiter.
which’rvlreshmenta weremvwd. The BelMrs. Alice Qreene, of Ellsworth, visited
hit party came by steamer, and the others Mrs. W. & Treworgy last week.
ia backboards.
There was no service in the Baptist
Tbs annual meeting of the ladies’ Ooo- church last Bonds; on account of the
circle
wee held October 8. The
stone.
Mgational
dhsers of last year were re-elected as folMrs. Charles Beede has gone to Bayeide
low.: Mrs. David Curtia, president; Mrs.
to spend a few weeks with her daughter,
P.8. Parker, secretary and traaanrer; Mrs. Mrs.
Charles Smith.
0. T. Hinkley, aotieftor. The circle was
J. 7 Staples baa been confined to the
aatertaim d by Mrs. H. K. Mortem, Mrs.
H. A. Parker and Mias May Ober. Hopper boose the nasi two weeks with rheumatism. F. B. Foes has been tending bis
was furnished for over 108.
store.
M.
Oct. 12.
The selectmen of this town called a
special town meeting last Batordsv to arSOUTH BLUKHI1X.
for pajing the bills for fighting forrange
Alin Henderson la ill.
est ins.
Miss Alioe Eaton, who has been qalte 111,
CSpt. W. B. Treworgy, who has been
kU«.
spending a few weeks at home, has reMia Julia Cousins, of Brooksvllls, la ill turned to his work running a tug boat for
bar at tbe home of her ala ter, Mr*. Ben a dredging company.
Ward wee received from Mrs. M. E.
1.Sytvoeter.
tank Smith and wife, of Hjde Park, Linneken, who is undergoing treatment
Massachusetts hospitals,
in
one of the
who
bare been spending the earnIMA.
that she Is steadily improving, and hopes
er at Alien Henderson's, bare returned
to bo horns soon.
0*. 12.
C.
8.
Oct. IX.
OTB.

»

das

portlamt

Hinckley attended the wed*«ts Kmma
Miss Ray Whiting in Ellsworth

Sbbtrtr

f

County

*
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Ellsworth

Supply Co.,

other

pa^er

NORTH BLUE HILL.
C. D. Bowden has been quite ill the past

“Yon say you acted li ve a perfect lady
throughout?" “Sure, y?r honor; when
he tipped bia hat to me an’ me not know
11' him, I ups with a rock an’caves in his

The ear of the business and
social world is attuned to

fate.”

week.

aMuUaatin anil ftttamoeai;
Carl Wardwell is improving, after a bad
of mercury poison.
Mm. P. 8. (irindle recently visited
friends at North Penobscot.
Qnite a number from this place attended
the dance at Penobscot Saturday evening.
Commencing, Oct. 5, 1008.
\V. W. Weseott, of Stonington. spent
BAB HAKBOB TO BANGOB.
Bundsv with his parents, C. F. weseott
i and wife.
BAB HAKBOR..
8 46
Mias Eunice Dunbar, a student at tbe Sorrento.
4 20
academy, spent Sunday with friends at Sullivan.
4 80
Mfc
5 20 10 06
Brooksvilie.
II »•
DesertFerry..
| North
S Fy...
Wuukcag
11
87
6
27 10 12
>
last
week
We*cutt
returned
Mm. Nellie
Hancock.
til 4<
6 80 10 16
from a two*weeks’visit with her mother Franklin Road...
[ll 48 16 80 10 26
and sister in Burleigh.
11 00 11*87 J5 47 10 45
Waah’gt’n June..
11 07 12 06
6 56 10 62
Miss Ethel Wardwell, of Middleboro, ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Falla.
11 IS I3g(0
6 02 10 67
Mass., is spending a few weeks with her Nicolin.
* 12*23 16 15 11 10
m
parents, H.8. Wardwell end wife.
Oteeu Lake.
11 SB 12*31 6 24 11 10
711 43 12*89 16 81
Mrs. D. E. Stacy left last week for Lynn, Phillips Lake..
Holden.
11 so 12*46 6 80 11 84
weeks
with
her
two
after
Mass.,
spending
brewer June...
13 00
1 05 6 60 11 58
parents. She is employed in New- York.
BANGOR, MC...
12 16 1 10
7 06 11 60
A U
Mm. Effie Emery left here Thursday,
P M
4 50 5 40 12 SO 4 SO
after spending some time with her grand- Portland.
Boston...
7 66 0 06 5 30 8 26
parents. She will visit in Bangor before
PROSPECT HARBOR.
BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.
returning to her home in East Boston.
D.
Oct. 11.
Alfred Wass arrived at Or. Lens bee's
10*00
*8^00 Voo
Saturday, for a visit.
BlKvJli HARBOR.
Mrs. Helen Robertson, of West Buinner,
1 20
11 00 12 -40
Portland........
in visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Margaret Vaueaw, of Project HarA M
P M
e oo 10 a
8 as 6 00
Mrs. Enos-Tracy, of donldsboro Point, bor, was a recent guest of friends here. BANGOR..
6 07 10 37
8 41
5 (>6
was a recent guest of relatives here.
Mrs. W.F. Davis and mother. Mrs. C. Brewer June.
Holden.
28 10 60 14 00
Frances Peters, of Brookline, Maas., is A. Wesoott, visited in Steuben last week. Phillips Lake. 16
16 86 111 07 14 06
4 18
B. F.Cowp'rthwaile’s family, who have Green Lake.
6 44 11 16
spending her vacation with her mother,
Nic lin-. 16 63 11 25 14 21
5 49
Mrs. Kate Paten.
summered at Prospect Harbor, are at hom
Fils worth Fall*.
7 06 11 40 4 81 6 02
of
whois
Mn. M. A. Handy lelt Monday for Bar
Ruble J. CJuroey,
Ellsworth,
KLLSWORTH.
7 18 11 47 4 39 6 08
Harbor, to spend the winter with her teaching at Sorrento, spent Sunday with \N Jish’gt** June.
7 28 11 ?7
4 45 16 14
Franklin Boad. 17 33 12 06
6 22
Mrs. Frank Temple.
daughter, Mn. L. B. Deaey.
Hancock--41 12 15
6 30
17
and
Mies
her
Margaret
Mrs. Alda Sob op pee, with
father, Wan
Capt. B. O. Moore
S Fy.
6 38
7 41 12 18
Moore leave Monday morning for New Mr. Robertson, ta Cherry field, recently Mt ken*.
6 40
7 60 12 25
HesertFerry.
visited her daughter, Mrs. M. ii. Winslow. Sullivan.,
York, where they will (pend the winter.
8 20
8 45
1 (5
Mrs.B. A. Miller, of Dorchester, Mass.,
sisters,
Pythian
Halcyon tample,
BAR HARBOR*!!.!!
8 40 1 40
worked the degree on three candidates at who has been visiting her mother, Mrs.
its last meeting Tuesday night. There Pbebe
Temple, and other relatives, left Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
was special music and a woman’s rights
for home Thursday.
p in, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52
speech by a sister in coetume. It was
C.
Oct. 12.
p. ba. ooaneat with Washington Go B R.
heartily encored, the sister res ponding
: stops<en signal to conductor,
with a song. Refreshments were served st
mUCKBPORT.
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
the dose of the meeting.
east of Washington Junction.
sale
of
real
estate
C.
Oct. 12.
Quite an important
These trains connect at Bangor with through
was completed on Wednesday, when Dr.
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
George H. Emerson sold tne Darling Boston and Bt John.
GREAT POND.
bouse us Franklin street, which he bought
Passengers are earnestly requestly to proHarold Archer ie visiting relatives la a lew weeks ago,;to JJr. George N. Towle,
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
Wesley.
who will occupy it.
t-spccially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
E. L Crosby made a visit to John ShaPearl H. Wardwell, formerly of the Bias worfih.
man recently.
F. E. JBOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
Robinson house, has purchased the H. P.
of
has
MGBSSS JTDONALD,
Mrs. Hollis Patterson,
Buck homestead, and will remodel it into
Amherst,
been visiting Mrs. Guy Patterson this a summer boarding'bouse.
Vice-tPaea. and Gen’l Manager.
week.
Charles F. Mooney, a well-known and
Mrs. A. B. Haynes baa returned to Jo long-time jeaident of this place, died sudas
Lord
baa
there
Howard
gone
denly Sunday. He was tiity-niue years
Mary.
<dd and had ior many years worked at his
gnide.
his wife he leave s
Mrs. Ears Williams ss visiting her txade as mason. Besides
one son, Fred M. Mooney; three brothels
daughter, Mrs. Wilbur Eats brook, to and
a sister—Augustus ii., of iiucKspor.;
Bangor.
George, of (Maud; William, of Old 'lo n,
Nvuat Desert and Hluehill Division
Mrs. M. is. Jackson, of Brighton, Mass
and Miss Hattie Mooney, of Bucksport.
is visiting her mother and ether relatives
here for a few week.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Justice Day, of Weaiey, come Thursday
Charles F. Gray arrived home last Tuetlor his wife’s mother, Madame Colson,
who la to spend the winter with them.
day.
Mra. Carrie Stsmson has gone to Sc nth
Eugene Laoghlin, of Hallouwtt, with his
wtla and daughter Loverna, has been vis- Deer lale to look after a house.
rotJit-r&ir service.
a
P.
bis
Mrs.
John
Haynes,
Allen .Small and wife have gone to
sister,
iting
SteaM* J T Morse leavi s liar Harbor at
few days, at Alligator.
Tiverton, K. I., tottiait their son Allen.
10 in> a ui, Monday and Thursday for Seal IlarE.
Oetll.
The arrivals from yachting Iasi.Saturday hor, No«thea+4
tlarbcr, Southwest Hatbor,
were Grover Small, Prank E. Hardy, jr.,
brook do, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentrill*
B.
Park Harbor and Booklaud, cooneclirg with
R.
and
Staples.
EAST LAMOI.SE.
ttrainer for Boston.
Frank Hardy and wife arrived home
Merton Pierce has returned from Islesfrom Bos ten, Newport, R. I., and Wash- I Steamer leaves BSoehltl at 10 a m, Mondavs
lor
been
the
has
where
be
employed
and Thursdays foe South Biuehlll, Stonlnaton,
ford,
ington, D. CL, Saturday.
summer.
West Tremont North Haven and Rockland,
Oct.
cornu ctlng with steamer lor Boston.
Leslie Drslsle, who hoc been employed
in Millinocket the peat year, has moved
RETURNING
VERONA.
his family here.
Steamer leaves Boston at 5 p m, Mondays,
James S. Bennett died Wednesday, Get.
Miss Mamie Destale baa returned to
years.
Thursdays and Fridays for RockRhode Island, after spending the summer 7. at his home here, aged eighty-five
He was a native ot this place, and has been
at her home here.
His wife died a
Leave Rockland at .V30 a m. or on arrival of
a farmer most of his life.
Frank Bennett, who is employed in
■umber ot years ago. He leaves two steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday
Boston, spent last week with his mother, daughters Mrs. Martha Abbott, of tor Bar Harbor, Biuehlll, and Intermediate
Mrs. S. W. Bennett.
Verona, and Mrs. Eva Randall, of Boston; landings.
First-class fare. Bar Harbor to Boston, |4.2fi
Mrs. Moody and Miss Stebbins, who have also five brothers and two sisters-John,
been boarding with Luther Qilpetrick for of Boston, Stephen, of Bucksport; Richard, one way; $8 round trip.
Boston.
to
returned
have
of
All freight, except live stock, via steamers of
the summer,
of Stockton; Andrew,
Prospect Ferry,
H.
and Ralph, of Bucksport: Mrs. Sarah this company, la Insured against lire and maOct. 12.
risk.
rine
Mrs.
Hannah
Siqnett. of Deering, and
E. 8. J. Mobsr. Agent, Bar Harbor.
Wiswell of Verona.
WEST HANCOCK.
Mrs. Mary R. Butler left Friday for
Sbbrrtiani.nu*.
Boston.
2tofcrrtiannniU
Mrs. Myra Smith and baby Josephine
ue visiting relatives at Hermon Centre.
We promptly Obtain U. 8. and Foreign
Mrs. Fred MiUiken is visiting her parents, Henry Foren and wife, in Portland.
and
Mrs. Watson K. Springer recently made
may be
short visit to her niece, Mrs. Ralph
in
blood
the
by keeping
Moore, at Holden.
condition, the stomach well,
Freeman Stearns and wife, who have
Send model, sketch or photo of invention lor
been making an extended visit to friends
freereport on patentability. For free book,
the liver active and the bowels
in Milo and Steep Falla, are at borne.
How to Seen
Patents and
Sumac.
the timely use of
Oct. 11.

the sound of the “Bell.”

case

If

you would command
the world’s attention—
RING!

|

1

“Be Sure You’re

Way.’r'

boy

an Bllswortb Reader Will
Fee] Grateful for Tbb ln«

formation.
•fcen your tack give* out;
lama, >Hk or aching;
*ken urinary troubles aat In,
Vour kidney*aue “In • bud way.”

Taka three numbers—1468, 1546, 6428, for example. Now
dismiss them from your mind for a minute and then try to recall
them.
How
or

K«lney Ml* will onra

you.

Here is local evidence to
prove it:
Hn- C. L.
.Htevena, 4 Lincoln St., Ells,orth, Me., say*: “When I began the u*e
11)o‘n'» Kidney PiiJa 1 waa in despair,
•Ilad previously taken ao much medilBe ®itliout
any benefit.
111 bow I
suffered from

*1 back

No tongue can
kidney trouble.

was

very painful and I was so
•"008 that I could not net at
night. I
!*nl “od

read ao much about Doan’s
Pills that I decided to give them a

“I, and procured a box. As my case was
'bronic one, X had to use the remedy for
“““time Morel noticed any beneficial
•“ii*.
“ “>

1

slowly improved, however, and
the end
entinly relieved of ay

l°°ble. Since then I have had occasion
‘«*ort to Doan’*
Pill* and have

Kidney

found them wanting. It is with the
**te‘t of pleasun that I
give this
'ndid
remedy my mindorsement.”
My mot<i to*** proof like this can be
** Moore’s
drug store.
F°r sale
by *u dealers. Price GO cents,

tater-llilburn

Co., Buffalo, New York,

•Bents for the United
States,
btetaber the name—Doan’s—and take

»other.

Tuesdays,

—

_

Women’s Health
protected

improved
good

PATENTS

you wonder whether it wasn’t

‘'1648”,

or

“1456”,

con

Such calls

are not merely an annoyance but an economic
They abuse the patience of the person thus needlessly
disturbed; they consume (instead of save) the time of the caller;
and they burden the Telephone Company with a double operat-

waste.

ing expense.
Auother reason
in the fact

found

..

12._H.

easily

”6248” 1

That’s or e reason^uhy telephone subscribers fore asked to
ult the directory before giving a number—because this peculiar psychological trait is almost certain to lead to“wrong number” cills.

_

_

etc.”

Ever notice what queer pranks in transposing figures jour
mind will plaj?

...

why

directory should be consulted is
telephone numbers occasionally are

the

that

changed.
If you take pains to ascertain the correct number desired,
and then pronounce it distinctly, in 999 instances out of 1000 you
will get the correct connection.
The New England Telephone and Telegraph Company Is
one link In the chain of the great “Bell System'’, and In
the states ol Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts Is connected with JN.NI telephones.

New

mm stmsMD Conany

In A Bad

Right,

England

Tel. & Tel. Co.

datura.

legal Notices-

of Mount
Samuel
Smith,
Desert, Hancock county, Maine, by bis
mortgage deed d.« ted the tweny fifth day of
November, a. d. 1903. and recorded in the Hancock county, Maine, tegistry of deeds, book
403, page 49, conveyed to me, the undersigned,
Ansel L Manchester, of said Mount Desert, a
certain lot or parcel of real estate, situated in
Northeast Harbor, (own of Mount Desert,
Hancock couuiy, Maine, and bounded and de<
scribed as follows, to wit:
Commencing at a stone post on the north
side of a private way of said Manchester;
thence north 9P ea>t eighty eight (S8) feet to
a stone poet; thence no th 7° west one hundred and slaty Ivt (166) feet to a stone post;
thence south <3° west eighty-eight (8a) feet to
s stone post; thence south 7° east one hnn
dred and sixty five (166) feet to point com
menced at, and containing oue-third of an
acre, with the same restrictions contained in
a certain deed from said Manchester to said
Smith bearlneeven date with said mortgage
deed; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now, therefore,
by reason of tbs breach of the condition
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mort
gage, and give this notice for that parpose.
Mount Desert, Me.. September 25, 1908.
Ansbl L. Manchkster.

WHEREAS

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
ASA B. YOUNG, late of DEDHAM,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Almbna Young.
Dedham, Sept. 28, 1908.

THE

subscriber

subscriber hereby gives notice
he has been duly appointed adr
trator of the estate of
ELLA V. CLAY, also known as ELL
CLAY, late of BLUEHILL,
the connty of Hancock, deceaaed,
given bonds as the law directs.
Al>
sons having demands against the eat.
said deceased are desired to present the
for settlement, and all indebted therei
requested to make payment immediate
Bluebill, Oct. 1, 1908.
Forrest B. Si*

THE

of
LOS

ELMENA H. BREWER, late of
ANGELES COUNTY. CALIFORNIA,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
Bame for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment
immediately.
Alvaro R. McFarland.
Salisbury Cove, Sept. 28.1908.

a

A®

r-

of
e
ro
/.

Banking.

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

earn

If

I.
if

A NEW SERIES
Shares, SI each; monthly
menu, SI per share.

now

open.

WHT PAY
when

RENT

can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are uow paying for
ant* *n a^°ut 1611 years you

you

shares, give

notice

that
hereby gives
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator with the will annexed of the estate

h«

will*

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars inquire of

O. W. Tap ley, Se

A. W,

Kmo,

President!Sat’‘ ^ 11

y,
*

aiibcrtisnncntss.

--*

■MARKS’S-

regular by

Woman Interrupts Political Speaker.
A well-dressed woman interrupted s political speaker recently by continually coughing,
If she had taken Foley’s Honey and Tor ft
would have cured her congh quickly and exher system. The genuine
pelled the cold from
Foley’s Honey and Tar contains no opiates
end is in a yellow package. Refuse substitutes. 0. A. Faacnsa.

BEECHAJtfS
PILLS
u* H*
MA Ewr^m to tow* 10*

CASNOWI

OPPOSITE U S

HATENT.-Of Fli

WASHING TQNID.C.-

I

lj

wwvavj

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator de bonis non of the estate of
CORDELIA SNOW, late of Eden,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All perliven bonds as the law directs.
ious having demands against the estate of
laid deceased are desired to present the
name
for settlement, and all indebted
thereto art requested to make payment im
mediately.
Aluon C. 8now.

Pauper Notice.

THE

Oct. 6,1908.

contracted With the City ot
worth to support and
HAVING
for thot
need

care
assistance during the nex
ears and are legal residents of Ellswor bid all persons
trusting them on m
ount, as there is
of room and a<
aodations to care for them at the City

nay

plenty

o
e

f
.cn~
m

M. J. Drumf»

tubacribe

for

The

Amort,

an

COUNTY NEWS.

Itbntitiwnn

ofAer paf?«

For Additional County AV«f».

chapter.
George Torrey, with his bride, is home
Boston, and will live in the old
Rrrnei house.
Miss Killa Staples, teacher of Shakespeare primary, went to Swan s Island Friday to be present at the wedding of her
brother.
Capt. Melville Thompson came into the
harbor Saturday with the schooner vacht
he has commanded this summer, and will
from

BROOKLIN.
Charles Parker war* in Rockland last

Rapid Fall

Now For

week

moving fast enough on account of the warm weather of the past
few weeks. But move it must, and LOW PRICES is the lever that will do it.

QALLERT.

summer.

j Eggemoggin w here
*
in the postofflcc.
Mr.

;!

Every-

;

forenoon,
who

^

j

and Children’s Sweaters.

Dress Goods.
excel, it

is

dress

oor

goods de-

ipartment.
59-cent and 75-cent dress
worth 75 cents a ! (1.

goods

in all colors

and

various

materials;

were

.54-inch Broadcloth, worthfl.50, at 91- 51-inch Broadcloth, worth(2 at 91-60
Panamas and wool TaBatas in all colors at 911 tl>e (1.25 grade.

Seasonable Dry Goods.

;

very best grade of onting flannels, better than
at 10 cents.
any other oating flannel kept by any other dealer,
25-cent figured Eiderdown, made expressly
for Bath Robes and Kimonos, at $15c.
Special prices on blankets, table linens, 1 1-4 silver gray, tan and white
.blankets, worth 75 cents, at 59c.
White and gray doable bed blankets at $1 and $150. White doable ted
blankets at $2 and $2,50. White wool blankets at $3 50 and $5.
We offer 100

pieces

of the

Wash Goods.
This requires special attention, as the prices are extremely low.
cloth, the 20-cent kind, at 15 cents. Domestic flannel at 5
cents, 10 cents, 12 1-2 and 15 cents.
Children’s school plaids st 15 cts. Yard wide Percales at 12 1-2 cts.
Heavy shirting flannel at 10 and 12 l-2c.
Cotton Batting at lOc.
The very best Prints made at 6c.
Arnold Scotch

Women’s and Children's Hosiery.
Our special offer, at 25 cents per pair for ladies, and 15 cents per pair for
Boys, Misses and Children. Try these once and you will be pleased.

Women’s Knit Underwear.
Women's silk and lisle Underwear at SOets., 7Sets., $1. Women’s meMisses’ Jersey Vests,
dium and heavy weight Union Saits at 50cts. and $1.
high neck and long sleeves, medium and heavy weights, at 25c.
We

are

sole

agents for the celebrated Harvard and Forest Mills Under-

wear.

Yarns.
The only full assortment of Yarns in the city.
Oar Lawrence Shetland at 10 cents a skein or $1 per pound.
Fleisher’s
Scotch, Spanish and Saxony. Columbia, Germantown, Ellsworth Woolen
Mill yarns.
Our opening of the season of Gloves, Corsets, Belts, Neckwear and other
Novelties in large assortment at moderate prices,

Our Carpet

Curtain Mualina by the yard, and Portierea, window ahadea and other
lower than yon
furuiahing goods" in aaaortment and pricea which are
expected to find.
houae

OUR SHOE STORE.

When we mention thia department, we get enthusiastic. We have a shoe
From now on it will be
atore that ie a shoe Btore in every aenae of the word.
under my personal supervision, both as regards buying and selling. We would
and
have
therefore eliminated
once
than
wrong,
twice
right
sooner have shoes
from our shelves every shoe that there can be a shadow of doubt about, as to
We
have
selected
the
best workshops to
or
only
shape.
leather workmanship
make our shoes. One-dollar shoes may look aa well as a three-dollar shoe, hut
information
as
inside
to
leather
and coveredthe customer needs to have the
tacU. We have left nothing undone, inside and
ud workmanship to get at the
be
out in making up our shoes to give the most that can
gotten for the money
the customer wants to spend. The assortment of SHOES FOB MEN,
CHILDREN, now instock, is without
WOMEN, BOYS, MISSES and
to be found in any one store.
the

largest
question
Our special makes in Men’s
fiO
a $5 shoe, the first at $3

shoes are
and $4.

the Walkover and Stetson, the

The Endlcott or Johnson, made by the largest manufacturers in the
who tan their own leather, sell direct to the retailer without any intermediate profits. Their shoes range from *2 to 96
shoes in high cut at 92.50, 93, 93.50,
Special for heavy workingman’s
cut from 91.50 to 94.
up to 95. In the ordinary
view
of durability, from 91.50 to 93.50.
Special shoes for boys, with a
world

Our Ladies’ Shoes.
For a high grade, there is nothing better tlian our well-known Croat,
Burts or Patrician at (3.50.
Our specialty in a lady’s boot or oxford, at 92.50 and 93.
Biases’ school shoes from 91 to 92.50.
Children’s shoes from 50 cts. to 91.
Agent for the Educator Shoes in Boys’, MiBses’ and Children’s sizes.
We are sole agents for the celebrated Gold Seal rubbers and rubber boots.
You can save one-half of expense by using these rubbers for yourself and
We also carry everything in Hood’s Rubbers, and are particularly
family
well prepared on heavy rubber goods, suitable for rough wear.
We are well prepared to meet every demand coming to us thia fall from
want to be well served, spend your money with us.
our customers. 11 you
We defy competition both as regards prices and quality.

M. GALLERT,
ELL8W0BTH,.

MAINE.

Pe-ra-na

BEX.

Oct. 12.

SEDGWICK.
C. A. Holden has returned from Portland.
Mrs. L. J. Sylvester is in Stonington this
week on business.
Capts. H. I). and J. F. Lane came from

To
■others."

Saturday,

The Misses Walls, of Indian Point, are
guests for a few days at Capt. John Hall’s.
I Dr. Samuel Merrill, the gifted grandson
of the founder of the Baptist church here,
j occupied .be pulpit Sunday morning.
The evening service was ably conducted by
C. N. Rhodes.
j There was a large attendance at the
harvest home reunion Wednesday. The
display of fruit and vegetables nearly if
not quite equalled that of previous years.
The receipts amounted to |123.
J. A. Closson is having his porch, which
was damaged by fire, torn away from the
house, ana will move it farther back to be
used as a wood house. Mr. Mason, of
Bluebill, is superintending the work.
Oct. 12.
H.

w

Miaa Blanche Bridges, of Belfaat, it
HALL QUARRY.
visiting relatives here.
Mia* Gueaie Richardson returned
Miss Bachel Bridges,, of Belfast, ia at
to-day.
her home here on account of ill health.

On account of the rain Sunda;, there
were no services at the Methodist church.
Mrs. Ida Wardwell has gone to Portland
as nurse in the famil; of Clarenoe Wheeler.
Dexter Littlefield has gone to North
Chstine, where he is employed by Howard
Lowell.
D. C. Littlefield has been in North
Penobscot the past week doing carpentering for Howard Dorr.
'there was a social dance at Orange hall
Saturday evening. Boper's orchestra, of
Orland, furnished music.
Otis Leaeb has closed his brick business
at South Penobscot and has returned to
his home here for the winter.
The mjny friends of Mr. Cohn will be
glad to learn that he is rapidly recovering
from a severe cut on the wrist.
The marriage of Mrs. Mildred Isabel
Leach, of this plsce, to H. A. Mulloy, of
Chicago, took place at Sudberry, Ont.,
Sept. Tt. Congratulations are extended.
D. D. G. M. Alice Hichborn, of Stockton
Springs, will inspect Penobscot chapter,
It is
O. E. S., Saturday evening, Oct. 17.
hoped that a large number will be present.
The baseball nine of North Castine came
up Saturday and played the Penobscot
nine on
its grounds here. The game
resulted in a score of 30-6 in six innings
in favor of Penobscot.
There will be a special meeting of Penobscot chapter, O. E. S., Thursday evening, Oct. IS, for the purpose of exemplifying the work. All officers are earnestly
requested to be present.
Another of Penobscot's popular young
ladies, Miaa Kens Grindle, was married
recently. The groom, is Ormand Gray, of
Castine. Their many friends wish them a
long and happy married life.
Congratulations are extended to Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Grindle, of Sedgwick,
upon their marriage, which took place at
last week. Mrs. Grindle was
: Blue bill
Mias Florence Leach, of this place.
Wooddocxx.
Oct. 12.

8T0NINGT0N.

Lace and Muslin Curtains.

Recommend

i Barbour, Fred Joyce, Goodwin Thompson,
Oscar Morey and Capt. Will Green of
steam yacht Akelia.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
Her companion.
was drowned.
Mrs. R. H. Youn^, who has been ill
Miss Annie Williams, was unable to rensome time, is improving.
der any assistance. Miss Cousins was the
Ira Colwell, has gone to Milo, where he
third daughter of C. t Cousins and wife.
She was a young lady of rare personality has employment for the winter.
and of a sunny disposition, and beloved
H. A. Brown and wife, of Bar Harbor,
by all who knew her. She leaves a father, are guests of Mrs. F. M. Watson.
mother, four sisters and four brothers.
Mrs. D. W. Kelley, who has been emShe united with the Baptist church last
at Bar Harbor during the summer,
June, and it can be said of her “she lived ployed
is home.
be: religion every day”. The funeral took
Mrs. Annie Smith, left last Thursday to
chapel, Naskeag,
place from Betb-Eden
daughter Blanche at Newton,
Sunday afternoon, Rev. G. Mayc officiat- join her
for the winter.
Mass.,
covered
The
casket
was
with
beauing.
tiful floral tributes. The sympathy of the
Sarah, wife of A. 8. Wooster, died Fricommunity goes out to the bereaved fam- day evening, after a lingering illnese. The
ily. The three brothers and a cousin were funeral will be held at her home to-day.
bearers,
Much sympathy is expressed for I. H.
Unb Femme.
Oct. 12.
Coggins and wife, of Malden, Maas., in
the loss of their infant son. W. L. Coeaccompanied the remains to Hancock
PENOBSCOT.
or burial Saturday.
Mark Smith, of E. M. C. S., (pent SonOct. 12.
W.
at hi* home hare.

Department.

Loo it at all the other Carpet
B.ore by itself, occupying a whole floor.
You will find a larger stock thin all tha
stockB in town, then come "to Lit*.
combined.
stocks
other
Special offer in large Carpet Rags in Brussels, Tapestry, 9-12, at 920, worth
velvet and Axminster rugs at 926 and 930, being from to to *10 under
•25
and Linoleums from 2o cents a
orice from any other store. Floor Oilcloths
reduced from 50c. Straw matting
square yard up. Fibre matting at 40 cents,
from
50
cents
to 910.
Small
ruga
from 25 to 40 cents.

last

,

Mrs. Wiggin i» the guest of friends in
Rockland.
Arthur Carter is in Bangor for a load of
lumber for his new house.
S. P. Mills has gone to Ellsworth to
attend the October term of conrt.
Minot Qoss came from Bucksport to
spend a few days with his parents.
Mrs. Laura Webber has returned from a
visit to her parents at North Sedgwick.
Mrs. C. C. Cousins has returned from a
visit to friends in Portland and Camden.
Mm. T. S. Geyer and Mrs. Amanda
Green have gone to Boston on a pleasure

trip.

Arthur Spofford is closing out his grocery
business and will go to New York to take

a

Want

To

Mrs .E.W. Brooks.

Weak, Exhausted. Pe-ru-na Gave New Life.
Mrs. E. W. Brook*, M15H. Steele St., South Tacoma, Wub., writes:
“I went to recommend Peruna
mother*. When my little girl eeme, i
felt very weak and exhansted, and It aeemed that I coaid not regain
my

atrengtb.
“My mother bought

!

da;
I

A CHARMING YOUNG MOTHER Smi

her here this winter.

Some of the young men arriving home
this week are Ernest Pickering, Ernest

?ins

91, St 60, $2, 92-60, 93, 94 and 96.
We highly recommend the Sweater at |2.50 and |3, being all wool, full coat
aDd
good value.
length, attractive
Ladies' Sweaters at

we

was

depth and

Waists and Petticoats.

$3 50 and $5.

on the Naskeag road Friday
hen Miss Georgene Cousins,
her
in bathing, got beyond

Allen shore

equipped than ever to show a large and varied line of Waists
and Petticoats. Oar specialty- a tailor-made waist of striped shirting at $1.
Scotch flannel waiats ct $2 and $2.50.
Muslin Waists from $1 to $o.

If there is any department in which

Cole.

Misses Edith and Nellie Cousins, Steand Lucius Cousinsl came from Boslast Sunday to atteiffi the funeral of
their sister.
A sad accident occurred at the Eben

better

I

have returned to

New York after spending the summer at
Mrs. E. I. Hill’s.
Morrill Goddard has closed his summer
home at Naskeag and returned to New
York with his family.
Mrs. Hattie Redman, with daughter,
Miss Mae, left for California Thursday, to
spend the winter with her son, Cleves

phen

in Black, Navy and Brown, at $5.
Wool Taffeta Dress Skirts, new gored and plaited models, at $6.50 and $7.50
The finest English Taffeta at $10.
We have also dress skirts at $2 50 and $3.50.

Ladies’, Misses’

Baker and wife

moor

Marshall's island

j ton

plaited models,

Lace waists at

returned from
she has been employe !

Miss Edith Allen has

i

Dress Skirts

are

the

j

His Line of Ladies’ Suits is especially strong:
Fashion’s newest suits of Broadcloth and fine Cheviots, season’s newest
models, worth from $30 to $35. at $25.
Fine Cheviot and Cloth Suits, worth $20 to $25, at $20.
Navy,
The greatest bargain of all, a Cheviot Suit in Green, BrowD,
C'atawba and Black, worth $20, at $15.
and
at
$15.
new
$12.50
Ladies’ Coats, the
$10,
model,

WTe

on

Joseph

I

has retained the confidence of the people.
This season he has made better preparation than ever to meet the demands
M. Gallert is
of bis customers. The people seem hungry for new things.
showing new things in every department.

Ladies' Suits. Outside Skirts, Coats, Waists and
thing in ready-to-wear for Ladies.

been

|

goods. The people want new things: be has them. Lndoubtedly he
has the best assortment of goods of a quality that wins recognition. His
grade of goods is
prices are as low as the lowest, and as low as a much inferior
sold for by other dealers. He offers good merchandise at prices to defy all
of
him, you get
If
exists.
same
buy
where
the
no
you
matter
competition,
Everything he oners is upwhat vou pay for in measure, weight and qua»ity.
are
Boston
and
up every
York
in
New
picking
to-date, and bis resident buyers
If you give him a
new thing which is offered and adapted for his trade.
difference
the
w
ill readily recognize
chance to show you what he can do. you
between good men bandise and inferior goods.
He guarantees to deliver good merchandise at as low a price as inferior
He has sold goods in this city for thirty-seven years, and
can be brought for.

and

last week.

Harold Powers, who has been in town a
few days, has returned to Melrose, Mass.
The Farnsworth Packing Co. plant
! closed Saturday after a successful season.
Tibbetts has sold his house
Cant.
)
and land to Joseph Cranford, of Waahington, D. C.
S. W. Tainter and wife have returned
from Beverly, Ma»s., where they spent the

has the

plain Panamas, semi-sheath

Sedgwick

Ralph Willey, who has
yacht Admiral* is at home.

hasn’t been

in

at

Albert McDonnell, who has been visiting his sister, hiis returned to Bath.
Miss Annie South is home fr« m Bos to 1,
wber* she has b.«n visiting h r auot.

MERCHANDISE.

M.

business.

Helen St rout visited Miss Anna

Miss

Dcrity

Buying.
FALL

on

Abbtitiumim*

invited to Stonington to visit Juanita

i9

position.

Miaa Annie
Camden.

Reed

ia

at

bom*

horn*

from

Mra. C. E. Dickens, with her two children, ia in town.
George P. Larrabee and wife returned
home from Stonington Saturday.
George Ober waa called home Satorday
from High Ialand by the ilineea of bia

|

wife.
Mra. Caro Sornea returned from Rockla nd laat week. All are glad to know aba
baa improved in health.
Oct. 12.
PSBBLS.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Moat of the cottages are cloeed.
Tbe schooner Vanguard, of Deer Isle, ia

loading.
Harry Conary baa moved

now

to

tbe Ravine

cottage for tbe winter.
Mra. Lizaie Billings, of Sargentville,
spent part of laat week with relatives
here.

The sloop Eliza Wilson, of Htonington,
loaded and sailed from tbe landing last
week.
Mrs. Jennie Friend returned Tburaday
from a visit to her parents at North Sedgwick. Her sister came for a visit.
Oct. 12.
CBt'MBS.
EAST BLUEHILL.
was born to William Farnwortb and wife Tburaday, Oct. 8.
Mrs. A. J. Grindle spent a few days here
last week, returning to Stonington ThursA

daughter

day.

H. P. Long and wife have moved Into
into the bouse vacated by them in tbe

spring.
Mra. John love and John Ashworth and
wife, of Stonington, apent a few days here
last week.
R.
Oct. 12.
_

BROOKS VILLE.
Mrs. James Roper ia quite ill.
Mahlon Campbell and Russell Gray
found a bees' neat recently with eightythree pounds of honey in it.
Tbe six-months-old child of Hugh
Brown, died Wednesday, Oct. 7, of indigestion. Funeral waa held at tbe borne
Friday, Rev. A. B. Carter, of Brookiin. officiating. Interment at Bargentville. Much
sympathy is felt for tbe parents, as it
was tbeir only child.
A.
Oct. 12.

SbfuttiKmcBtfi.

DO YOUGET OP
WITH A LAME BACK?
Kidney Trouble Makes Ton Miserable.

Bev. J. P. Simonton and wife are in
Almost everybody who reads the newsEllsworth to attend the dedication of thy
papers la sure tc know of the wonderful
new church.
VUIH
UIWK
Wl.
VJ
George W. Redman, coroner, has been
I Kilmer'* Swamp-Root,
He reon a business trip to Ellsworth.
the
rreet
liver
kidney,
turned Saturday.
|k and Bladder remedy.
George B. Noyes, wife and son left FriIt Is the great medlm
where
will
for
Cuba,
they
morning
day
S* cal triumph o( the ninemake their home.
teenth century; disPhilip Crockett and wife have returned
II covered alter years of
from Rockland, where they have been visscientific research by
iting his parents.
Dr. Kilmer, the emiIrving Simpson and bride are receiving
was
Mm.
Miss
nent kidney and bladSimpoon
congmtulations.
Maud Maher, of North Haven.
aespecialist, and Is
Miss Inman, typewriter for the Ryan- wonderfully successful in promptly curing
hat
and
resigned,
Parker Construction Co.,
lame back, kidney, bladder, uric acid trouwill go home to Massachusetts this week. bles and Bright's Disease, which Is the worst
and
wife
arrived
Greenlaw
W.
L.
of kidney trouble.
form
Capt.
home from their Washington-Gettysburg
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root Is not recan
report
enjoyable
They
trip Saturday.
ommended for everything but if you have kidtime.
ney, liver or bladder trouble It will be found
Capt. Emery J. Eaton, who was called Just the remedy you need. It has been tested
and
death
his
of
illness
the
here by
In so many ways, tn hospital work, in private
mother, Mrs. George Eaton, has gone to
practice, among the helpless too poor to purhie home in New London, Conn.
chase relief and has proved so successful in
Nihil.
Oct. 12.
•very case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
DEER ISLE.
have not already tried it, may have a
Chpt. George Haskell is home, after a who
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
season’s yachting.
Allen Hill, of Georgetown, Mass., is vis- Wiling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out If you have kidney or bladder trouble.
iting friends in town.
Frank Greenlaw and wife returned Sat- When writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
urday from a week’s visit to Boston.
James Golden and Willie Newman, of ■end your address toi
Bristol. R. I., are visiting Clarence Dow Dr. Kilmer 8c Co.,Bing-1
and wife.
hamton, N. Y. The
Mm. Ada Moore, of the Lynnmore, it regular fifty cent and aomt at sSimp-iux*.
taking a short vacation visiting relatives dollar sizes are sold by all good druggists.
in Boston.
Don’t make any mistake, MU remember the
■Boot, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Boo
Harbor View chapter will be inspected
N. T.. on"ever:
by Grand Worthy Matron Edith Lenfest
this
lodge
Wednesday evening. Thursday

|

Ijll
t|jl

__

sadns^addmse^BiB^bamtoa,

me a bottle of Peruna, after I had tried several other
Black advertised remedies without relief. 1 had little faith, as 1 was very
weak, but within a week after 1 had commenced taking Parana 1 was like a
different woman.

“New life and vitality seemed to come each day until In a few weeks I
in line health and a happy woman. Thanks to yonr splendid medicine,
I have enjoyed good health for several years. I always keep Peruna on
hand, as a few doses will set me right when I am feeling badly.”

was

Catarrh af Can.
Mn. G. W. Heard, Hempetead. Texas,
write* la regard to her eon Carl: “Mr
eon’* ears had been affected since he was
a baby.
He seemed to hare risings in
bis head. He would be eery fretful for
sereral days, then his ears would ran profusely what appeared to be corruption.
“The last year I thought he had almost
lost his hearing and had a local physician treating him for about six weeks.

He pronounced biro well end for a few
week* he wu not troubled, but etoce
thot time the discharge from hi* een
ni almost constant end very offensive.
"Finally I began giving him Pertrna
and Lacnpla, and after he had taken
two bottles of the Laenpia he wu entirely cured.
“I cannot praleo laenpia and Peruse

enough.”

People Who Object to Liquid Medicines Should Buy Reruns TaMets

COUNTY NEW*.
tor additional

County

Jfim

Mr

other pttytt

HULL’S COVE.
Mrs. Sumo Nowell has been in Bancor
and vicinity lately.
Horace Tabor and wile were in Lamoine
one day left week.
Mrs. SoDhia Hamor baa cone to Otter
Creek to viait relativea.
Mr. Froit, ot Mariariile, visited bia
daughter, Mra. Frank Dickey, recently.
George Hiccins and family, of Sound,
are occupying tbe Carpenter bomeelead.
Walter Maddocka, of Eaat Holden, epent
a few daya laet week with relativee here.
Mra. Lucy Hamor baa cloaed her summer
borne ben and returned to South Boeton.
William Perry and wife, of Bar Harbor,
have moved Into tbe Morria cottage tor
tbe winter.
Lloyd White, wife and little son Leslie
have returned from Waltham, where they
spent a short vacation.
Mra. Prances Springer, who has been
employed at S. L. Leland’a during tbe
summer, returned to her home in Trenton
this week.
Oct. 12.
Aese.
OTTEB CREEK.
Charles Richardson has Just completed
a fine new stable.
Veazie Young and wife have gone Massachusetts for tbe winter.
Alton Grover and wife have gone to
Seal Harbor for tbe winter.
There were no services at tbe church

Sunday

on

account of tbe storm.

Mrs. Alice Stanley and Mrs. Cora Walla
have gone to Boeton on a pleasure trip.
Mrs. Nettie Davis and children have
cone to Mariaville to visit Mrs. Herbert
Newman.
Tbe Sunday school children went on a
picnic to the sand beach last Saturday,
and had a grand time.
■Miss Grace Higgins and Mias Ruth
Davis attended the teachers’ convention
at Bar Harbor Saturday.
Miss Leona Gilley, of Baker's ialand,
who baa been visiting at Mr. Grover’s,
returned home

in tbe presence ol a number of rtla'.ivts
and friend*.
After the usual congratulaiiim*. refmbroenla were served by Mrs. Ette Triboo,
■ (ieterof the bride, end then Mr. tod
Mr*. Haskins left for Bangor, where they
will reside.
dPK.
Oct. M.
c
EAST ORLASD
George Snow is in Binebill, w here he
has employment.
Mr*. Maria Mead has gone to Benton (or
a visit of several weeks.
Rev. A. E. Luo* and wife, of Belfast, ere
guests of Mrs. E. C. Mason.
Harold BorrtU, of Dedham, tinted
friends here Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Susan McOsslin, of West Surry, is
the guest of her niece, Mrs. E. (. MasonMiss Susan Harriman, of Orrington, wa»
the goest of Mrs. Flora Dorr over Sunday.

Miss Bertha Dorr
from Castine for
mother.

a

came

home

Thursday

week's visit with her

Rev. A. E. Luc* bad charge of the services here Sunday in exchange with |Kev.
Mr. Barker, who went to Belfast.
Elmer BlaiadeU. Henry and Arthur
Buias
Dunbar, whobave been working in
and
port for W. M. Shaw, have finished
an home.
William Wilt, who has been employed
has re
at Moonhead lake several weeks,
-*1
turned and is again boarding wun
Emily Dunbar.
ErnestiM
Mrs. Emily Dunbar. Mrs
r.
Mrs.
Marks, Mn. Millie Snow and
SaturMaeon wen in Bangor Friday and
festival.
day to attend the muaic
M.
Oct. 12.
SALISBURY COVE.
is a gues
Miss Chddie Parsons, of Tilden.
of her sister, Mn. Edgar Robbins.
MonRev. A. W. Lorimer and wife left !
the
day for a viait to Presque Isle,
home of Mrs. Lorimer.
moth
H. C. Jordan la visiting hii
Mro .B"
Mn. Nathaniel Bowden.
,nd
recently met with a severeaeode
b P- .0jr
it now suffering with s broken
T
r
many friends hope for s speedy

Monday.

Oct. 12.

THB FIKB L°8»

Aeon.
_

EDEN.
Mrs. James Garland returned from
Cripple Creek laet week.
Lionel Stanley broke his arm while at
play one day last week at Central school.
Mias Faye Pauline Devereux, of Gaatine,
was the guest of Miss Margaret Leland

recently.

Mra. Emma Ladd, of Baaa Harbor, is
a few
weeks with her sister,
Mrs. Caroline Richards.
Miss Minnie Morrison, of Bar Harbor
telephone exchange, spent part of her
vacation with friends here.
Much sympathy ia felt for Lerov Garland, of Cripple Creek, who arrived here
Saturday with the remains of his wife.
Tbe interment was at Mountain View
cemetery.
Oct. 12.
V.

oy*rf*r??XiB
l“iu"

the United States is
h
annually. The amour t paid
in

r

1907, *2,200,000,000.
The receipts ol * he»jfSX0®rf,id in
C.cld
ment, 1906, were M«7,a32,7b3.
culation *688,6o5,W«.
c0red
to g t
It will cost you but *100*00 the
of the diseased Inebriety at
Institute in Portland, Maine

spending

HANCOCK POINT.
CHEBT KB-HASKINS.

The home of Charles F. Chester, keeper
of Crabtree ledge light at Hancock Point,
was the scene of a pretty wedding last
Thursday evening, when his daughter,
Daisy I., became the bride of J. Edward
Haskins, ot Bangor. The parlor was
tastefully decorated for the occasion, autumn leaves and potted plants being used
with good effect, the principal feature, of
course, being the arch under which the
young couple Btood during the ceremony.
The bride was attired in a traveling suit
of brown, and was attended by Mrs. Eva
Galliaon. Colby Cheater, a brother of the
bride, was beat man. Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, officiated, using th<
ring service. The ceremony was perlormec
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